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Introduction 
The Great Lakes provide a home to one of the worlcPs greatest freshwater fisheries. Great Lakes 
fisheries are defined as intricate webs of fish populations, their aquatic environments, and the people 
who use and enjoy them. These fisheries are important parts of the life of the lakes. 

Changes in the life of the lakes reflect the history of the Great Lakes region. Through the history of 
the fishery, we can understand the way of life of those peoples who have depended directly on the 
vitality and productivity of the lakes. The story of the fishery reflects the story of various impacts on 
water quality in the Great Lakes. Fishes serve as valuable indicators of environmental change and 
environmental health, and fish populations have served as early warning signals of poor environmental 
quality. Likewise, the fisheries serve as an indicator of resource sustainability. Understanding Great 
Lakes fisheries helps us better understand what constitutes quality of life. 

These vitally important fisheries are ever~changing. The fisheries in the lakes have become established 
since glacial times, thousands of years ago. Change continued with the arrival of explorers, traders 
and settlers, with the increased human populations in the Great Lakes basin and with expanded 
trade and commerce in the region. These changes affected past fisheries and the fisheries of today 
and will undoubtedly influence the fisheries of the future. 

The cultural importance of the fisheries still echoes from the names of places along rhe coasts of 
each of the Great Lakes: Fish Creek, Whirefish Point, Siskiwit ("fat trout") Bay, Menominee, Sturueon 
Bay, Fish Point, Salmon River, Troutburg, Bas Island, Pike Bay, Carp River. Today, the influence of 
Great Lakes fisheries has spread widely. We depend upon the lakes as sport anglers, as visitors to 

historic fishing and coastal villages, and as consumers who eat Great Lakes fish. 

The purpose of this publication is to describe the current status of the Great Lakes fishery; to outline 
the Great Lakes fishery of the past, including the social, technological and environmental 
changes it has faced over time; and to discuss fisheries issues expected in the future. 

Throughout the text, many important agencies and organizations working together to 
sustain Great Lakes fisheries arc described; details on contacting these organizations are 

listed on the Internet at www.miscagrant.umich.edu/fisheries. Also, terms used to 

describe the Great Lakes fishery are shown in bold throughout this publication, 
and appear with definitions in the Glossary. 

Yellow Perch 
(Perea flavescens) 





Ecology 

The Great Lakes arc a geologically young 
system compared to the world's oceans. 
The present day lakes began to form 
I 8,000 to 15,000 years ago. Glaciers last 
re treated from the region 9,000 years ago, 
leaving a relatively short time for fishes 

r evolve or move into the region's lakes. 

As the glaciers receded, the lire.at Lakes 
shorelines changed greatly. Water levels 
fluctuated as the land rebounded ( lifted 
up) when the heavy glaciers retreated 
northward. As the shoreli nes and rivers 

around the Great Lakes changed over 
thousands of years, so also did the avenues 
for m vcment of fishes into and 

thrnughout the region. 

Some parts of the Great Lakes region are 
cold and arc so far north that the climate 
provides only a short growing season. 
Other parts of rhe region are warmer and 
have a longer gro1,ving season. In spire of 

their harsh .surroundings, the Great Lakes 

are prod uctive. They form one of the 

largest surface freshwater sys tems in the 
world, and their sheer size means that 
these bodies of water can support an 

abundance of life. Together, the Great 
Lakes cover more than 94,000 square 
miles (244,000 square kilorneters) of 
surface area, larger than the states of New 

York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode 
Island, Massachusetts, Vermont and New 

Hampshire combined. They contain 6 
quadrillion gallons ( 22. 7 quadrillion 
liters) of freshwater, almost one,fifth of 
the world': surface supply. 

The abiotic (nonliving) features of the 
lakes interact with the biotic (living) 

organisms to affect the amount and type 
of life that can be supported. Ecology is 

the study of the interaction between 
a biotic and biotic factors. Because of their 
size and varied geography, geology and 
ecology, the Great Lakes are comprised 
of sub,regions that vary in climate, 

sunlight, temperarure, depth, nutrients, 
chemical composition (such as oxygen 

1k Great Lakes 

concentrations), water movements, 
shoreline, and oth er physical and 
biological characteristics. This variation 

means that some areas of the lakes are 
m re productive than o thers. 

The intricate sh ore lines of rhe lakes 
( including the shores of many islands) 
rota\ about 11 ,000 miles (17,700 km). 
Bays, rocky reefs and rhe sh eltered areas 
around islands provide the shallows that 
many fishes depend upon at some time in 
their life cycles. 

Streams and rivers drain over 295,000 
square miles (767,000 square kilometers) 

of the hearr of North America, forming 
rhe Great Lakes watershed. These 
tributaries, rivers and streams flmving 
into rhe lakes, provide habitat where some 
fishes, such as salmon, migrate ro spawn 
(breed). Other river, spawning fishes 

include steelhead, rainbow smelt, suckers1 

hike srurgeon, white bass and walleye. 

Wetlands, with their warm, shallow, nu
trient,rich waters, support a rich grmvth 

of aquatic plants, which in tum harbor 
small aquatic life. These conditions pro, 
vide food and shelter for fishes. Coastal 

wetlands provide valuable spawning ar
eas for some fishes and nurseries for juve, 

nile (young) fishes. Waves and currents 
carry nutrients and energy from wetlands 
into offsho re areas, enriching them 
enough to support more life. 

The Great Lakes have a variety ofborrom 
types including mud, silt, sand, rock and 
gravel. Some organisms, called benthic 
organisms, prefer to live in this bottom 
zone. Herc, in the sediments or among 

the different bottom rnaterials, live 
bac ter ia , which help decompose dead 
plants and animals, and detritivores, small 
animals rhar feed on decomposing matter. 
Some fishes (such as lake sturgeon) prefer 

to feed on small benthic organisms. 

Tobico Marsh, a wetland connected to Saginaw Bay, supports o rich growth of aquatic plants and a diversity of fish and wildlife. 

It LIFE, ___ f ll LAKES 3 



WaterTemperature in the Great Lakes 

WIND ---- -------

Summer (layering) 

Ecological Zones 
The Great Lakes provide a variety of habi~ 
tats, areas where fishes can find their life 
requirements such as food, water condi~ 
tions, shelter and space. More specifically, 
habitats can be described in tenns of how 
they differ in the amount of sunlight they 
receive, in the amount of nurri e nrs 
presenr, and in water temperature. Gen~ 
erally, the lake can be divided into off~ 
shore and near,shore (also called in, 
shore) habitats. The neaMhore (in~ 
shore) habitats closest to the edge of the 
lake have the greatest light penetration, 
and due to their proximity to land, they 
receive the most run-off of nutrients and 
other materials from the watershed ( the 
land area dra ined by a system of stream 
and rivers). Off-shore habitats include the 
uppermost portions of the open water of 
the lake, as well as the depths. 

The benthic zone includes the encire 
bottom of the lake. In off~shore areas, the 
benthic zone receives no light. However, 
neaVihore, the benthic life may benefit 
from light that reaches bottom. 

The aquatic life present in the Great 
Lakes depends upon the amount of sun
light reaching portions of these large bod
ies of water. Light can penetrate water 
only to a depth of about 300 to 600 feet 
(about 100 to 200 meters). Some wave~ 
lengths of light energy can penerrate far~ 
ther than others. The degree of light pen~ 
et.ration into the water varies greatly 
among lakes, among regions within a lake, 
and easonall y. 

Generally speaking, rhe zone of c1 lake 
where light can penetrate is rnlled the 
limnetic or photic zone. In contrast, the 
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The surface layer of water· that is constantly mixed 

by wind and waves and is w:irmcd by the sun from 

late spring to Im: fall. 

Met11imnlon I 
The middle layer characterized by a steep gradient 

in temperature and demarcated by the regions 

above (epilirnnion) and below (hypolimnlon). 

The mmalimnion is the barrier that prevents 

mixing and heat exchange between the epilimnion 

and hypolimnlon. 

Hypolimnlon 

The deepest layer of uniformly cold water that 

does not mix with the upper layers and has low 

circulation. The colder water within the hypolimnion 

is at its max imum density at a temperature of 

four degrees Centigrade. 

deepest portion of the lake, where light 
energy cannot penetrate, is called the 
profundal, or the aphotic zone. Ar the 

shallow edges of the lake, is the littoral 
zone, shallow enough so that light can 
penetrate the water, reach the bottom and 
support the growth of rooted vegetation. 
The littoral zones, which include coastal 
wetlands, are very va lu able for Great 
Lakes fisheries because they provide areas 
for spawning and feeding. In protected 
areas, rooted plants provide shelter and 
habitat for fishes and other life. 

The pelagic zone is the open-water area 
of a lake, away from the littoral zone. In 
the pelagic zone, the uppennost portion 
of the water is within the limnetic zone, 
where light c;:m penetrate and foster 
growth of algae and other forms of open
water rlants ·:i.n I life. Some adult fishes, 
such as salmon and lake herring, sr end 
much of their time in the colder regions 
of the pelagic zone. Other species, such 

as smallrnouth bass, prefer to spend their 
lives in the slightly warmer litroral zones. 

Ecological Processes 
Nutrien t and chemical composition of the 
Great Lakes can vary tremendously by 
location and over a period of time. Large 
areas of the Great Lakes are considered 
oligotrophic, or low in nutrients, and tend 
to be deep an l cold. Other areas are 
eutrophic, warmer and richer in nutrients 
than the oligorrophic portions of the 
lakes. Mesotrophic regions have 
moderate amounts of nutrients and 
biological pro luctivity. The nutrient 
levels found in Great Lakes habitats affect 
both the number and type of fishes and 
other aquatic life. l.n the late I 960s, Lake 

Erie \-\ as feared "dead," devoid of much 
fish life due to over-enrichmenr (or 
human,induced eutrophication) of wr1rer 
due to nutrient run~off from land. 

Seasonal changes also affect fish habit:-lts. 
In the summer, portions of the lakes 
undergo thermal stratification - a 
process that results in layers of water of 
different temperatures. Wann \\'ater near 
the surface forms the epilimnion. Colder, 
bottom water forms the hypolimnion. 
The two layers are separated by a thin 
metalimnion (also called a thermocline}, 
in which the water temperature drops 

markedly. At certain rimes of the ycnr, 
shallow, nearshore water can heat more 
rapidly than the deeper portions of a lake. 
This can create a th.in, vertical transition 
zone, c1lled a thermal bar, sandwiched 
between the wanner nearshore \\ ate rs and 

colder waters offshore. 

Each species of fish in the Great Likes 
has a preferred range of water temperature 
and<. thcr water conditions. S01T1e species, 
such <ls sa I mon and lake trout, are 
coklwatcr fishes, generally found in deep 
waters. Others, such as walleye a;1d perch, 
are coolwater fishes and thrive m waters 
that arc slightly shallower and \·.rarmer. 

In r.he fall, as Great Lakes surface waters 
cool and become heavier, they sink, 
causing waters to mix. During winter, ice 
may cover some areas of lakes Eric and 
Ontario, and larger areas of the upper 
three Great Lakes-Superior, Michigan 
and Huron. In spring, cold surface \Vater 

is h eated by the sun to about 39.2° F ( 4° 
C), the point at which water i ; densest 
and heaviest, and sinks. Turno ver 
(mixing) occurs once again. 

Turnover and movement of nutrients ,ml\ 
materials are not uniform across any given 

lake. Strong winds can play a role in rhe 
turnover process, and an early spring can 
mean early productivity in the lake. At 
certain times of rhe year, wind an l 
changes in water temperature can also 
cause upwellings 1 in which strong winds 
Gm cause warm \\ acer at the :urface to 

move laterally so that cold water from rhe 
deeper layers moves up toward the surface. 
Likewise, downwelling of Great Lakes 
water cr1n be caused by tcm , eraturc 
changes and wind~created wat,~r rnove-



ments. Certain patterns in wind speed, 

surface ,varer m ovement, and up~ and 

clownwelling lead to the creation of 
streaks, or as anglers call them "scum 

lines," areas where algae and zooplank, 

ton can collect and be moved toward the 
water surface. Fish sometimes then move 

to these :rreaks for feeding. 

Circulation of water in the lakes and from 
one lake to another, in combination wi rh 
wave action, creates littoral or longshorc 
currents, carrying nutrients and material s 
along rhe sho re and throughout the lakes. 

This actio n changes with the intensity of 

weather patterns and with the seasons. 

This variety and mixing is important for 

fishes, because seasonal rnrnovers, 

upwellings, downwellings, and littoral 

currents and other water move ments 

cause oxygen and nutrients to be mixed 

througho ut the lakes. These water 
rn vcments also transport larval fish long 

distances, a process important for fostering 

recruitment of fish in habitats far from 

their hatching areas. 

Diversity of Fishes in 
the Great Lakes 
Since the retreat of glaciers, the Great 

Lakes basin has been connected with the 

Missi ss ippi drainage system and to 

waterways reaching the Atlantic Ocean. 

All of the basin)s origina l lifeforms 

evolved in the Great Lakes or invaded 

from one of three directions-from the 

Susquehanna River and Hudson River 
drainages of the Atlantic Coastal Plain, 

the Miss issippi River drainage basin or the 

Yukon basin of Alaska. In more recent 

years, species have moved into or out of 

the lakes rhrough the Eric Cana l, the 

W elland Canal and the Chicago Sanitary 

and Ship Canal. N ew species have also 
arrived unintentionally from across rhe 
world via ships' ballast water, have been 

unintentionally transferred by humans 
from one area to another or have been 

inrentionally introduced by humans. 

At least 179 species of fishes arc found in 

one or more of the Grear Lakes, their 
tributaries, the connecting waterways (St. 
Marys River, St. Clair River, Lake St. 
Clair, Detroit River and Niagara River). 

Lake Michigan has the greatest number 

of fish species (136); Lake Erie has the 

second highest number of fish species 
( 129). Lake Superior has fewer fish species 

rhan the other lakes ( 83), but th is 

n o rthernmost lake has three unique 

varieties of one species-the lake trout
including the <(siscowet," an extremely 

fatty subspecies. Lake Omario has more 

fi ·hcs frorn the Adan tic drainage than any 

of the other lakes. Lakes Superior, Ontario 
and Erie, \:vith an east,west orientat ion, 

have more species in their southern 
tributaries than in their northern strea ms 
and rivers . This is probably because many 

fi shes invaded the region from rhe south, 

as glaciers melted and the climate of the 
region warmed. 

Lake Superior is unique in its collection of 
fishes, in part because it is lornre l the 

farthest upstream and north of the other 

hkes. Together lakes Superior, Huron and 
Michigan are commonly known as the 

upper Great Lakes since they arc farther 

upstream than lakes Erie and Ontario. Lakes 

Huron and Michigan contain very similar 

fish species. Because they are at the same 
elevation and are connected through the 
Srrairs of Mackinac) they mi ght be 

considered as one lake were it not for slight 

differenc es in physical and chemical 

characteristics. Lakes Ontario and Eric have 

many fishes in common with each other 

because they are farther south than the other 

lakes, are shallower in comparison) and are 
closely connected through the 'X'ellancl 

Canal. Each lake's set of fish inhabitants is 
closely tied to the whole set of living and 
nonliving lake components--collectively 

called the ecosystem. 

Great Lakes Food Webs 
Aquatic diversity in the Grear Lakes 
dcpen ls upon the availability and 

abundance of food. A food chain is a 
linkage of a predator to its prey. In reality, 

many different food chains interact in the 

Great Lakes to fom1 diverse, compl<:'x food 
webs, through which energy is passed from 

one group of organisms to others. Each 

energy level is called a trophic level. 

Plants form the base, the first trophic 
level, of the Great Lakes food chains. 

They convert and store the sun's energy 
and ava ilable nutrients into liv ing biom, 
ass, which is then available to o ther or

ganisms in the food chain. For this rea

son) plants are called producers. In the 
Great Lakes, most of these producers are 

microscopic floating plants called phy
toplankton. Examples of phytoplankton 
are diatoms-tiny, single~cellcd plants 

with hard shells of silica. They may cling 

to each other in groups or in loose fila~ 
rnents or may cling to underwater objects. 

Other phytoplankton in rhe Grear Lakes 

include green algae, blue-green algae 
(c yanobacteria) , and dinoflagc llatcs 
(plants with hair~like structures that al
lmv them to move). Peaks in phytoplank~ 

ton growth occur twice a year, the first in 
spring (mostly diatoms) and the second 

in the fall (diatoms and blue-green and 
green algae). These bursts of phytoplank

ton orowth are called algal blooms and 
follo

0

w spring and fall turnover. Large 

rooted plants, called macrophytes, are an
other prominent r.ype of producer. Mac-

Number of Fish Species Found in the Great Lakes Basin* 

Basin Number of fish species 
Erie 

Ontario 

Huron 

Michigan 

Superior 

Lake Nipigon 

-~------~~ 

St. Lawrence River 

Total 5 lakes and tributaries 

Total basin 

Source: Coon 1999 in Taylor :ind F~ rrer, 1999 'Include, trobu!MW> 

129 

119 

117 

136 

83 

39 

105 

172 

179 fie 



rophytes grow in areas where light reaches 
the lake bottom. Macrophyres support dif, 

fcrcnt animal life than do phytoplankton. 

The next trophic levels are made up of 

tiny or even microscopic floating or some

what mobile animals called zooplankton. 
These are the first level of consumers in 

the Great Lakes. These animals have a 
great variety of forms with uniq ue life 

cycles. The most numerous typt: of zoop

lankton found in the Great Lakes are pro, 
t zoans (microscopic one-celled animals 

such as amoebae and paramecia). Other 

cornm.on types include rotifers, cladocer
ans (welter fleas such as DaJJhnia), which 

are numerous in the summer m on ths, and 

copcpocls (such as Cyclops). 

Zooplankton abundance varies through 

out the spring, summer and fall. Their 
numbers are influenced by food avaikibil

ity, which in turn is affected by such things 

as an earl y spring, winds, seasonal mixing 

of water layers, upwellings, and produc

ti vi ry of the water. 

Another trophic 

level consists of 
macroinvertebrates 
(l a rg e r a nimals 

lacking backbones). 

Different types live in 

deep areas a nd shallow 

areas of the Great La k es. 

Deepwater life is dominated by two 
unique small animals: Diporeia spp., 

which i.s an amph ipod or "sideswimmer" 
(sometimes mistakenly called a freshwater 

shrimp) and opossum shrimp, Mysis oculaw 
rdicta. Some zooplankton such as opossum 

shrimp migrate dozens of meters (many 
thousands of times their body le n gth) 

vertically, up and down in the water da ily. 

Their movements a re affected by I ight 
levels, season, temperature, and mating 

beh;w iors. These organisms 1n ove nutrients 

and energy between shallow and deep 

regions of the lakes. Also found in deep 
waters are oligochaetes (freshwater worms) 

and chironomids (larvae of midges). 

The small animals found in shallow, pro
tected waters of the Great Lakes are simi
lar to those found in cold, inland lakes
leeches, clams, zebra mussels, snails, and 
larv ae of ma yfl ies, dragonflies and 
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cacldisflies. The average den

sity of these small benrhic 

animals, some of which 

are burrowing and oth
ers associated with veg, 

e tation, may reach hun

dreds of anima ls per 

square meter. Some ar
eas of the Great Lakes may 
be even more pruductive, 

with tens of thousands of small 
animals per square meter. 

Zooplankton and macroinvertebnues pro, 
vide the basis for fishes at the next trophic 

leve ls in Great Lakes ecosystems. Some 

fishes, such as a lewife, various sh iners and 

lake herring, feed mainly on zooplankton 
and are called planktivorous (plankton

eating) fishes. The a lewife and oth er 

planktivorous fishes have specialized struc
tures, called gill rakers, which sift our food 

as water passes over their gills. 

Generally, the juveniles of large or 

med ium-sized Great Lakes fishes, such 

as salinon, lake trout and yellow 
perch, feed mainly o n zoo pl a nk ton 

and m acro invertebrates until they grow 

large enough to eat small, young-nf-the

year fish. Fishes that eat other fish arc 

called piscivorous. 

Small fishes tha t provide foo I for larger fish 
arc called forage fishes. Forage fish include 

bloaters, lake h erring, sculpins, shiners, 

alewife, gizzard shad, rai n bow smelt and 

juveniles of other species. 

Consumers of Great Lakes fishes incl ude 

amphibians (such as mudpuppies), I ircls 

(such as bald eagles, herons, osp rey, 
cormorants, mergansers an .I loons) and 

mammals (such as mink, river otters, and 

of course, humans). lt is important to 

remember that the chain does nr t end 

with these consumers. As all organisms 
die, whether they are the larger an ima ls 

or the microscopic plankton, decomposers 
such as bacteria and fungi hcgin their 

work. As they feed on lead matcri·c1l 

(detritus), organic material ' rtrc broken 

clown and nutrients then aga in become 
availab le to rhe producers (plan ts ) at the 

t:arr of the food chain. Some of these 
organisms are found in the sediment at 
the bortom of the lakes, even in deep 

regions. For example, Di/Joreia spp. and 

o l igochaetes burrow into 
sed im ents and feed on 

detritus. Other small 
organisms, such as rotifers, 

feed in midwarer on the 

detrital rain, rhe dead 

algae and zooplankron 

that sink down from 
upper laye rs of water. 

These decomposers and 
detritivores play an important 

role in the Great Lakes. By recyc ling 

nutrients, they allow even deep areas of 

the Great Lakes robe productive and to 

support life. 

Each link in Great Lakes food chains 

st rongly influences o ther links. For 

example, zooplankton may play a role in 
lim iting the stand ing crop of 
phytoplankton . Fish can affec t th_ size and 

species composition of zooplankton by 
visually searching our and eating larger 

plankton. In turn, the size of zoo lankton 

and forage fishes eaten can influence the 

predator's growth rates. When che non
native alewife arrived in the Great Lakes, 
its effects were felt both up and clown t:he 

food chain. 

The lakes can support only a fi nite amount 

of life. This carrying capacity and the 

overa ll productivity of an area within a lake 
are determined by a variety of factors act ing 

collective ly. At each trophic leYel, some 

energy is used by rhe o rganisms for growth, 

reproduction or movc1nent, .-r \d some 

energy is lost in th · form of heat. 

Many organisms in the Grear Lakes feed 

on mo re than one type of friod: in fact, 

some can readily switch food types if a 

regular food supp ly is dep leted. This 

complex ecology of the Great Lakes is 

shown by a food web. Pelagic food webs 

have their basis of productiv ity from 
fl oating algae, whereas littoral food webs 

are based on energ) produced 

by macrophytes. Likewise, . 

benthic food webs are ~R;iji··v based on energy and i\ 
nutrient flow from 
organ ism s that make 
use of the detritus 
fl oating down from 

above and se ttling in to 
the sediments. 



Great Lakes food webs are dynamic and 

complex. Some of the members of food 

webs have arrived in the Great Lakes 

relatively recently, causing s ignificant 

changes rhat ecolngisrs call food web 
disruption. The zebra mussel and sea lamprey 

are examples of such invasive species. Species 

living outside the area where they evolved 

are called nonindigenous species. These 

include species such as the zebra mussel, sea 

lamprey, a lewife and spiny water flea that 

have arrived accidentally. All non~native 

species, whe ther inte ntionally or 
unintentionlly introduced, have effects on 

Great Lakes food webs. 

Over time, some members of Great Lakes 

food webs have declined in numbers due 

to combinations of factors such as over~ 

fishing, poor enviromn enral quali ty, or 

paras itism by the sea lamprey. Atlantic 

sa lmon in Lake Ontario probably declined 

because of h ab itat loss from early loggin g 

and dam huilcling. Lake sturgeon, which 

grow and mature slowly, were affected by 
damming and overfishing. Lake trout de

clined due to factors such as sea lamprey 

predation, hab itat degradation, overfish

ing and decline of its foods. When preda, 
tors such as lake trout disappear, the er 
facts arc noticed throughout the food web. 

In some cases, fi sh e ries managers inten

tionally introduced some members of the 

Great Lakes food web, both to assist in 

limiting numbers of other o rganisms and 

to provide fishing opportunities. For ex
ample, Chinook and coho sa lmon \vere 

introduc d to reduce a lewife populatio ns 

and to pmvi le sportfishing opportunities. 

Unde rstand in g Great Lakes ecology 

req uires s tud yi n g the int erac tions 

between life cycles and habitats of 
organisms, and population fluctuations or 

cycles over time. Nearly all Great Lakes 

fishe s can be found in sha llow water 

during part of their life cycles. Many 

species use shallow waters oflakes or rivers 

as spawn ing habita t either in the spring 

or the fall. Spring spaw n e rs include 

steelhcad, lake sturgeon , various suckers, 
ch annel catfish, bullheads, ye llow perch, 

walleye, n o rthern pike, and smallmouth 
bass. Fall spawning fishes include lake 
trout, lake whitefish, lake he rring, 

C hinook and coho sa lmon. 

Benthic Life in the Great Lakes 

Lcbra Mussels 

Description: microscopic to small animals 
cl1at live ( n the lake bottom. Includes 

animals from rhe following grl ups: 

Anelida: Oligcx:haetes (aquatic "mud" 
worms) and Leech es (Hinulinea) -

members of segmen ted worm group; 

most under 5 cm. 

C rustace,1ns: Decapods (crayfish) -

cylinder-shaped body with heavy shell 

and five pairs of walking legs; claws. 

Arnphipocls ( including DiJxrreiaspp. )
sometimes called freshwate r shrimp, 

scud·, or si leswimmers; no shell, gills 

at base of legs, slightly compressed 

(flattene I side~ to~sicle). (Note: DiJxrreia 
was caUed PonwJ>oreia until the 1980s) 

Native mollusks - mussels, clams, 
fingernail clams, snails, etc. ~ majorily 

have a shell covering internal organs, 

such as mouth and digestive tract, gills 

or lung, and a muscular "foot" used for 

kx:omotion. 

Insect larvae: Chironomicls ( midge 

larvae) - long, cylincleVihaped; some 

have anal gills. I-Iexagenia (mayfly 
nymph) - long, slender body with 

feather~like gills along sides ofalxlomen; 

three rails at 1:x)sterior and a pair of ru5ks 
at mouth. 

Aquatic adult insects ( waterstriders) -

limited to the nearshore (littoral) zones. 

Adult Diet: scavengers/omnivores 

- decaying plant and animal debris 

(detritus), bacteria, algae; some feed 

on crustacean s or insecr larvae; 

crayfish and midge larvae mainly 

herbivorous, but also de tritivores . 

Habitat/Behavior: benthic; many 

benthic organisms build burrows or 

seek cover unde r rocks or debris. 

Oligochaetes build tubes and bury 

th emselves h e·ad first:, leaving the tail 

end with gills up in the water. Midge 

larvae may consa-uct small tubes of 

algae, silt or sand. Mayfly nymphs of 
the genus Hexagenia burrow in to soft 

sediments in areas high in oxygen. 

Diporeia is historically the most 

irnportant of the benthic organisms 

in the diet of Great Lakes fish. During 

the day it lives close to or even buried 

in the sediments; by night it migrates 

upward into the h ypolimnion (areas 
high in oxygen). Since the arrival of 

zebra mussels, Diporeia populations 

have been in decline thr ughout large 
regions of the Great Lakes (except for 

Lake Superior), including areas not 

directly infes t ed by the musse ls. 

DiJ>oreia breed from December 
through April and re lease the ir young 

from a brood pouch in the spring. 
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Fish species prefer certain habitat types 

for spawning and for early development 
of their fry, or newly hatched younu. 

Some, such as northern rike, prefer 

wetlands with aquatic vegetation; others 
such as lake whitefish, prefer shallow reefs, 
which provide rich areas for food items 

and some rocky structure (cover) to retain 

the eg0 s and in which the fry can hide 

from predators. Much remains to be 

learned about the early~life histories of 
Great Lakes fishes. 

Whatever their course of development, 

the success of fishes depends on the match 
between the organisms and their 

enviromT1.ent. The genetics of the species 

and the individual fish determine what 

environmental features arc important to 

that fish. In addi tio n, genetics determine 

the range of tolerance of a particular fish. 
For example, lake trout arc genetically 
adapted to cold, clear, high ly oxygenated 
waters; they grow best in waters aroun l 

10.5° C (50.9° F); temperature extremes 

may be deadly. The genetics of a fish, 

combined with the actual characteristics 
of the fish's environment, work together 

e of several o called steelhead, are on 
Rainbow trout, als · fish in the Great Lakes. species of spring-spawmng 
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to affect that fish's reproduction, growth 

and survival. Whereas some fishes, 

including salmon, spawn after only three 
or four years (then die), some groups of 

fishes, such as lake sturgeon, reproduce 
at an older age and live much longer-up 

to an estimated 100 years. For most fishes, 

growth rates are greatly affected by the 

qm1lity and the amount of food sources 

and by water temperatures. The result of 

all of these factors is fish production, the 
amount of ne1,v biomass produced by a 

given species in a particular area over a 
period of time. 

Learning about this web of life in the 

Great Lakes is crucial to understanding 
the history of its fisheries, current fisheries 
issues, and environmental quality issues. 

Understanding the biological basis for 
these fisheries is a lso important when 
decisions are made about allocating or 
dividing fisheries resources among various 
resource~user groups. Today, fisheries 

scientisrs and managers, as well as many 

other professionals and citizens, are 

involved in making such decisions. 

Fisheries Science 
and Management 
Fisheries science is the systematic study 
of fishes, aquatic ( water,rcl..:ircd) 
resources, and their uses and us rs. Thi· 

science involves unckrstanding the 
structure, dynamics, and inrera,:tions of 

habitat, aquatic organisms and humans. 

Fisheries management is a branch of 
fisheries science. Fisheries m.-m,F~emenr is 

the translation of informarion about 
reople, aquatic populations and lnbitats 
into efforts to reach the goals humans 

desire for particular aquatic population:,; 

or ecosystems. 

Great Lakes fishes are known as common 
property resources, resources held in 

trust for everyone. Governmenral agen

cies are responsible for caring for these 
"public trust" resources on rhe pe( ,pies' he~ 
half, keeping both human and resource 
needs in mind. These agencies are a lso 
responsible for allocating fishery re, 
sources, dividing them among resource

use r groups and ensuring a healthy popu
lation in future years. In the U.S., states 

and tribes have t:he primary responsibil~ 



Genetics of Fish 

Determine which 
environmental 
features affect fish 

Determine fish's range 
of tolerance of these 
environmental features 

Characteristics 
of the Environment 

Features that affect 
reproduction. feeding, 
competition , predation 

Temperature, light. 
oxygen. nutrients 

ity for fisheries management, working 
with U.S. federal agencies. However, be, 
cause the Great Lakes are situate l on an 
international border, state and tribal agen, 
cies must manage the resource as partners 
with provincial government agencies and 
the stakeholders of Ontario as well as the 
national government of Canada. Because 
of this complexity, both in the biological 
and in the human systems in the Great 
Lakes region, the potential for conflict is 
great-as is the opportunity to cooperate 
to solve complicated fisheries issues. 

Fisheries management today involve all 
of the region's fisheries stakeholders. To 
apply the most current scientific 
information to decision,making, Great 
Lakes scientists, fisheries mana 0 ers and 
represenrntives of many organizations 
come together through two commissions
the Great Lakes Fishery Commission and 
the International Joint Commission-as 
well as through many professional societies 
such as the American Fisheries Society, the 
Society of Environmental Toxicology an l 
Chemistry, an I the International 
Association for Great Lakes Research. Sea 
Grant College Programs rhroughout the 
Great Lakes states also provide a network 
for manage rs, research scientists and 
stakeholders to be invo lved directly in 
fisheries management. 

Many organizations arl' partners with 
fisheries managers in making decisions 
about Great Lakes fisheries. Tribal fishers 
belong tO individual tribes that have 
organized management agencies including 
the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife 
Commission (GLIFWC), the Chippewa 

Fish Production and Resource Allocation 

Fish Production 

~ Stakeholders 

Allocation 

+ Amount of_ ne"."' bio~ass 
of a species m a given 
area over a given time 

- of Fisheries __..., Users 
Resources 

~ Ecological 
Values 

O ttawa Resource Authority (CORA) and 
the Anishinabek/Ontari o Fisheries 
Resource Center (A/OFRC). These groups 
take part and lead efforts in fisheries 
resource planning, h abitat improvement, 
lnw enforcement, and stocking. State and 
provincial licen:ed commercial fishermen 
also have organ izarions, as do charter 
fishing operators. Commercial and tribal 
fishers and charter operators help collect 
data and keep records about fish resources 
to assist resource management agencies. 

Sport anglers have provided information to 

assist Grear Lakes fisheries managers for a 
long time. Concerns about declinin J fish 
populations and citizen interest in Great 
Lakes fisheries led to the formation of a 
variety of fi shing and conservation 
o rganizations. Examples of national 
organizations include Trout Unlimited and 
B.A.S.S. (Bass Anglers' Sportsmen's 
Society). Regional, provincial and state 
oroups also focus on rhe fisheries; these 
include the Great Lakes Sport Fishing 
Council, the Ontario Federation of Anglers 
and Hun ters, Michigan United 
Conservation Clubs and rnany others 
throughout the region. Interest groups 
focused on commercial and tribal fisheries 
also exist. Today, all of these organizations 
cooperate with fisheries agenci s in resource 
1nanagement activities such as artificial reef 
and habitat improvement projects, in 
hatchery and pcn;rearing projects and in 
raising funds to sponsor fisheries research 
and conservation. Some also assist 
1mmagement agencies by volunteering their 
time for fisheries research, collecting data 
or resplmding to surveys. 

At the national level, many resource man, 
agement and environmental agencies col, 
laborate with each other and with states 
to accomplish fisheries goals. Several 
branches of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
arc involved. The Great Lakes Environ, 
mental Research Laboratory is a part of 
NOAA. The Environmental Protection 
Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser, 
vice, Environment Canada, and the Ca, 
nadian Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans are all active in research and de, 
c isiOtHnaking regard ing the Great Lakes. 

Funding for fisheries management comes 
from several sources. About one,third of the 
funds comes from sporrfishing licenses, 
while about half is from governmental 
general fun 1s from states, the Province of 
Ontario, and the U.S. and Canada. 
Another portion of funding comes from 
federal excise taxes on fishing equipment 
and taxes on motorboat gasoline. In the 
U.S., these excise taxes are collected under 
the Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration 
Program ( through what is commonly called 
the Wallop~Breaux Trust Fund and what was 
known as the Oingcll~Johnson Act). More 
than $51 million (one,fifrh of rhe U.S. 
total} of Wallop,Breaux revenues was 
returned rn Great Lakes states in 2001 for 
their fisheries management programs. 
Alrogether, tens of millions of dollars are 
spent on Great Lakes fisheries management 
each year. Hundreds of millions of dollars 
are also spent each year on managing the 
entire Great Lakes basin for issues such as 
water quality that benefit fisheries directly 
or indirectly. 
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/ 
A young anf,der holds 
a trophy-siw Chinook 
salmon caught during 
a charter fisning trip 
on Lake Michigan. 



Today's Great Lakes · ,J'LrieJ' 

Sport and commercial fisheries are the major 

fisherie in the Grear Lakes. These fishcrie· 

are defined by fish species sought (game fish 

or commercial species), their aquatic 

habitats and those who harvest them. 
Within these fisheries are sub~groups of sport 

and commercial fishermen who hold 
licenses issued by a state, provincial or tril al 
authority. Each license reflects a different 
set of governing regulations. The Great 
Lakes also support a small subsistence 

fishery, encompassing those who rely on fish 

as a supplemental food source. 

Sport and commercial fisheries of the Great 
Lakes differ in significant ways, primarily in 
the fish sought, fishing procedures and gear, 
mana rement regulations, and the fishing 

culture, values and purpose of those 

involved (stakeholders). For example, 

sporrfishing might be viewed as primarily 
recreationally oriented and commercial 

fishing primarily as a business venture. 

However, these fisheries alsn have some 

similarities. The sporrfishcry has an 
economic or "business" component. Many 
communities depend on tourism and the 

revenue generated in their areas through 
sportfishing. Charter fishincr operators arc 

sport anglers, but also 1nust work to build 
and maintain markets for their services. The 

commercial fishery is similar to the 

sportfishery in that its cultural history and 
fish products may influence tourism in some 
areas. Tourists dine on fresh fish in coastal 

communities and visit old fishing villages 

such as Fishtown in Leland, Michigan. The 

most striking similarity is that each fishery 

depends on a healthy Great Lakes ecosystem 

that supports a diversity of high,quality and 
healthy fish. 

Grear Lakes fisheries provide a wealth 
of values: 

Nutritional value: Great Lakes fish are 
an excellent source of protein with less 
far and fewer calories rhan other meats. 

Economic value: Various studies and 

estimates place the total economic impact 
of the sport and commerical food fishery 
on the Great Lakes regional economy 
between $4 and $7 .4 billion per year. 

Social value: Countless people enjoy 
fishinu and related activities, participate 

in fish ing organizations and attend events 

such as fishing festivals or tournaments. 

Historica l and cu ltural value: Many 
commercial fishing families, including 
state~, province~ and tribe,licensed, 
maintain a way of life similar to their 

ancestors. Others learn about Great Lakes 
fisheries history by visiting historic fishing 

villnges and Great Lakes museums. 

Educational and scientific value: Fisheries 

provide educational opporrnnities that 
encourage people to learn about ecosystems 
and their processes and ro help monitor rhe 

qualit:y of aquatic environmenrs. 

Ecological value: Fisheries are a critica l 

component of a healthy, functioning 

Great Lakes ecosystem. Fish support 
healthy wi ld life populations, fill ecologi~ 

cal niches that help maintain predator

prey relationships and keep the Great 

Lakes ecosystem in balance. 

Future value: A sustainable Great Lakes 

fishery helps ensure the long~term 

protection of Great Lakes natural 
res( urces. 

Sport Fishing 
The size, scope and importance of sport 
fishing in the Great Lakes t:oday is enor

mous. Some fisheries managers say rhar 
the recovery of the fisheries re, 

source from its low 

days in the 1960s 

to the sport fishery of the early to mid, 1980.s 

(and continuing through today) is nothing 
short of a resource management miracle. 

Managers and econon1ists agree that 

sportfishing govemed by size limits, creel 

limits, seasons and gear restrictions and regu~ 

lations for specific species has increased the 
value of the sporcfishery. Th is has been ac; 

complished by managing several different 

sport fish populations to diversify opportu

nity, alleviate angler pressure on individual 

species and allow cidditional anglers to par
ticipate in the fishery. Fisheries managers 

measure rhe health and success of sport fish; 

ing by taking into account angler days ( the 

tot.al of all <lays spent angling), number of 

angling trips, catch rares, species targeted, 

and surveys about angler attitudes and sat~ 

isfaction. 

Angling Effort 

Surveys conducted every five years by the 

U.S. and Canadian governments, while not 

perfect, are good indicarors of sporrfishing 

activity and trends. Recent surveys show 
that more than 1.8 m illion ~mglers spenr 

more than 23 million days fishing U.S. 
waters of rhe Great Lakes in 2001. These 

U.S. anglers made a total of nearly 16 
million angling trips. 

Lake Trout 
(Salvelinus namaycush) 
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Bait and tackle shops are common in Great Lakes coastal communities, 

In C anad ian waters of the G reat Lakes, 
nearly half a m illion anglers fished more 
than 5..3 m illion days in 2000. More than 
60 percent of Can ad ian anglers fis hed 

from boats and more than 30 percent 

fi bed from shorelines; a small percentage 
opted for ice fishing. 

Recent surveys also show that in th e 
U n ited States sport fishi ng is most popu
lar on Lake Erie and Lake M ichigan. 
T hese two lakes had the largest number 

of anglers and the greatest angling effort 

( number of days spent angling). Similar! y, 
Lake H uron boasts th e greatest n umber 
of anglers, as we ll as the greatest number 

of days spent angling on Canad ian wa
ters of the G reat Lakes. N otable numbers 
of Canadian anglers also spent a similar 

amount of days on lakes Erie and Ontario. 
Within the United States, the state of 

M ichigan had the most ang lers and the 
most days spent angling in 2001, fo llowed 
by Ohio and New York. 

Sportfish Species 

The diversity of Great Lakes sport fishing 
ranges from warm- and cool-water species 
such as bl ueg il l, bass, ye ll ow perch , 
wa lleye, pike, and muskellunge of the 
shallower bays and nearshore areas, to 

coldwarer fishes such as lake trout or 
salmon found in deeper, open waters. T he 

methods anglers use to take Great Lakes 
sport fishes vary widely from area to area 
and include shore or pier fishing, wad ing, 
boat fishing, and ice fishing. 

The most popular fis h species sough t by 
U.S. and Canadian anglers in rhe Great 
Lakes region is ye llow perch, followed by 
large- and snrnlhnouth bass and walleye. 
Sunfishes and rock bass, or o ther pan fish, 
are also highly valued sp rtfish, especially 
in Can:id ian \-Vaters. 

Other sport fish sought particla I y in U.S. 
waters include cold-writer spec ies such as 
lake tr )Ut and several salmon s1_ecies such 
as Chinook, coho, and p ink salm, n. Brown 
tro ut and ra inbow trout (k n ow n as 
steelhead) are also popular. Great Lakes 
salmon and stee lhead arc two of many 
species caught in Great Lakes n ibutaries. 

melt are also frequently caugh with cl ip 
nets (an l seines in Canada) during spring 
spawning runs throughc ut the region. 

Northe rn pike and muskellunge ound out 
the primary list of popu lar sport fi -h species 
noted in both U.S. and Canadia 1 surveys. 

Economic and Cultural Impact 

Econom ists est imate that , as of l985, the 
annual economic impact of sport fishi ng 
with in the Great Lakes region W 'lS at le<1sr 
$4 b illion (U.S. do llars). Some experts 
estimate the value of the sporttishery to 

be mu ch higher, exceed ing $ 7 billion 
(U.S. do llars) . G rear Lakes angl 'rs spend 
$2;3 billion per year for bait, tackle, food, 
gasoline, boats, and charter sc i vices. In 
the U .S. anglers spent between $1.3 and 

$2.5 bil l ion in 2001. In Canada, it is 

estimate I that anglers spend more than 
$415 mi ll io n (CON) ye arly on 

Popularity of Fish Species for Anglers 

in U.S.Waters of the Great Lakes 2001 
Fish Species Caught by Anglers in 

Canadian waters of the Great Lakes 2000 

Species Anglers Days spent angling Species Fish caught I 
Yellow Perch 693,000 6,597,000 Yellow Perch 6,462,593 

Bass 589,000 6,355,000 Bass 4,734,876 

Walleye 57 1,000 5,521,000 Walleye 2,581,995 

Salmon 516,000 3,985,000 Sunfish/Rock Bass 4,570,376 

Lake Trout 349,000 3,605,000 Smelt 1,666,235 

Steelhead 338,000 3,698,000 Pike 1,665,5 15 

Sources: U.S. Dept of Interior, U.S. Fish arid Wildl ife Service and U.S. Dept. o f Commerce, 200 I Nnional Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Assoclarnd Recreat ion/ Dept. of Fisheries Jnd Ocean,, Can•da, 2003 
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quipment, supplies and direct service::; 
relared to fishing, such as fi shing gear, 
boating equipment, travel, lodging and 

licenses. 

The sportfishing industry has brought new 
life to many coastal towns. Some com
munities have developed thei r sh orelines 
with sport anglers in mind. Bai t and tackle 
shops and other support industries are 
commonplace in coastal communities. 
Some develop and build fi shing gear, such 
as lures marketed and used worldwide. 
Fishing gear such as the downrigger was 
developed in this region to meet the needs 

of Great Lakes anglers. 

The Grear Lakes region has taken on a 
sportfishing idenrity, and tourism has been 
muted as an economic development c1l
tcrnative ro heavy industry. Some com
munit.ies have o rganized popular fishing 
festivals and sponfishing tournaments co 
attracr vis itors and to celebrate their 
Great Lakes fisheries resource h eritage. 
Steelhead runs in spring, fall and winter 
draw anglers to traditional, favorite fish
ing areas on triburarics. Likewise, spawn
ing runs of s·,dmon, smelt, and other fishes 
offer predictable opportuniries for fishing 
with family and fri ends. Great Lakes tribu, 

Downrigger System 

taries or river systems allow anglers op, 
portunities to enjoy Great Lakes fish eries 

far inland. 

Charter Fishing Industry 

The charter fis hing indus try g rew 

tremendously in the region during the 

l 970s and 1980s. The number of charter 
fishing boats in the U.S. grew from several 
hundred in 1975, peaking at more than 
3,000 boats in 1988. Trip expenditures by 
chart:er fish ing anglers also peaked in the 
lace 1980s, with Michigan charter anglers 
alone spend ing a total of mo re than $59 
milli o n. The char te r fishing industry, 
primarily in the upper Great Lakes, began 

experiencing difficulties in the early 1990s 
due to factors such as declines it1 Chinook 
salmon stocks and rheir prey (alewife), 
econo mic downturns and concern over 
contaminants in fishes. S imilarly, Lake 
Erie charter operations declined a long 

with walleye populations rhrough the late 

1990s and early 2000s. 

Declines in L·ike Michi gan Chinook 
salmon or Lake Erie walleye forced Great 
Lakes anglers and the charter industry to 
focus o n cliffere n t species, such as 
steelhead. Fisheries managers began to 

Rod should be bent in a 

recognize the importance of managing for 
a diverse and sustainable sportfishery. As 

fish populations tend to flu ctuate in 
cycles, some ·pecics, such as the Chinook 
sa lmon, rebounded in the 1990s, and 

fish er ies managers now work to manage 

such fluctuations for more sustainable 

Salman are among the most popular sportfish in U.S. 
waters of the Great lakes. 

tight arc to aid in hooking fish 

Trolling is an effective way to catch many species of fish. 
In order to troll bait or lures at the right depth to catch fish, 
anglers use a downrigger system. A downrigger, mounted on 
boat, consists of a spool of stainless steel wire with a heavy 
weight hung on the end. A fishing line is attached to a release 
mechanism near the weight. When a fish hits, the line is 
released, freeing the rod and reel of heavy weights. 

down rigger 
weight 

release 

bait trolled 25 to 60 feet 
behind downrigger weight 



Number of Anglers Fishing in U.S.Waters of the Great Lakes 

Lake/Waters Anglers Days spent angling State Anglers Days spent angling 

Erie 645.000 7.748,000 Illinois 120,000 756.000 

Huron 155,000 1,171,000 Indiana 45,000 721,000 

Michigan 561,000 4,836,000 Michigan 680,000 7,002,000 

Ontario 241,000 3,560,000 Minnesoci 60,000 603,000 
Superior 93,000 601,000 NewYork 368,000 6,324,000 

St.Clair 96,000 524,000 Ohio •30,000 4,241,000 

St. Lawrence 111,000 905,000 Pennsylvania 80.000 1.406,000 

Tributaries 284,000 3,331,000 Wisconsin 198,000 2,085,000 
!wufu:U ~ 0, ~ of lft\t•"ltJf, U.S. foh ;u,1W,1dl rf• $,,...,,., u·,-,:1 U .S. 0.- pt of Cotnmet"u, 2001 t•b1 lonal S.Urvt'f of F1,hlr11, !'iun.l.ln,e , .i."4 W 11dl,t•. AU 0<1,Htd R<'ttutloi, 

Sunfish are a popular spartfish in the Canadian waters of 
the Great Lakes. 

numbers of fish. Likewise, the charter 
industry, vvhile not as large as in che past, 
still continues to provide productive 
economic returns to the Great Lakes 

region. 

Sportfishery Trends 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
reports over 2.9 million angler licenses 
sold in Great Lakes states in 2001, nearly 
30 percent of all licenses sold in the 
United States that year. However, recent 
trends indicate declines in angler license 
sales. Surveys in licate that numbers of 
sport anglers in U.S. waters declined 28 
percent between 1991 and 2001, and 
similar declines have been noted among 
Canadian sport anglers. Yet angler 
attitudes, values, and use of Great Lakes 
fisheries resources have become 
increasingly diverse. 
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Researchers and managers a re just 
beginning to understand the diversity of 
preferences and interests of Great Lakes 
anglers. This understanding of analer 
values and attirudes is necessary ro help 
predicc the friture demand for fisheries 
resources and to allocate the fisheries 
resources available roday. Some ar 
concerned that urb;rnization , nd other 
factors may cause fewer people to 

participate in fishing in the future, while 
others are conce rn ed about ang lin g 
pressure in certain areas. Some anglers 
gain sat isfacti on from re leasing th e ir 
prized catch (catch;and;release fishing), 
and managernent for trophy fish has 
incre·isecl in populari ty. Others enj, y 
harvesting fish for the purp )Se of a gond 
meal. Whether to keep or release a fi sh is 
a quest ion left to each person's individual 
values and decisions about their 
participation in the fishery. Angler values 
and ethics are increasingly important in 
maintain ing a high quality, sustainable 
Great Lakes sport fishery. 

Commercial Fishing 
Commercial fishing, when managed 
properly, can provide an important and 
sustainable food source from the Great 
Lakes. Creative commerc ial fishing 
operat ions also find ways to maximize 
value of their harvest through marketing 
the uniqueness of Great Lakes fish. The 
commerc ial fishery is important to 

tourism and to communities along the 
Great Lakes shoreline, as it supplies such 
regional favorites as yellow perch, walleye, 
lake whitefish, smelt, and smoked fish. 
Families and communities throughout the 
reg io n have developed their own 
variations of che "fish fry" for smelt and 

Days Angling in Canadian Waters of the Great Lal<es 

Lake/Waters Days spent angling An' lers 

Erie 719,029 99,878 

Huron 2,497,2•9 218.806 

Ont.1rio 1,308,991 110.418 

St.Clair 415,476 39,')58 

St.1..iwrcnce 188,131 27,332 

Superior 202,695 27,332 
Great Likes 5,331.571 469.128 

SClot~ o.-~r1.t11imc...t o1 Fish..,,.,. 11rd Oco.!l.ns. Can.:11012000 

perch, and the fish boil is a Great Lakes 
regional specialty. Planked whitefish is 

also a traditional Grear Lakes delicacy. 
Preparin° smoked \:vhitcfish, suckers, 
bloater (chubs), lake herring and other 
fishes is often a family project and also 
offers distinctive regional fare for visitors 
to coastal towns. 

The contribution of the state-, province
and tribe-licensed commercial fisheries in 
the Great Lakes region today is substan
tial. Many people in the basin depend on 
commercial fishing for their livelihood. 
A bout 9,000 worker-years were spent in 
the commercial Great Lakes fooJ fishery 
in 1985 ( the most recen t year for which 
comprehensive com1nercial fishing eco
nomic statistics are available), with oc; 
cupations ranging from fishing to process
ing, wholesaling, and marketing. 

Despite these activities, the number of 
commercial fishing; relatcd jobs m Great 
Lakes jurisdictions has declined in recent 
years. As of the early l 990s, there were 
300 tribal licenses and fewer than 700 full
time state licenses. Some experts "Stimate 
these numbers to be much lower today. 
In Canadian Great Lakes waters, the 
nurnbers of commercial fishing licenses 
have remained fairly stable since the 
1970s, ranging between 1,000 and 1,500. 

A management trend in the U.~;. waters 
of the Great Lakes has been to limit chc 
number of commercial fishing operations. 
The goal of this strategy is to reduce the 
harvest pressure on the fishery while 
maintaining ecologically healthy :md eco
nomicall) sustainable catch rates for the 
remaining commercial licensees. 



Economic Impact 

Commercial fishing in the Great Lakes 
today continues to provide productive 
returns from the fi shery resources. In 
2000, the estimated total catch by com
mere ial state-, province-, and treaty-Ii
censed fishermen was nearly 55 million 
pounds (24.9 million kilograms). Landed 
value of this harvest was estimated at over 
$17.8 million (U.S. dollars) for the fish 
harvested from U.S. w·1ters and approxi
mately $45.8 million (CDN dollars) for 
rhe fish taken in Canadian waters. How
ever, the processed value of these com
mercial harvests significantly raises the 
economic value and benefit of the com
mercial fishery to the Great Lakes region. 
For example, in Canada, the processed 
value of this harvest is estimated to be at 
least five rimes the $45.8 million landed 
value amount. 

Throughout the region, the total pound
age landeJ in 2000 was greatest for lake 
whitefish, ye llow perch, walleye, and 

smelt. Lande I value of these four species 
harvested from U.S. waters was estimated 
at nearly $14 million (U.S. dollars) and 
almost $41 million (CON dollars) for 
these four species harvested from Cana
dian waters in 2000. These four species 
also constitute more than three quarters 
of the region's total catch by weight, over 
41.1 mi 11 ion l ounds of fish harves ted that 
year. White bass, lake trout, bloater 
(chubs\ lake herring, and common carp 
are among the other primary catches in 
the region by total weight. H owever, the 
species of fish taken in the largest quanti
ties varies hy lake, by state or province 
and by country. 

Commercial Fish Species 

In Lake Sup ·rior, nearly 4 million pounds 
of fish were harvcsced from both U.S. and 
Canadian waters in 2000. Approximately 
half of the rota! commercial harvest in 
Lake Superior (by weight) is lake white
fish. Other important species in Lake 
Superior r1re lake herring and lake trout 

Fish processing sigwficanUy raises the economic value and benefit af the commercial fishe1y to the Great Lakes region. 

(lean and fa t-siscowet-forms), which 
comprise another 44 percent of Superior's 
commercial harvest. 

In Lake Michigan, commercial fishermen 
harvested more than 7.5 million pounds 
of mainly lake whitefish, lake trout, yellow 
perch , ch ubs and smelt (in Wisconsin and 
Michigan waters) in 2000. Alewife were 
once caught commercially from Lake 
Michigan and sold for animal food, but 
rhat activity was curtailed in the 1990s. 

In Lake Hu ron, more than 15 million 
pounds of fish were harvested commer
cially in 2000, approximately two-thirds 
of this harvest from Canadian waters. 
Lake whi[efish make up more than three 
quarters of the total commercial catch 
from U.S. and Canadian waters. Other 
species taken from the U.S. waters of Lake 
Huron by state-licensed fishers are chan
nel catfish, quillback, herring 1 round 
whitefish and common carp. Chinook 
salmon and lake trout are substantial 
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U.S. and Canadia n Great Lakes Commercia l Fishing Stat istics in Great Lakes 

Species/Lake U.S. Total lbs. U.S. $Value Canada Total lbs. CON $Value Grand Total lbs. Grand Total'value* 

Lake W hitefish 9,886.310 10,256,1 22 11, 167,000 12,507,040 2 1,053,310 18,635,838 

Yellow Perch 1,169,422 3,034,896 4,004,000 11,771,760 5,173,422 10,921.975 

Walleye 22,891 38,85 1 7,269,000 15,046,830 7,29 1,891 I 0. 120,227 

White Bass 320,895 258,530 127,000 2,908,110 3,447,895 2,206,963 

Chubs 1,625,6 14 1,88,906 300,000 450,000 1,925,61 4 1,890,406 

Smelt 460,842 75 1,793 7,190,000 1,653,700 7,650,842 1,859,772 

Lake Trou t 994,087 531,462 563,000 43,430 1,557,087 761,560 

Lake Herring 667,584 270,657 793,000 459,940 1,460,584 578,816 

Channel Catfish 507,294 299,270 31 ,000 14,570 538,294 309,03 1 

Pacific Salmon 519,338 262,333 5,000 1,800 524,338 263,539 

White Perch 188,275 107,027 313 ,000 228,490 so 1,275 260, 115 

Carp 1,304,048 140,837 197,000 29,550 1,501 ,048 160,635 

Species/Lake U.S. Total lbs. U.S. $Value Canada Total lbs. CON $Value Grand Total lbs. Grand TotaljValue* 

Erie 3.929,459 3,400,527 23,089,000 30,999,800 27,01 8,459 24,170,393 

Huron 4,819, 119 4,5 17,486 10,472,000 12,270,190 15,291,119 I 2, 738,.5 I 3 

Michigan 7,541 ,800 7,988,721 0 0 7,54 1,800 7,988,721 

Ontario 70,260 11 1,401 914,000 1,324,670 984,260 998,929 

Superior 2,459,256 1,827,273 1,489,000 1,227,830 3,948,256 2,649,919 

Totals 18,8 19,894 17,845,408 35,964,000 45,822,490 54,783,894 48,546,476 

Scurce: Great Lake:1. Fn,heric-.i Comm11sion. United Statt1i Geolog1c:1f Survey, Onurio Commercial Fisheries' A.uocu.don 'V:,luc in U.S. doll1r1 

catches of the tribal harvest in U.S. wa~ 
ters. Other popu lar commercial species in 
Canadian waters of Lake Huron are lake 
trout, bloater (chubs), yel low perch, and 
walleye. ln the North Channel of Lake 
Huron lake trout and lake herring are 
taken in large numbers, and in Georgian 
Bay large quantities of lake trout and 
bloater are harvested. 

Lake Erie commercial fishermen har~ 
vested more than 27 million pounds of 
fish in 2000. U.S. commercial fishermen 
harvested mainly common carp, yellow 
perch, freshw a ter drum (sometimes 
known as "sheepshead"), white bass and 
channel catfish. Canadian Lake Erie com, 
mercial fishermen harvest mostly ra inbow 
smelt, walleye, yellow perch, white perch, 
white bass and lake whitefi sh . 

Baitfish harvest is an important commer, 
cial sector that occurs throughout the 
Great Lakes waters of both the U.S. and 
Canada. For example, Pennsylvania com, 
merci a l fishermen h a rvest Lake Erie 
spottail shiners and other minnows that 
are then sold a· bait. 
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Lake Onta rio produced a commerc ial 
h arvest of nearl y l mi llion pounds in 
2000. Yellow perch constituted more than 
80 percent of the U.S. commercial catch 
(by weigh t ) in Ontario waters; brown 

bullhead, white perch, rock bass and other 
sunfishes are also commonly caught 
species. From Canad ian waters of Lake 

Ontario come lake whitefish, bullhea l , 
sunfishes, freshwater drum, American eel, 
yellow perch and walleye. 

Species such as lake trout, walleye and 
perch are prized both by sport an I com, 

mercial fisheries. Managers place great 
emphasis on shared and mul tiple uses of 

Commercial fishing operations harvested aver 21 million pounds of lake whitefish from the Greo t lakes in 2000. 



the Great Lakes fishery. In some areas, 
commercial fishers are restr ic ted accord
ing to season, location or fishing gear such 
as trap nets. Restrictions may also cover 

the number or amount of nets per opera
rion that can be used to selectively target 
commercial ·pecies and to avoid harvest
ing species sought by recreational anglers. 

In many ways, the life of the commercial 
~isher is similar to that of the family 
tarmer. The work is hard and sometimes 
dangerous, and the income uncertain and 
variable. Often fishing is a family venture, 
with information, techniques and equip
menr passed on through generat ions. In 
many cases, fam ily members take part in 
all aspects of the business, including fish 
processing and sales. Knowledge of the 
lakes is also critical to success. Commer
cial fishers often have detailed under
standing of lake bottom conditions such 
as depth, current and substrate, landmarks 
and navigation, fish movements and sub
populations, an I weather patterns. Often, 
rhey have undersrnnJing and skill in boat 
maintenance and repait, knot tying and 
net repair. 

Most commercial fishing in the region is 
done \\7ith trap nets, pound nets or gill 

1:ets, although trawls are used in places 
tor smelt, bloater and lake whitefish fish
eries (and in the past for alewife). While 

various technological advancements have 
aided the commercial fisher in recent 
years, it is still a time-consuming and dif~ 
ficult occupation. In spite of this, many 
speak of how fishing anJ the lakes arc "in 
their blood." 

Subsistence Fishery 
The Great Lakes also support a small 
subsistence fishery. Subsistence fishing 
includes harvesting of fishe ries resource; 
for personal or family consumption or use. 
Subsistence fishing is often related to 

customary and traditional uses of fish 
resources, bur primarily speaks to the 
dependence of users on fisheries resources 
for food and health. Subsistence fishers 
may include Native Americans; however, 
many other people who fish with stare and 
provincial "sport" licenses may also rely 
on Great Lakes fishes as c1 primciry food 
resource. Estimates of the economic 
importance of Great Lakes fisheries to 

subsistence fishers are difficult to obtain. 

Walleye 
(Stizostedion vitreum) 

Aquaculture 
Aquaculture-the cultivation of aquatic 
plants, invertebrates, fishes and amphibians-
has grown significantly in the r gion. 

Aquaculture production in rhe U.S. is di
verse and varies by state, ranging from 
foo I-fish to baitfish, aquarium fish for the 
pet trade, to fish for stocking, and even 
plants for food, wetland mitigation, and 
water gardening. Aquaculture provides rhe 
Great Lakes region with economic benefits 
and another source of fish for the food 
market, as well as fish that are used for bait. 
Moreover, aquaculture (primarily agency 
fish culture) provides fish for stocking in 
public waters of the states and provinces, 
whereas private fish producers may culture 
fish to stock in private recreational waters 
or for sale to other fish growers and for fee
fishing operations. Fish growers in rhe re
gion raise many types of fishes including 
bass, catfish, sunfish, and y llow perch. 
Aquaculture in this region will continue 
to grow to meet increasing demand for high 
quality fish products. 

From private fish farms to agency fish 
hatcheries, more than 1,000 aquaculture 
producers exist in the eight Grear Lakes 
states. In 2000, Ontario identified 190 
pri vate~sector fish production facilities in 
Ontario, providing 230 full-time jobs as 
direct emp loyment and another 250 
indirect employment positions. In the 
mid-I 990s, aquaculture production in the 
U.S. Great Lakes states was valued at 
$54.4 million, and the total economic 
contribution of aquaculture in Ontario is 
estimate I at $60 to 65 million.. In many 
states, aquaculture is legally considered as 
a type of agriculture, and may not always 

\ 

be associated directly with waters of the 
Great Lakes. On the other hand, Ontario 
primarily produces rainbow trout, growing 
over 8.8 million pounds in 2000, and 
n e·uly 80 percent (by weight) of this 
production now comes from cage culture 
operations in Georgian Bay and ~he North 
Channel waters of Lake Huron. 

Aquaculture plays important roles in Great 
Lakes management, such as rearing fish for 
stocking and providing a source of baitfish 
for a thriving sport fishery. However, some 
argue that it is risky because of its potential 
for unintentionally or ev -n intentionally 
introducing non-native species into the 
Grear Lakes. The aquaculture industry in 

the Grear Lakes region has increased its 
attent:ion toward reducing the risks 
associated with its operations. Such risks 
include unintentional introduction. of 
exotic or non-native species, introduction 
of disease, or even marked changes in 
genetics of biological stocks within the 
Grea Lakes basin. In 1999, Sea Grant 
began the development of Aquatic 
Nuisance Species-Hazard Analysis an I 
Critical Control Point (ANS-HACCP) 
plans to identify and control potential 
hazards related to aquaculture. The ANS
HACCP program includes bait producers 
and focuses on reducing the risk of 
spreading exotic species or disease through 
chat industry. 
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History o 

Waves of Change 
To understand \:vhat the fisheries are today 
and what they may be in the future, it is 
important to review their complex and 
evolving h istory. Waves of change have 
always moved througho ut the lakes. 
Social, technological and environmental 
changes have spread, somet imes 
simultaneously, through the entire basin. 
Taken togethe r, those changes make 
today's Grear Lakes fisheries quite 
different than they were thousands of 
years ago. ln the last century, and 
particularly in recent decades, the pace 
of change has accelerated, and some of 
the changes have been dramat ic . 

Early Times: Era 
of Abundance 

(12,000 years ago to about A.O. 1800) 

About 12,000 to 11,000 years ago, people 
arrived in the region and hunted large 
mammals such as the mastodon . From 
6000,3000 B.C. (Middle Archaic Period}, 
fishing became more common for people 
l iv ing in the Grear Lakes region. 
Archaeologists believe fis h hooks were 
invented during th is t: imc. 

Social Changes 

Settlement 

• Cultures mixing (Native, European) 
• Immigration 

• Population pressures 
• Urbanization 

Changes in Values Over Time 

• Subsistence 
• Developing markets in eastern 

U.S. and Canada 
• Rise of recreation and tourism 
• Global markets, economics 
• Changing castes 
• Environmentalism, sustainability 

Sociopolitical Changes 

• Treaties 
• Policy changes: state, federal, tribal 
• Cross-jurisdictional (interstate) 

and international cooperation 

~ Great Lakes . 1".tLriM 

By the Late Archaic Period (beginning in 
3000 B.C. ), Great Lakes peoples were trad, 
ing with others in more distan t regions. 
These groups developed spear ing ( for lake 
sturgeon, northern pike, suckers) and an, 
gling for a variety of fishes from a canoe or 
through the ice. Spears were made of cop, 
per, bone and antler. Fishing hooks and 
gorges, straight tools similar to hooks, were 
made of copper or bone. Weirs, small dam 
structures, were sometimes used to help 

concentrate the fishes. This early gear was 
used to catch mainly those fishes that were 
abundam during the spring spawning sea, 
son in nearshore, shallow areas or streams. 

By about 1000 B.C., the abundance of 
fishes was a major influence on the cu\, 
tures of people in the region. Group: in 
the northern G reat Lakes region subsisted 
mainly by fishing and hunting and supple, 
rnented their d iet with plants. The seasonal 
movemenrs of fishes into the shallow ar, 
eas of the northern Grear Lakes were ;:i 

major influence on these peoples' subsis, 
rence and settlement patterns. In the 
south ern Great Lakes region, agriculture 
emerged and corn arrived around 300 B.C., 
and people supplemen ted their diet with 
fish and game. 

Factors lnfluencingToday's Great Lakes Fisheries 

Technological Changes 

Land Use Patterns 

• Logging, dams, canals 
• Conversion of land from prairie and forest to 

agricultural, industrial and residential uses 
• Sprawl 

Harvest and Other Technologies 

• Nets, floats 
• Boats, engines 
• Radios. navigational equipment 
• Fish finders 
• Transport and refrigeration 

Management Science Technologies 
• Hatcheries 

• Genetics 
• Population and ecosystem modeling 
• Computers 
• Restrictions 
• Disease detection. monitoring 

and management 

During the Woodland Period ( 1000 B.C. 
to 1600 A. D., prior to the arrival of the 
Europeans), two technological changes in 
fishing gear occurred among the peoples 
of the upper Great Lakes. Harpoons wit:h 
detachable heads attached to a line 
allowed for more efficient capture and 
re t ri ev al of large fish, such as lake 
sturgeon, than was possible with spears . 
Wood land period people made seine nets 
of wild h emp or nettles, with cords of 
b,mwood bark or of lea ther, edged at the 
bottom with small notched stones (net 
sinkers); these seines were used to corral 
fishes such as northern pike, drum, bass 
and suckers t o the shore. These 
technological changes facilitated some 
social changes. These fishing techniques 
required cooperation, so family groups 
ga the red at Great Lakes shorelines to 
work together during fishing seasons. 

Native peoples began modifying their nets 
in rn gill nets around A.O. 800. This 
a ll wed rhe harvest of offshore, fall 
spawners such as lake trout and lake 
whitefish. Fall fishing meant that a large 
catch could be preserved by smoking or 
freezing for use throughout the winter. 

Environmental Changes 

Modification of Dra inage Basins 
• Landscape, physical, chemical 

and biological changes 

Exotics 

• Varied sources of introduction 
• Prevention and management strategies 

Physical and Chemical Modifications 
• Cultural eutrophication 
• Cont:,minants 

Atmospheric and Global Changes 
• Atmospheric deposition 

of contaminants 
• Movement of contaminants 

in ecosystems 
• Global warming 
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Spring fishing also continuell, using the 
earlier technologies and the gill net. 

When Europeans first began exploring, 
about 60,000; 117,000 native people lived 
in the region. (In contrast, about 3J 
million people nmv live in the Great 
Lakes Basin.) Fishes native to the Great 

Lakes were generally abundant relative to 

the number of people. The tribal groups 

in the region at that time included the 
First Nations, the Anishinabeg (Ottawa, 
Potawatomi, and Ojibwa, or Chippewa) 
the Iroquois and Huron and the 
Jv1enominee, Winnebago, lllinois and 
Miami. By this rime, fishing had grown 

to be vitally important in the lives of the 

peoples in the upper Grear_ Lakes region. 

Villages were organized around tht' inland 

shores fishery. The peoples of the lower 
Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River 
also relied on fisheries resources 
(including American eels) for partof their 

diets. 

French explorers and early missionaries 

began arriving in the upper Great Lakes 

in the 1660s. Europeans learned about the 
long;established North American fishing 
techniques and also wrote about the 

- Shore 
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unique dirH1et fishing ck ne from canoes 
in the St. Marys River between lakes 
Superior and Huron. Europeans also saw 
the extent of the Native American 
fishery, which occurred in open water and 

abo through the ice in winter. 

With the arrival of the Europeans, fur 
trading became a major historical 

influence on the Great Lakes region. This 

area was controlle l mainly by the French, 
although the British were also trading 
with the native peoples. The lakes became 
the key routes for travel, tra le, warfare, 

commun ication and diplomacy. Two 
worlds met, an l Europeans and native 

peoples exchanged more than furs. Items 
of trade also inclu led nets and other 

native gear thr1t made hunting and fishing 

ec1sier. 

In 1763 , the Treaty of Paris concluded the 
French an I Indian War. The Great Lakes 
region was transferred from French to 

British control, though many French 

se ttlers remained in the region. In 1783, 

another treaty established what is now the 

U .S.,Canaclian border. The tribes, the 

British and the Americans were still active 
in the fur trade, p,1rticularly in rhe western 

Gill Net 

end of the upper Orear Lakes. The~ frontier 
was in transition for several decades; both 
the U.S. and the British encouraged settlers 
to move to the Great Lakes regi ,n. 

Prior to the arrival of Europeans, native 
tribes held all rights of ownersh ip to the 
region's land and water. After che U.S. 
Revolutionary War, treaties with Native 

Americans led to land "cessions11 in the 

United States and to land "surrender" in 
Canada. ( Cession and surrender are terms 
for the process by which r.he governments 
acquired native peoples' lands for sale to 

settlers.) As settlement of this region br 
Americans and Europeans proceeded, both 

groups needed the land and resources . 
Sometimes the lands ,, ere obtained 
through warfare or other such means. 
Typically, the resources were procured 

through negotiation or purchased through 
treaties. A treaty is a rool and process used 
by one government ro give its word to 

another government; the intent ion in a 
treaty is to protect a particular inter, 
govern111ental agreement ove a long 
period of time. As land cessions occurred) 

cornm unities began to grow, and 

populations of settlers increased greatly. 

Deep Water ----+-

--.... --------- ------- --

Use of gill nets on the Great Lakes began 
increasing in the 1840s and 1850s. 



In the late I 700s, the demand for fur in 
Europe helped rn strengthen the fur trade. 
This, in tum, necessitated early commercial 
fishing to feed the traders and settlers. ll1e 
Northwest Fur Company dominated the 
west end of Lake Superior, particularly the 
Chequamegon (Wisconsin) area in the 
1780s to 1790s. ll1e company fished the 
north side of Isle Royale to feed people at 
its trading stations in westem Lake Superior. 
Also in the 1790s, a hook and line 
commercial fishery developed on Lake Erie 
(near Presque Isle, Pennsylvania). Little is 
kno\\-TI about the earliest commercial fishing 
enterprises. 

Before the 1800s, Great Lakes fish 
populations were thought to be unlimite ! 
and inexhaustible. Bur all of the changes 
brought by the new settlers set the stage 
for dramatic and rapid changes in fisheries 
in the next era. 

Changing Times: Era of 
Exploitation and Degracia tion 

(About 1800 to 1870s) 

Social Changes 

Increasing numbers of settlers began 
arriving in the Great Lakes region and the 
northeast U.S. and Canada from 1800 to 

the 1840s. The tremendous population 
growth in the region would have serious 
implications for environmental quality 
and fish populations. 

The first large commercial fishery on Lake 
Huron was established around Fort 
Michilirnackinac by 1800 and was an 
important element of the continuing fur 
trade. John Jacob Astor, along with the 
former Northwest Fur Corn1 any, 
incorporated the famous American Fur 
Company in 1808. After the War of 1812 1 

the British agreed to withdraw to 
Canadian territory, and the upper Great 
Lakes were fu lly open to American fur 
traders. After the war, some of the first 
widespread commercial fisheries in the 
Great Lakes were established on Lake 
Erie, near the Maumee River and on the 
Detroit River. Commercia l fishing was 
well established on the Canadian side of 
the lakes by the 1820s and I 8JOs. These 
commercial fisheries served eastern cities 
growing larger with immigrants. In 1826, 

Pound nets were used throughout the Great lakes by the 1840s and 1850s. The stationary nets redirect fish swimming 
along shore, funneling them toward the crib or pound (enclosed end) offshore. 

the first shipmen ts of salted whitefish and 
lake trout left Detroit for eastern markets. 

After 1834, Mackinac Ishrnd was reduced 
in st-itus as a fur trading station, and the 
American Fur Company made its 
headquarters in western Lake Superior. 
The company built two schooners to carry 
furs to be sol I in Sault Ste. Marie. The 
boatmen no longer needed for rowing the 
fur~carrying craft were employed as 

fishermen. Fishing stations were 
establ ishe I throughout the western basin 
of Lake Superior. Men fished with 
handmade twine nets from wooden boats 
propel led hy cars or sai I. Orh ers were 
employed at the fishing srnri< ns to clean, 
salt ·md pack the fish and to make the 
barrels in which fish were sh ipped to 
growing mr1rkets in t:he O hio River Vc1\ley. 
The Hudson's Bay Company likewise 
employed men at fishing stat ions. Thus 
began largc;sca!c, organized commercial 
fishing in i-h " G reai- Lakes. 

After the financial Panic of 183 7, a 
depression put an encl to the fishing 
business of the American Fur Company. 
By this t·im e, the clem•:ind for furs in 
Europe ha<l dropped dram,lt'ically. The 
cmrq any split up, and fishing continued 
nn a smal ler sca le for a while. 

Throughout this period) treat ies were 
established between t:hc narive peoples and 
the new governments in the region. 
Another effort at h.n I cession was nm.de 

by the United States in the early 1800s to 

help the government through economic 
hard times. Although the Native 
Americans lost their land base through the 
negotiation of these treaties, fishing and 
hunting rights in the region were retained. 
Specifically, the results of this social change 
allowed Native Americans to retain their 
rights to fish in the waters of the Great 
Lakes ceded under che treaties. Thus1 n-ibes 
were established as sovereign nations, 
managing their own governance systems 
an l resources. 

Several t:reaties st ill govern tribal fishing 
in the U.S. portion of the Great Lakes re, 
gion and its waters. (In addition, C,mada 
prorects tribal fishing rights on the Great 
Lakes today under the Canadian Consti~ 
tution Act of 1982.) The Treaty of 1836, 
or the Ottawa~Chippewa Treaty, ceded to 

t:he United States one of the largest tracts 
cf land in the Great Lakes region in the 
area that was to become Michigan. Under 
the Treaty of 1842) the Red Cliff, Bad 
River, and Keweenaw Bands of Ojibwa ex~ 
erc isecl their treaty;fishing rights in Lake 
Superior. By the end of this era, most of 
the Native American land in the region 
had been ceded and reservations were be, 
ing established. 

lron ore was discovered in upper Michi, 
gan in 1844, and waves of immigrants ar, 
rived to work in the iron and copper mines 
of the upper Great Lakes region. Rapid 
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The Jenny Weaver; a commercial fishing schooner of W.P. Kavanaugh Fishery, based in Bay City Michigan, 1880s. 

technological changes allowed engineers 
to make modifications in waterways, 
which in tum provided easier transporta, 
tion routes for the arriving immigrants. 
Communities throughout the Great Lakes 
region began to grow substantially. 

Technological Changes 

Boats and navigation in rhe Great Lakes 
began to change early in the 1800s. 
Steamboats first arrived in Lake Erie in 
1818, and soon steam,powered boats 
were found throughout the region. 
Navigational improvements followed. In 
1825, the Erie Canal opened, more 
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directly connecting lakes Ontario and 
Eri.e with the Atlantic Ocean via the 
Hudson River and the port of New York. 
The Welland Ship Canal was constructed 
between lakes Ontario an<l Erie in 1829 
to provide a route around Niagara Falls. 
This canal was improved and enlarged 
several times from 183 3 to 1919. The 
Rideau Canal system was completed in 
1832, connecting Kingston, Ontario with 
Ottawa. The St. Marys Falls Ship Canal 
(popularly known as the Soo Locks) 
connecting Like Superior and Lake 
Hu ron was enlarged in 1855 to 
accommodate large lake,going vesse ls. 
These new watery connections woul I 

benefit imrnigrants and commercial 
vessels and would also play major roles in 
the story of Great Lakes fisherie in years 
to come! 

Before 1850, simple fishing techniques on 
Lake Erie included seines ( for sauge , walleye 
and smallmouth bass), brush weirs, spears, 
,md trorlines (lines with multiple fish hooks). 
Seines and dipncts were also used. Almost 
all of the effort wm; concentrated in nearshore 
areas and focused on the major spawning nms 

of Atlantic salmon (in Lake O ntario), 
coregonines (lake whitefish and rela ed fishes 
including lake he1Ting, ciscoes and bloaters), 
and percids (members of the perch family 
including yellow perch and walleyl'). 

Wooden boats were used to travel farther 
from shore. Pound nets were used through, 
out t:he Great Lakes, and gill net use was 
increasing by the 1840s and 1850:;. Hand, 
made cotton twine nets were rer:lacecl in 
the l 840s with cheaper machine,made 
nets. Linen nets were first used in the 
1850s. These technological changes al~ 
lowed fishing in deeper waters ar cl led w 
larger catches. By the 1870s, seines were 
almost completely replaced by gill nets and 
pound nets. Steam,powered fishing tugs 
were introduced by the mid, 1870s, allow, 
ing fishermen to travel even greater dis
tances and to work in foul wearht '. r. 

In 1851, the Erie Railroad became the first 
line connected to the Great Lake~,, further 
changing the transport of fo.h. The 
Northern. Railway connected Coll mgwood 
on the southwest portion of Geor;~ian Bay 
(on Lake Huron) in 1855 with a large 
market in the developing Toronto area. 
Faster shipping of iced and frozen fish to 

eastern markets was now possible. 
Fishermen could store frozen fi h until 
markets and prices were fovornble for selling. 

During the mid, 1800s, the roots of 
fisheries science were established. In 18481 

Professor Loui Agassiz and 15 orht:rs began 
one of the earliest scientific expeditions on 
the Great Lakes. They studied the north 
shore of Lake Superior. These s,:iencists 
compiled some of the earliest technical 
descriptions of Great Lakes fishe.). Other 
scientists were beginning to stu<ly lake level 
fluctuations and water chemistry. 



Environmental Changes 

Habitat degradat ion, due to increasing 
human populations and activ it ies, and the 
arrival of exotic species were two major 
environmental changes that began to 
influence Gre,1t Lakes fisheries in the 
1800s. The Lake Onta rio basin was rhe 
first area in the region to be altered by 
canals and dams. Changes that occurred 
in the Lake Onrnrio Basin durinu the e, 
1800s would be repeated in the other lakes 
from 1900 to the present. 

The most profound early environmental 
changes in the lak , occurred during the 
logging ern. Logging activity peaked first 
in New York in the mid, 1800s, then 
farther west in Michigan in the 1860s to 
1870s. These logging and settlement 
activities caused th e first type of 
environmental c h a n ge: los::; of fish 
habitats due to extreme modifications of 
Great Lakes drainage systems. By the mid, 
1800s, water,powerecl mills of a ll sorts 
(including sawmills) were common on 

streams in the region. Many Great Lakes 
tributaries were clammed, preventing fish 
from passing upstream to spawn and 
concentrating them in downstream areas 
where they were mnre susceptible to over 
fishing. Heavy logging increased soil 
erosion into streams, causing turbidity 
(muddy, cl o udy water), covering 
spawning areas and warming the waters, 

further degrading fish es ' spawning 
habitats. Wetlands-spawning areas for 
other fish spec ies-were dra ined and 
modified . Logging wastes such as sawdust 
were disposed of throughout coastal arens 
and in streams. Human and animal wastes 
from settlements and cities also en tered 
the wate rways . Thus, the effect of 
pollution on Great Lakes fisheries began 
rather early and is not merely a modern 
phenomenon. 

The second type of environmental change 
that began in the 1800s was the arrival of 
exotic (nonnative) marine species in the 
Great Lakes. The ea lamprey was n oted 
in Lake Ontario by the l.830s. By l 873, 
the alewife, a coo l water fish from the 
Atlantic Ocean, had traveled throuuh the 
Erie Canal and was establishe I ine, Lake 
Ontario. The effecrs of the alewife would 
be felt throughout the Great Lakes food 
web within a few decades. 

Construction of doms on Great Lakes tributan·es in the mid 1800s prevented fish from swimming upstream to spawn. 

Changes in the Great Lakes Fisheries 

Major changes in Great Lakes fish 
populations began in the early l 800s in Lake 
Ontario. The earliest intensive fishery in 
the region wa5 for Atlantic salmon, the 1111 sr 
valued and heavily exploited fish from the 
late 1700s to the mid,1800s. Mill dams 
concentrated these fish and made them 
more vulnerable to harvest. These and other 
changes in the tributary creams decreased 

the amount of accessible spawning habitat. 
TI1e main reasons for the loss of salmon were 
probably habitat degradation and intensive 
fishing. By the 1830s and 1840s, this loss 
caused the first major flsheries~related alarm 

on the Great Lakes. Restrictions on harvest 
and the first attempts at stocking in the 
1860s led to a temporary, small recovery for 
Atlantic salmon, but the turn of the century 
brought the last record of native salmon in 
Lake Ontario. 

During the early 1800s, intensive fish ing for 
other Grear Lakes fishes also occurred. Lake 
whitefish was the most fished species at th is 
rime in the four upper Great Lakes. Lake 
trout ,, ere second in all the lakes; harvc-t 

of lake trout became even more important 
when lake whitefish numbers were low an I 
as Atlantic salmon decreased in Lake 
Ontario. Other important fishes included 
the lake herring in Lake Erie, Saginaw Bay 
(Lake Huron) and Green Bay (Lake 

Michigan), the lake sturgeon throughout 

the lakes, and deepwater ciscoes in lakes 
Huron, Michigan and Superior. By 1860, 
the carch of lake whitefish in Green Bay 
had declined by 50 percent. By the 1860s, 
laws in the region began to restrict fishing 
by establishing catch limits and closed 
seasons. As early as I 861, Ohio declared i r.s 
fi rsr closed season for some fishes. 
Significant changes for Great Lakes fisheries 

had already begun. 

Early Efforts: Era of 
Regulations and Stocking 

( 1870s to early 1900s) 

Social Changes 

After the U.S. Civil War, the Great Lakes 
region experienced more settlement. 
Railroa I construction expanded, and 
large shoreline cities such as Chicago grew 
even larger. More Native American 
reservations were established as lands in 
the region were ceded to the U.S. 
government and surrendered r.o the 
British gove rnment in Canada. Some 
spor tfi shing began; in 1885, daily 
sporrfishinu excursions were offered on 
Lake Erie. When Great Britain entered 
World War I in 1914, fishing in Canada 
was declared ·,m essential service. 
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Technological Changes 

In 1870, the first Canadian stea m~fishing 
tug above the Niagara River bc<7an to 

work in Lake Huron. In the 1870s, steam 
engines were improved, and work 
proceeded on inte rnal combustion 
engines in 1886. Gasoline engines began 
catching on around the turn of the 
century, and Ole Evinrud of Minnes ta 

developed the first commercial ly 
successful outboard motor in 1909. Diesel 
engines wirh fuel injection were available 
by 1910, and the first di sel boars on the 
Great Lakes were built in 1920. 
Throughout this era, however, the sream 

tug remained most numer us on the Great 
Lakes. Steel was first used in shipbuilding 
in 1875. 

As engine technologies changed, so too 
did the technologies used to haul larger 
and larger nets from the water. In 1895, 
the Connable steam net lifter was 

patented, and its use around the turn of 
the century allowed more gill nets to be 
set and hauled. Gasoline net lifters were 
also developed. 

Pipe Weight 

Trap nets are large commercial fishing gear used by state
licensed and tribal commercial fishers to catch whitefish 
in the Great Lakes. Trap nets are increasingly being used 
in parts of lakes Michigan, Huron and Superior. 
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Navigational improvements of this era 
included construction of the Chicago 
Sanitary and Ship Canal around 1900, 
connecting the Great Lakes with the 
Miss issippi River watershed. 

Fishinv techniques also changed around 
the turn of the century. During the 1890s, 

a new type of gear called the trap net was 
used in the Great Lakes ( in Saginaw Bay 
and the St. Marys River). This net was a 
more efficient, easier,to,move variation on 

the I ound net. This net was popular in 
U.S. wate rs, but it was not legal in 
Canadian waters until 1950 (although it 
was used earlier in Georgian Bay). 

Pound net fishermen and gill net fishennen 
had disagreed over which nets should be 
used, and some fishermen worried that the 
efficient trap nets would result in 
overfishing. While this controversy was 
beginning to simmer, even more efficient 
variations on the gill ner were appearing. 
About l 900, ''canning11 of gill nets began. 
Canning (floating) gill nets in mid,water 
rather than anchoring nets to the bottom 

Trap Net 

Wooden Float 

allowed nets to be moved to various water 
depths with chan ges in seas ns and 
temperature. Catches increased. ln l 905, 
U.S. fishermen on Lake Erie invented a 
variation of the gill net called the uU net. 

Until th.en, gill nets used to catch herring 
were only about five feet rail; however, bull 
nets were up to 22 feet tall! Around 1900, 
less expensive cotton nt:ts were intro luced. 
In summary, during rhis era, nee became 
cheaper, larger, easier to move an to haul 
out of the water, and more cffici nt. The 
mesh sizes of fishing nets were shrink ing, 
taking younger and y un°er fish; larger, 
older size classes were "fished our. ·• 

Fisheries management began in full force 
during this era. In 18701 the American 
Fish Culturists' Association, a professional 
organizarion, was formed; in l 834, this 
group became the American Fisheri es 
Society. In 1871, J. S. Milner began a 
survey for the U.S. Commission of Fish 
and Fisheries. He toured the shores and 
is lands of Lake Michigan, collecting 
information on the life hi ·torics of fishes 
important to the commercial fishing 
industry. Unfortunately, much of his fish 
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collection, stored at the Chicago 
Academy of Science, was lost in the Great 
Chicago Fire of 1871. In 1872, he 
extended his survey to lakes Superior, 
Huron, St. Clair and Erie. His reports 
discussed what were probably the first 
scientific efforts to study lake whitefish 
migrations by tagging fish. Milner's studies 
gave evidence of serious declines in Great 
Lakes fisheries, and he recommended 
protective legislation and hatchery 
propagation of fish. 

Hatchery rearing of fish was a major focus 
of fisheries management in the Great 
Lakes during this era. While some 
hatchery work had been tried in North 
America in the 1850s and I 860s, these 
efforts did not evolve into large;scale 
efforts until later. 1n the late 1860s, 
Ontario's Samuel Wilmot became 
involved in trying to restore the Atlantic 
salmon by artificial propagation. 1n 1876, 
he was made superintendent of fish 
culture, and the hatchery effort expanded 
in Canada. In 1874 in Michigan, the 
Board of Fish Commissioners (started just 
one year earlier ) established a fish 
hatchery on the Detroit River. Several 
other states also established hatcheries 
during this period. During the 1880s and 
1890s, the U.S. government began 
operating hatcheries in Michigan at 
Northville and Alpena, in Sandusky and 
Put;in~Bay, Ohio, in Duluth, Minnesota, 
and in Cape Vincent, New York. Little is 
known about the success of these early 
programs. By the turn of the century, 
people were al ready disgruntled thar the 
stocking efforts were not noticeably 
increasing fish abundance. 

In this era, fisheries research was just 
beginning. The major philosophy at the 
time was that fish were declining because 
they were having trouble reproducing; 
thus, if more hatchery;reared fish were 
added (i.e. if the reproductive process and 
the early survival o( fishes were helped 
along), more fish would ultimately be 
available to harvest. Concern about fish 
population declines, however, prompted 
some researchers to investigate underlying 
factors such as water quality and food 
availability that affect fish production. 
Researchers in the United States and 
Canada were just getting started. At the 

The most profound early environmental changes in the lakes occurred dun·ng the lagging era. Heavy logging increased sail 
erosion into streams, causing turbidity (muddy, cloudy water) that contributed to a loss of fishery habitat. 

same time, concern about the poor water 
quality in the Great Lakes prompted the 
first successful international agreements. In 
1909, the Boundary Waters Treaty between 
the United States and Canada established 
the International joint Commission (I.JC) 
to study water quantity and quality issues 
in the Great Lakes. Extensive studies began 
and continued into the following eras. 

Environmental Changes 

The two themes of environmental 
change-modification of drainage 
systems and invasion by exotic species
continued between 1870 and the early 
1900s. For example, human population 
growth, forest cutting, land clearing, 
development, wetland drainage, harbor 
dredging, pollution from lumbering 
activ ities, and sewer outflows continued 
throughout the Lake Michigan basin after 
1850 and until the early 1900s. 

Many serious fires raged throughout the 
region in the decades immediately following 
the peak of logging. In 1871, a fire burned 
the northwestern edge of Lake Michigan, 
from just north of the city of Green Bay, 
Wisconsin to just south of Escanaba, 
Michigan. Other fires of this era burned 
along the coasts of Lake Huron. With fires 
came soil erosion and increased wrbidity 
and pollution in the water. Areas such as 
Green Bay in Lake Michigan began to 

experience the sever problems with 
envi ronmental quality that lakes Erie and 
Ontario had experienced earlier. 

In this era, an important environmental 
change wa just starting ro rnke its t ll on 
water quality and fisheries. Eutrophication 
( a term not coined until the 201h century) is 
the process by v-.rhich waters increase in 
nutrients. While eutrophication occurs 
naturally as lakes age over geological time, 
cukural eutrophication is a process of rapid 
changes due to human influences in the 
watershed. This process was alrea ly 
affecting the more southerly, shallow Great 
Lakes during the late 1800s and at rhe turn 
of the century. These early effects were 
caused by the logging activities in the Grear 
Lakes watershed and by the rapid settlement 
of portions of the basin, particularly the 
lower lakes (Sr. Clair, Erie and Ontario). 
These activities caused soil erosion, 
warming of the water, an l the rufroff of 
nutrienrs frnm the land into the waterways, 
thus causing cultural eutrophication. Other 
locations experiencing these early effects 
were the shallow bays such as Green Bay 
and Saginaw Bay. Fish species adapted to 
the oligotrophic (cold, deep, low nutrient) 
conditi )ns of the lakes also exp rienced 
declines, one of the effects of cultural 
eutrophication. 
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Overfishing and loss of nearshore spawning habitat contributed to the decline of lake sturgeon in the Great Lakes between 
1890 and 1910. 

The arrival and impacts of exotic species 
in the Great Lakes (particularly those 
upstream from Lake Ontario) were note l 
during the late l 800s. Sea lamprey were 
first noted in Lake Ontario in the 1830s, 
and by the 1880s they were causing 
problems for fish populations there. Sea 
lamprey had either arrived throuoh the I:> 

Erie Canal or they had been native to the 
Lake Ontario basin. By 1921, the sea 
lamprey had made its way into Lake Erie. 
The rainbow smelt was introduce I 
intentionally into Crystal Lake m the edge 
of Lake Michigan in I 912. During chc 
next two decades, it would make its way 
into all of the other lakes. Another marine 
invader, the alewife, had first appeared in 
Lake Ontario in 1873. Some species were 
intentionally introduced into the Great 
Lakes Juring the heydays of hatchery 
propagationi chese included steelhead, 
Chinook salmon, brown trout, and carp. 

Changes in the Great Lakes Fisheries 

After the loss of the Atlantic salmon in 
Lake Ontario) the next major decl ine in 
the Great Lakes was the lake sturgeon. 
At first, th is species was not commercially 
important and was destroyed because it 
damaged fishing nets. Later, though, many 
uses for this fish were found and many 
products were derived from it. Sturgeon 
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caviar (eggs) became popular, and oil from 
the fish was used for a variety of purposes. 
Its ai r bladder was used to manufacture 
isinglass (a gelatin used as a clarifying 
agent and in je llies and glue), an<l 
carcasses were used as fertilizer. 

Between 1890 and 1910, lake sturgeon 
declined in all the lakes. In 1879, the 
sturgeon catch for Lake Michigan was 3.8 
million pounds ( 1. 7 million kilogramsL bur 
some decli n e had probably already 

occurred. By I 911, the catch was only 
14,000 pounds (6,350 kilograms), and after 
that the fish was nearly nonexistent in 
commercial catches. Lake Erie's sturgeon 
catch was about 5 million pounJs (2.3 
million kilograms) in 1885, but dropped 
to only I 00,000 pounds (45,360 kilograms) 
in 1916 and never recovered. Lake Huron 
sturgeon experienced a similar decline but 
reached low levels later in the 1930s. Lake 
Onrario's sturgeon catch dropped from 

581,000 pounds (263,500 kilograms) in the 
l 890s to only I 0,000 pounds (4,500 
kilogram·) by rhe 1920s. Much of this loss 
wc1s due first to overfishing and second to 

the loss of spawning habitats in inshore 
areas and rivers. The biological 
characteristics of the sturgeon made it 
extremely difficult for the fish to recover; 
it nrntures late) grows slowly) and is 
re latively easy rn capture. (It is now found 

in certain local areas of the Great Lakes 
such as Lake Huron's North Chm ncC the 
Menominee River, parts of Lake S uperior, 
and the St. Clair River.) 

The next major loss of Grca: Lakes 
fisheries was the decline of ri veH·un lake 
trout, lake whitefish and lake herring. 
These \Vere subgroups that spawned in 
river habitats. The largest runs were in 
the rivers emptying into lc1kes Huron, 
Michigan, St. Clair and Erie. The.5e fishe~ 
were lost by the early l 900s, mainly 
because of modification of the river 
drainages caused by loggi g and 
sawmilling activ ities and dams. 

One group of fish es, the coregonines, 
experienced heavy fishing pressur1~ during 
this era. The coregonines are members of 
the family Salmonidae, forming the 
subfamily that includes lake whitefish 
lake herring, and ci scoes (cot 1monl; 
called "chubs"). By 1879, great 
fluctuations occurred in lake whitefish 
catches from Lake Ontario, (as well as 
fluctuations in ciscoes and lake herring). 
By the 1920s, however, lake whitefish had 
recovered in Lake Ontario. By 1880, Lake 
Erie pound netters comp lained of 
decreased lake whitefish harvest•. In the 
western basin of Lake Erie, smaller lake 
whitefish were being harves ted a .. smaller 
and smaller net mesh sizes were used to 

catch lake herring. From 1885 to 19 l l, 
Lake Superior saw declines tn lake 
whitefish, so effort switched to tmother 
species, and this period began the "glory 
years" for lake trout there. In Lake 
Michigan, lake whitefish were fairly stable 
with a harvest of 1-2 milli o n pounds 
(0.45-0.91 million kilograms) per year 

from 1894 to 192 7. In the 192 Js, lake 
whitefish catches increased. 

Othe r corcgonines-lake h erring and 
ciscoes-were sensitive to fishin g 
pressures and other fact< rs durmg this 
time. Throughout rhe lakes, ir was 
difficult to trace the actual flue m1tions 
of individual species of coregonines, 
because catch statistics for lake herring 
and the various cisco species were often 
combined. The year 1910 saw :1 major 
decline in lake herring in Lake M tchigan. 
(ln Lake Michigan, most oft. e lake 



herring and ciscoes 1,vere taken from 
Green Bay.) Before then, catches of up to 

20 million pounds (9.1 million kilograms) 
were reported, though numbers of these 
fishes varied widely. The first species of 
ciscoes to decline were the larger ones, 
such as the blackfin. As larger ciscoes were 
fished out, fishermen would switch to 

smaller and smaller net mesh sizes co take 
the other smalle r species. Fishermen 
would also move to take advantage of 
stocks (groups of fish that spawn in a 
particular part of the lake or at a certain 
time), sometimes follmving them durin..., 
their seasonal migrations. As the larger 
srecies of ciscoes declined, rhe carches of 
smaller species such as the bloater then 
increased and remained high. The Great 
Lakes fisheries were beginning to change 
dramatically. The number of unique forms 
of ciscoes declined; only a few species of 
Grear Lakes coregonines remain today. 

Unlike lake herring and its relatives, lake 
trout were amazingly resistant to intensive 
fishing for a long time. From t:he late 
1800s to the early 1900s, this fish 
supported a stable and great fishing effort. 
The lake trout is a large predator that 
occupies a variety of areas in the Great 
Lakes, from shore to shore and from top 
to bottom. Because it fed on many 
differeni: species of forage fishes 
including lake herring, ciscoes and 
sculpins-ancl because the forage base as 
a whole remained stable throughout much 
of this era, the lake trout were able to 
maintain their numbers in the upper 
Grear Lakes. 

In the lower Great Lakes, however, lake 
trout populations began ro experience the 
combined effects of intense fishing pressure 
and eutrophication. ln Lake Erie, lake trom 
populat:ions began to decline earlier than 
in the other lakes. Since Lake Erie is ar 
the somhern end of the range of the 
coldwarer lake trout, this fish 1,,vas never 
abundant and had been relarively rare in 
the shallower western and central basins. 
By the end of the 1800s, it had declined, 
and it was seldom caught after the 1930s. 

The lake trout story in Lake Ontario was 
more complex. Trout rhere experienced the 
combined effects of over fishing, cultural 
eutrophication and rhe impacts of t:he 
exotic invaders. In the 1870s, after the loss 
of the Atlantic salmon, the alewife 
increased in Lake Ontario. Alewife may 
have competed with and forced the decline 
of other plankron~eating fishes such as the 
corcgonines and ye llow perch. In the 
1880s, sea lamprey increased in the lake, 
in part due to the fact that the streams 
warmed slightly by environmental changes 
were better suited now for sea lamprey 
reproduction. The sea lampreys \\ e re 
parasites on lake trout and orher fishes, and 
so the populations of these fishes began ro 

decline in Lake Ontario. 

This era had brought tremendous changes 
to the life of the Great Lakes. Early in this 
period wcre the heydays of commercial 
fishing on many of the lakes. In 18 71, over 
32.2 mi llion pounds (14.6 million 
kil ograms) of Great Lakes fish were 
handled at major fish markets, and more 
were probably consumed locally. Lake 
M ichigan alone had a commercia l 
industry employing over 2,000 people and 
600 vessels. By 1889, more than 10,000 
people fished the lakes. In 1899, Lake 

Ontario experienced a peak in its catch. 
Around 1900, the catch from Lake Erie 
surpassed or equaled the production of all 
other lakes combined. But the combined 
effects of social, technological, and 
environmental changes were beginning to 

take their roll on fishes. 

Overfishing (with improved technologies) 
had seriously affected populations of 
Atlantic salmon and lake whit:efish. New 

invaders had already made their presence 
known in the lower lakes and would 
quickly change the entire Great Lakes 
fisheries. By the end of this era, agencies 
responded to the decline of some fishes hy 
establishing fishing regulations. Fisheries 
laws developed at this time included gear 
restrictions, closed seasons and catch 
limits. For example, by the late 1800s, laws 
regulated the mesh size of gill nets used in 
the Great Lakes. In 1906~07, Ohio and 
Michigan began to license their commercial 
fishennen. Fisheries law enforcement started 
in t:he region, but (like today) officers were 
few compared to the vastness of the lakes 
chey were responsible for covering. 
Differences in state and provincial fish ing 
laws also made enforcement: difficult. 
Changes in the fisheries in this era set the 
stage for the next era. 

Commercial fishermen mend their gill nets, Charlevoix, Michigan. 1906. 
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Era of New Invaders, 
New Challenges 
(1920s to 1950s) 

Social Changes 

During the 1920s and even into the 1930s, 
a new way of looking at the Great Lakes 
took greater form. The tourism business 
boomed. Visitors flocked to shoreline 
resorts, even to remote areas of the lakes 
such as Isle Royale, and the wealthy 
developed their own lakefront retreats. 
Visitors of all types dined on Great Lakes 
fishes. Charter fishing became more 
common during the 1920s when 
commercial fishermen took recreational 
anglers fishing for lake trout. 

Meanwhile, the commercial and subsistence 
tribal fishery continued. In 1924, U.S. 
citizenship was granted to Native 
Americans. In 1930, a court case in 
Michigan declared that Native Americans 
had no special fishing or hunting rights 
under state regulations. At this point, 
Native Americans did not challenge this 
court decision, and they had to buy state 
commercial fishing licenses. 

In 1929, the U.S. stock market crashed, 
and many fish wholesalers went out of 
business. In 1939, Canada entered WWII 
and, by 1942, the U.S. was at war. Fishing 
was again declared an essential service, 
and commercial fishermen were exempt 
from the draft. By 1945, the war was over, 
but the world had changed. Global 
markets were opening, and sportfishing 
began to rise again. 

Technological Changes 

During the 1920s and 1930s, the fishing 
fleet in the Great Lakes began converting 
to diesel engines. These were less bulky and 
used less fuel and labor to operate. The 
older steam fishing tugs had required a crew 
of seven-a captain, an engineer and five 
fishermen. Diesel boats, however, did not 
need an engineer and needed only half as 
many laborers. Also at this time, the first 
steel-hulled Great Lakes fishing boats 
began to replace wooden hulled boats. 

In the 1920s, the bull net was still in use; 
peak bull net use and increasing gill net use 
in Canadian waters of Lake Erie occurred 
in the mid-1920s. In the 1920s, a new 
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version of the trap net appeared on Lake 
Huron. Called a "deep trap net," it was set 
in greater depths and on a variety of bottom 
types. It could be handled more easily than 
previous pound nets and was used to catch 
lake whitefish in their deep summer 
habitats. It was introduced on Lake Huron 
in 1928; over the next two years, 
fishermen scrambled to convert to the 
new gear. Catches of lake whitefish 
doubled, then lake whitefish began 
disappearing from the northern grounds 
of Lake Huron. Gill and pound netters 
protested the new gear. Governments 
began investigating this issue in 1931. In 
1934, the conflict among the various 
fishermen had escalated, and southern 
fishermen drove out the encroaching 
northern deep trap netters trying to fish 
their southern waters. This net was 
banned in U.S. waters by the mid-1930s 
(it had never been used in Canada); 
eventually, its use was governed by size 
and depth restrictions. This story is one 
that had already occurred on the lakes and 
would repeat itself: the story of conflict 
among fisheries user groups and of the 
crusade by some users to protect the 
resource upon which they all depended. 

An important change in net technology 
began when nylon was invented in 1935. 
Nylon was lighter, did not absorb water, 
and decayed more slowly than cotton and 
linen net materials. Nylon nets could be 
left in the water longer, were easier to 
handle, and were nearly invisible to the 
fish. By the 1950s, nearly all of the gill 
nets in the Great Lakes were replaced 
with nylon, and within 10 years so were 
the pound and trap nets. In addition, 
around WWll, the old-style wooden 
floats, or "corks," which fishermen had 
carved from cedar, were replaced with 
plastic or aluminum floats that allowed 
fishing in deeper water. 

Other semi-modem advances were made 
in these few decades. In the 1930s, 
refrigerated trucks transported fish to 

markets. In 1935, radar was invented, but 
would make its way into the lakes 
gradually. In the 1940s, fishermen began 
to use sonar (depth finders) and radios. 

Fisheries science made important 
advances, too. The collapse of the lake 
herring fishery in Lake Erie by 1925 

prompted large-scale studies on Great 
Lakes ecology. One study sponsored by 
Ohio examined the effects of pollution in 
Lake Erie. A 192 7 study by the U.S. 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries was the 
beginning of federal fisheries research on 
the Great Lakes. This study examined the 
limnology ( the chemistry, plankton and 
benthos) of Lake Erie. A third study on 
Lake Michigan was conducted by che U.S. 
government, the states of Michigan and 
Wisconsin and four net manufacturers. 
This study examined gill net size and 
effects on harvest of chubs while avoiding 
unintentional catches of small lake trout. 

In the 1940s, a better understanding of the 
factors influencing fish production led 
fisheries managers to use a philosophy of 
Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY). The 
philosophy requires understanding fish 
reproductive and growth requirements in 
relation to the productive capacity or 
biomass that the fish habitat will support. 
In theory, managers can use this knowledge 
to create quotas or regulations that result 
in the maximum harvest yield that can be 
maintained without causing declines in fish 
populations or health. 

Environmental Changes 

Cultural eutrophication became a major 
force of environmental change during this 
era. Trends of decline in water quality 
continued and spread to the upper Great 
Lakes. The effects of these changes were 
compounded by the second major type of 
environmental change that would happen 
during this time-the increasing invasion 
of exotic marine species such as alewife, 
sea lamprey and smelt. These were the 
newest characters in the drama of the life 
of the lakes. 

The alewife and sea lamprey had made 
their way from Lake Ontario into the other 
lakes through the Welland Canal and/or 
Erie Canal. Neither the alewife nor the sea 
lamprey became very well established in 
Lake Erie, probably due to poor water 
quality in its tributaries and because this 
lake has many areas that are warmer than 
these species prefer for part of their life 
cycles. The sea lamprey moved into the 
upper lakes slightly ahead of the alewife; 
both species first moved into lakes Huron 
and Michigan, then into Lake Superior. 



Year of First Record for Exotic 
Species in the Great Lakes 

Lake Sea Lamprey Alewife Smelt 

Ontario 1830s 1873 1929 

Erie 1921 1931 1932 

Huron 1932 1933 1925 

Michigan 1936 1949 1923 

Superior 1946 1954 1930 
Sourcoc fto'11Nn 19SS , H ,111 « •I 19'1 J 

Changes in the Great Lakes Fisheries 

The declines of the previous era 
continued into the l 920s and beyond. 
Among the most dramatic declines ever 
experienced in the Grear Lakes was the 
collapse of the lake herring and cisco 
fisheries beginning in the 1920s. The 
fluctuations in these p )pulations finally 
led to a crash of the Lake Erie lake herring 
fishery in the l 920s. The fishery there 
dropped from an earlier high harvest rate 
of around 32 million pounds ( 14.5 million 
kilograms) per year t:n a low of only 5.7 
million pounds (2.6 million kilograms) 
per year. Similar declines in lake herring 
catches from lakes Huron and Michigan 
occurred in the 1930s and again in the 
1950s. Lake Superior's lake herring catch 
remained high until l 94 l, then declined. 
These declines were probably cause I by 
overfishino and environmental degradation, 
particularly dcgra Iacion of spawning areas 
in places such as Green Bay. After smelt had 
become established by the 1930s and 1940s, 
it may have competed with or preyed upon 
lake herring larvae, further influencing that 
fish's decline, especially in Lake Michigan. 

The cisco catch rates of the Great Lakes 
also experienced serious declines by the 
1950s. As lake trout populations reached 
their final peak in the 1920s1 their prey 
(ciscoes) decreased. Once the lake trout 
began its decline, numbers of ciscoes 
increased somewhat in the 1930::; and 
1940s. With the decline of lake trout, 
fishermen switched to catching ciscoes, 
exploiting them in sequential order from 
the largest species to the smaller. Cisco 
catches were high for a short time. In the 
1940s, cisco populations in Lakes Ontario 
and Huron collapsed due to a combination 
of overfishing, environmental degradation, 
and possible competition from rainbow 
smelt and alewife. The cisco catch in lakes 

Sea lampreys attach ta fish by using a sucking disk with sharp, rasping teeth. Parasitism by sea lamprey has contributed ta 
declines in large predator species such as lake trout. 

Superior and Michigan remained constant 
through the 1950s but collapsed in the 
following decades. 

As usual, fishermen responded to declines 
in lake herring and ciscoes by switching 
their effort to other species. Perch catches 
in lakes Huron and Erie increased in the 
late 1920s and early 1930s. Eventually, 
smelt became so well established in the 
lakes that fishermen began to utilize them. 
A smelt fishery using trawl nets developed 
on the Great Lakes. 

The story of the sea lamprey's effects on 
various fishes is intricate. Once the sea 
lamprey became established in a lake, the 
first declines occurred in the large, 
deepwater species such as lake trout, 
burbot and the largest of the deepwater 
ciscoes. These were the species upon 
which the sea lamprey was a predator. The 
sea lamprey occasionally preyed upon the 
other coregonines such as lake whitefish 
and lake herring, and on walleye I bass, 
channel catfish and bullheads. As sea 
lamprey attacks increased, their prey 
declined. Because the numbers of large 
predaror fish (mainly the lake trout) were 
declining, alewife were able to increase 
in abundance, especially in lakes Huron 
and Michigan. (Lake Superior and irs 
tributaries were probably too cold for 
alewife to become as well;establishecl.) 

The alewifi 's strny overlaps that of the sea 
lamprey. The alewife ears mainly large 
plank ton just as the native lake herring does. 
As the alewife increased, the native lake 
herring and some other fishes decreased. 
The a lewife, which traveled in dense 
schools, may have out,competed the young 
of native species or simply preyed on their 
eggs and fry. Eventually, the alewife became 
the dominant fornne fish in the lakes. 

Sea lamprey and alewife caused some of 
the most significant changes for the life of 
the lakes. Lake trout declined to a catch of 
less than l ,000 I ounds ( 454 kilograms) in 
Lake Eric in 1937. Trout catches had 
already dropped in Saginaw Bay and Green 
Bay. Trout leclined in Lake Huron in the 
late 1930s, and in Lake Superior in the 
1940s. Finally, rhe hike trout fishery 
suffe red a dramatic collapse in Lake 
Superior in the 1950s; fishermen switched 
back co lake herring, and their catch of this 
fish increased. Lake whitefish declined in 
the western basin of Lake Erie in the 1920s, 
and fishermen there switched to yellow 
perch. In Lake Michigan, lake whitefish 
had a resurgence in the 1920s, but the 
catch dropped again in the 1930s. By the 
1930s , Lake Huron fish e rmen were 
noticing rapiJ drops in lake whitefish, and 
conflicts arose. Lake Superior continued 
its reputation as being somewhat isolated 
from and resistant to negative impacts -
a recovery oflake whitefish occurred there 
in the l 930s and 1940s. 
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Other species showed dramatic effects 
during this era. In the l 930s, Lake Ontario's 

total fish production dropped behind even 

that of the historically less productive Lake 
Superior. In 1924, sauger in Lake Erie 
declined. Northern pike in Lake Erie had 
already declined by 1915, largely due to loss 
of wetland spawning areas. 

In summary, because of over fishing, 
invasion by sea lamprey and alewife, and 

environmental degradation, this era saw 

the end of the Great Lakes commercial 
fishery for some native species that had 

influenced coastal history. 

Era of New Problems, 
New Management 
Objectives and Recovery 

(l 950s to I 980s) 

Social Changes 

After the St. Lawrence Seaway system 
opened in 1959, the Great Lakes \Vere 
accessible to medium sized, occan~going 
vessels. The region became a bigger player 

in the global marketplace, spurring further 
industrial growth and development. 

However, with this direct opening came 
problems. The industrial boom led to new, 
more insidious environmental degradation. 

Eventually, the U.S. and Canada 
expe rienced a social reawakening. 

Environmental quality had become so 
poor that the environmental movement 

came hand~in~hand with other social 

movements of the 1960s and 1970s. 
Environmenral awareness of the Grear 
Lakes increased when the mass media 
warned, "Lake Erie is dead." Rachel 
Carson's book Silent Spring told of the 
newest threats to the environment

pesticides and other chemica l 

contaminants. Environmental groups 
formed, and sweeping reforms were made 
in national environmental legislation. 
The first Earth Day was held in l 970, 
largely in response to the eutrophication 
of the Great Lakes. People spoke up for 
laws to make water "fishable, swimmable 
an I drinkable." 

A multitude of changes in the Great Lakes 
environment and resulting declines in 
fisheries populations led to tremendous 
change in the social policies concerning 
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tribal fish ing in the region. States increased 
restrictions on tribal fishermen ,,vho had 

purchased state commercial fishing 
licenses. In 1972, the Gurnoe Decision of 
the Wisconsin State Su( remc Court 
reaffirmed fishing rights originally specified 
in the Treaty of 1842 (for the Red Cliff, 
Bad River and Keweenaw Bay bands). This 

led t the establishment of I0~year fishing 

agreement. negotiated between the tribes 

and the state of Wisconsin to establish 

fishing zones, harvest quotas, fishing effort 
and types of gear that may be used. In 
addition, the agreements also requ ire 
exchange of biological information 
between the state and tribes. 

Beginning in the 1970s, as sportfishing 
began to grow, widespread conflict 

occurred over tribal fishing rights in the 

Treaty of l 836 waters of lakes Huron and 

Michigan and eastern Lake Superior. In 

some communities, violen..-:e and 
vandalism c1gainst the Indian cor:ununity 

and tribal fishers occurred. From 1971 to 
1979, a Native American fisherman 
named Abe LcBlanc set gill nets in an 
effort to challenge the restriction of treaty 
fishing rights. By 1979, this ef'ort had 
reached rhe courts; the judge decided in 

favor of tribal fishing rights i:1 ceded 
waters of lakes Huron, Michigan and 
Superior. But while the issue w:is under 

consideration by the courts, a "racehorse" 
fishery ex isted; fishing activiti s by all 
parties went unchecked for years. Further 
controversy arose over the use of gill ners. 
Participating in court discussions were 
tribes, federal and state governments, as 

well as sportfishing organizations. ln I 980, 
the U.S. Court of Appeals agreed virh the 
judge's decision that the state could not 

interfere with tribal fishing unless it could 

After a maming of fishing, a Bay Mi/15 Indian Community small boat fisher is being pulled out of Lake Huron by his grandson. 



be shown that the fishery was in jeopardy. 
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed with th is 
dec ision by declin ing to review it. This 
process assured the tribes' right ro self
regulation of fishery resource use. 

In 1981, the tribes in the upper G reat Lakes 
region establish ed the Chippewa-Ottawa 
Treaty Fishery Management Authority 
(COT FMA), now known as the Chippewa 
Ottawa Resource Authority (CORA). This 
organization is responsible for establishing 
and enforcing fishing regulations for tribes' 
members. In cooperation with other 
fisheries management agencies and on the 
advice of the Inter-Tribal Fisheries and 
Assessment Program, CORA establishes 
harvest quotas, conducts fisheries research 
and enhancement projects, and conducts 
long-term studies on contaminants in fishes. 
Another important organization is the 
Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wild life 
Commission (GLIFWC), which supports 
fisheries conservation efforts conducted by 
tribal groups in the Lake Superior region. 

Technological Changes 

Along with the changes in shipping and 
global economies came other technological 
changes. The computer age began, allowing 
more accurate navigation and dara 
processing. Fish finders and Loran-C 
navigation soon became commonplace. 

With industrial growth in the region came 
a vast array of industria l, agricultural and 
household c h emical products. Point 
sources of pollution included municipal 
sewage treatment plants and a variety of 
new industrial processes, supported hy 
new technologies. Nonpoint sources of 
pollut ion included agricu ltural runoff, 
household use of such products as 
detergents with phosphates, and lawn and 
garden chemicals. These products were 
used by a growing populat ion in cities, 
suburbs and even rural areas of the Great 
Lakes region. Ir would take some rime 
before people realized the impacts such 
chemicals could have in the G reat Lakes. 

Severa l chem icals, ar ising from the 
agricultural and industrial sectors, are 
important in the story of technological 
change in the Great Lakes due to the ir 
serious effects. The main "advances" in 
th is era were DDT, used as an insectic ide 
to battle the organisms causing Dutch elm 

Anglers fish from the bonk5 of the Detroit River: 

disease and to eradicate mosquitoes, and 
PCBs, one of many chemicals used in 
electrical insulation r1nd in m.anufacturing 
and other processes. PCBs were wide ly 
used in plastics, I aims, electrical parts and 
transformers, c.:irbon less copy paper, 
adhesives, fire retardants and lubricants 
in ind ustrial mach inery, commercia l 
refrigeration units, inks, and carpets. DDT 
and PCI3s, as well as some other chemicals 
used in and chemical by-products of 
industrial processes, were identified in thL 

era as persistent chemicals-substances 
that break down very slowly and that 
accumularc in the environment over long 
periods of time. Their legacy wa · to 
impact the life of the l<1kes markedly 
du ring this era of great technological an I 
environmental change. 

Environmental Changes 

Exotic species continued ro exert their 
influences in the Great Lakes. The effects 
of rhe sea lamprey worsened in the 1950s 
until the first conrro l effo r ts with 
lampricides began in 1958. T he alewife ha I 
increased greatly. Massive die-offs of 
alewife began in the late 1950s and 
increased substantial ly in the 1960s, 
causing aesthet ic problems on beaches. 
Other new invaders appeared years later 
in the Great Lakes, although this t ime 
rhese hitchhikers- notably the spiny water 
flea, zebra and quagga mussels, and ruffe
rodc in abomcl trans-oceanic vessels. 

Very serious and obvious problems due to 

cultural eutrophication attracted public 
attention to Great Lakes fisheries. 
A I though ne\\ s media reported the 
"death" of Lake Eric, actually ir was too 
alive. The eutrophication process had 
brought nurrients into the lake and over
enriched its productivity. Algae bloomed 
and died; combinations of small aquatic 
life changed (for example, tubificid worms 
replaced the burrowing rnayfl y). I ncreasecl 
plant life meant more decay, particularly 

at the lake bottom. This decay led to lower 
oxygen levels in the hypolimnion, the 
bottom, coldest layer of Welter. All of these 
factors led to fish kills and obvious 
changes in the lifo of the lake. 

The public was alarmed! While Lake Erie 
was the most affected of the lakes because 
of the shape of its basin, its shallowness, 
the basin's larger human population, its 
grcatl'r pollution, and its southernmost 
location, the other lakes were beginning 
to experience some of the same serious 
changes, particu larly in the bays. The 
sha ll ows of the Great Lakes were 
important to Great Lakes fishes for 
spawning and early growth and important 
to humans for wr1ter supply, waste 
di lution, and recreation. These shallow, 
in-shore areas were the first to be affected 
by po llu tion. By the end of th is era, the 
public supporred broad-ranging legislative 
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Industn'a/ complexes like this one on southern Lake Michigan contributed to an influx of pallutants into the Great Lakes in 
the 1960s. 

initiatives in controlling some of these 
obvious sources of pollurion. The lakes, 
including Lake Eric, began to recover 
from nutrient over;enrichment. They are 
now, in most ways, in better condition for 

humans and fishes than they were only a 
few decades ago. 

While the eutrophicmion problems of the 
1960s and 1970s were literally blooming, 
another insidious challenge to ecosystems 
was developing. This was the challenge 
posed by other chemical pollutants. Many 
1nodern;day pollutants are not very visible 
or obvious; in fact, the cutrophication 
problems of the I. ast partially masked the 
effects of these other contaminants. 
Eventually, the presence of contaminants 
became known in the late l 960s and l 970s 
when people began to observe rheir effects 
on fish and wildlife. Some species, such as 
the bald eagle, had nearly disappeared from 
the Great Lakes region. 

Meanwhile, scientists developed the 
technolo1::,,y to measure smaller and smaller 
concentrations of chemical contaminants 
in water and in animal tissue. Some 
contaminants, such as DDT and PCBs, are 
faVioluble and are stored in an animal's 
fatty tissue. While only trnce amounts of 
these chemicals were present in rhe \:Vater, 
through the processes of bioaccumulation 
and biomagnification the living organisms 
of the lakes collected quantities that 
affected them. 
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Bioaccumulation is the process of buildup 
of a material in an organism's body 
throughout its lifetime. Different fish and 
wildlife species are more or less susceptible 
to bioaccumulate certain materials; for 
example, long;livecl species such as bald 
eagles and lake trout have a longer time to 

bioaccumulate potentially harmful 
substances. In addition, species with 
relatively high body;fot content (such as 
lake trout) accumulate m re fat;soluble 
contaminants such as PCBs than do other, 
less fatty organisms. 

Biomagnification is the process by which 
concentrations of persistent contaminants 
are increased along trophic levels of a food 
chain. For example, when animals such as 
zooplankton eat phytoplankton, rhey also 
consume the contaminants that have 
accumulated in their food. Contaminants 
(such as PCBs and DDT) that are persistent 
and fat;soluble remain in the body of the 
animal. At the next trophic level, when fish 
eat zooplankton, they absorb all the 
contaminants that the tiny animal received 
from its food and the water environment. 
Contaminants become increasingly 
concentrateJ or biomagnify in each animal 
along the food chain. Consumers such as 
eagles and humans can have concentrations 
of contaminants that arc over one million 
times greater than the water concentration. 
Therefore, even very low environmental 
concentrations of certain contaminants may 

reach levels in top predators that may affect 
their health. 

The use of DDT was banned in Great 
Lakes states between 1969 and 19'7 l, then 
banned by rhc United States and Canada 
in I 972. The use and manufacture of the 
insecticides aldrin and dieldrin were 
banned in 1974. Volunraryconrrol of PCBs 
began in 1971, and their manufacture was 
banned in 1977. PCBs, however, still enter 
the environment through improper 
disposal of products containing PCBs, and 
airborne PCBs from distant sour:es still 
enter the Great Lakes basin. DDT and its 
derivatives continue to be deposited into 
the Great: Lakes from air masses picking 
up material from other countries where 
DDT is still used. Toxic quantities of such 
contaminants as DDT and PCBs still 
remain in bottom sediments where these 
non;water;soluble chemicals ~ettled. 
Distu rbance of sediments by dredging, 
shipping activity, srorms, and burrowing 
organisms can bring these contaminants 
back inro the food chain. Ironically, since 
deposition of these contaminants has been 
on a 11radual decline, the lakes, themselves, 
now act as a source for these contaminants! 

Unfortuntely, man) of the areas of greatest 
contamination are of vital importance to 

the Grear Lakes fisheries. Nearshc re areas 
that provide critical habitat for fish 
spawning and for juvenile fis \ es are 
particularly vulnerable to point source 
pollution an I to the input of contaminants 
from tributa r ies, runoff, and shoreline 
development. These littoral areas also are 
the most productive regions of ti e lakes, 
influencing their overall hea lth and 
productivity. Contaminants in organisms in 
these nearshore areas influence the entire 
food webs of the lakes. In aJdition, most 
fishing occurs in the nearshore areas of the 
h 1kcs such as bays, connecting charu 1els, and 
lower reaches of tributaries, thus bringing 
humans into more direct contact with 
potentially contaminated fishes. 

The problem of what to do about 
contaminants still exists. While levels of 
some contaminants have declined by up 
to 90 percent in most areas since the 
I 970s, some (such as PCBs) a re still 
enrering the basin, and some remain in 
scclimencs and probably will for a long 



time. Further gains in pollution control 
and reduction of nonpoint source 
pollution will be more difficult and will 
come at a greater cost. 

Changes in the Great Lakes Fisheries 

The changes in water quality and in the 
supply of invertebrate benthic fish foods 
due to eutrophication were felt in the fish 
populations of lakes Erie and Ontario. 
Warming, the lack of oxygen at the lake 
bottom in summer months, and the lack 
of burrowing mayflies and other benthic 
foods were particularly serious in the 
central basin of Lake Erie. By the late 
1950s, these conditions led to the collapse 
of lake whitefish in Lake Erie. Walleye 
had also lost their important summer 
habitat, and commercial catches of this 
fish in Lake Erie declined by 1969 because 
of habitat loss and overfishing. 

Another problem-stunting or slow 
growth-of yellow perch occurred in 
Green Bay and Saginaw Bay, partly due 
to the lack of large predators to remove 
enough perch so that the remaining perch 
could grow. Also, burrowing mayflies (a 
food source for yellow perch) were absent, 
probably due to contaminants and/or low 
oxygen in the lake sediments. 

Throughout the lakes, the decline of lake 
trout finally reached catastrophic levels. In 
Lake Ontario, the lake trout catch in 1964 
dropped to less than 1,000 pounds (454 
kilograms). Even in Lake Superior, the lake 
trout declined dramatically in the 1960s. 
The effects of predation by the sea lamprey 
and intensive fishing pressure with nylon 
gill nets were too much for populations to 
withstand. The only fishes left to support 
the Great Lakes commercial fishery by the 
1960s were smelt, yellow perch and 
bloaters. White perch, an exotic that 
arrived in the 1950s, supported a small 
fishery in the Bay of Quinte on Lake 
Ontario. 

In summary, by the 1960s, the total effect 
of human population growth and 
technological changes had forever changed 
the Great Lakes fisheries. Many of these 
changes had occurred over a long time. In 
fact, some had their roots in the earliest 
technological changes at the beginning of 

settlement and commercial fishing in the 
area. Social, technological (including 
overfishing), and environmental changes 
(such as modification of drainage basins 
due to forest cutting and settlement, 
invasions by marine and other exotic 
species, and cultural eutrophication) had 
profound impacts. Great Lakes fisheries 
changed in two major ways: 

• native species were replaced with exotic 
species such as smelt and alewives, thus 
altering the forage base for the larger 
fish in the lakes; and 

• a general, widespread decline of lake 
whitefish and of large predators such as 
lake trout, walleye, and burbot 
occurred, and formerly relatively stable 
fish populations changed; lakes Ontario 
and Erie and deepwater regions of lakes 
Superior, Huron and Michigan showed 
the greatest changes. 

These changes in the fisheries demanded 
three types of drastic action. Pollution 
control, sea lamprey control, and new 
directions for fisheries management were 
initiated throughout the region. 

I ) Pollution control: 

New water quality standards established in 
the 1970s went a long way toward 
controlling the factors that had so altered 
fish habitats in the Great Lakes. The 
governments of Canada and the United 
States signed the first Great Lakes Water 
Quality Agreement in 1972. Under this 
agreement, each government agreed to 
reduce the inputs of phosphorus, which 
had caused cultural eutrophication in the 
lakes. The International Joint Commission 
( IJC) was charged with overseeing progress 
in this area. In the United States, pollution 
control and cleanup were carried out by 
several states in conjunction with the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
according to the Federal Clean Water Act. 
New wastewater treatment plants were 
constructed, and phosphates in detergents 
were reduced or banned. In Canada, the 
Province of Ontario's Ministry of the 
Environment joined forces with 
Environment Canada and many other 
governmental agencies to implement the 
agreement. Starting in 1987, under the 

leadership of the IJC, the United States 
and Canada identified areas of the Great 
Lakes basin severely affected by pollution. 
Each of these 43 Areas of Concern (AoCs) 
has a Remedial Action Plan (RAP) 
process, which takes a comprehensive 
approach to restoring the area's "beneficial 
uses," such as fishing and swimming. These 
RAPs allow many different agencies, 
communities and individuals to work 
together to solve serious water quality 
problems within the AoCs. Combined, 
these measures resulted in greatly improved 
water quality in the Great Lakes and in 
additional agreements to limit other 
pollutants in the basin. 

2) Sea lamprey control and 
resulting changes in fisheries 
management in the basin: 

The second set of drastic actions in the 
basin was spurred by the losses of fisheries 
due to the sea lamprey. In 1955, in one of 
the most important developments in 
Great Lakes fisheries management, the 
Great Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC) 
was formed as a result of an international 
convention between the United States 
and Canada. The GLFC was established 
for two reasons: 

• to coordinate and facilitate fisheries 
research programs, which would help 
in the sustained productivity of fishes, 
particularly the native lake trout; and 

• to develop a program to eradicate or 
minimize sea lamprey in the lakes. 

Over time, the GLFC has become an 
"umbrella organization" for collaborative 
fisheries management in the region 
through its system of technical and lake 
committees involving a wide array of 
scientists, managers and stakeholders. 
The GLFC provides a forum through 
which state and tribal agencies having 
jurisdictional authority over the fisheries 
can achieve consensus on management 
issues. The GLFC Strategic Plan is a 
document guiding these agencies, as well 
as the national level agencies and 
organizations concerned with fisheries 
issues in the region. 
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Lampn"cide treatment in the St. Louis River near Duluth, Minnesota. 

Efforts by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the GLFC on sea lamprey 
research soon began to pay off. State, 
provincial and federal governments began 
cooperating on research; the establishment 
of the GLFC allowed fisheries managers 
to enter into a new era of international, 
broad~scale management. Several years of 
extremely intensive research led to the 
discovery in 1957 of the chemical 
lampricide called TFM. This lampricide 
works effectively to eliminate rhe larval sea 
lamprey that live in sediments in Grear 

Lakes tributaries, while minimizing impacts 
on other life in the streams and rivers. By 
the 1960s and 1970s, many Great Lakes 
triburaries had been treated successfu lly 
with TFM. The sea lamprey problem had 
come under control to some degree. 

3) New directions in fisheries 
management 

A third set of drastic actions further 
influenced the direction that Great Lakes 
fisheries ,vere to take in the modern era. 
New fisheries management goals were 
needed to address the current situation of 
low native fish populahons, new forage 
fishes (some of which-namely alewives
were dying on beaches) and changing 
market demands. In 1966) the Michigan 
Department of Natural Resources 
(MDNR) began to take bold steps in 
changing the course of fisheries 
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management toward a primary goal of 
establishing recreational fisheries. Over the 
next few years, the MDNR: 

• prohibited the commercia l harvest of 
lake trout and walleye in certain 
Michigan w;.uers; 

• regu lared the commercial fishing effort 
by designating fishing zones an I depths, 
I ann d gi ll net for nrnny stare~licensed 
fishermen, limited the number of 
licensed commercial fishermen, ,me\ 
establishc I catch and effort quotas; 

• shifted the commercial fishery to the 
species less v;;ilued by sport anglers; 

• decided to use the low value) smaller~ 
sized fishe as a forage (food) base for 
desired sport fish; 

• introduced Pacific salmon (coho 
salmon in 1966 and Chinook salmon 
in 1967) and built hatcheries rn 
continu e. these stocking efforts. 

S imil ar changes were soon made 
throughout the region. For example, the 
New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation also re luced 
commercial fishing through such programs 
as its "buy~out" of Lake Eric fishe rmen. 

This shift in basic I hilosophy benefited 
millions of Great Lakes residents by giving 
them c1 chance to experience the Great: 

Lakes through recreational fishing. This 
change also reflecte la change in fisheries 
management philosophy from Maximum 
Susninable Yield (MSY) to Optimum 
Sustainable Yield (OSY). Optimum 
Sustai nabl e Yield blen ls biological, 
ecological, social 1 economic and political 
informa t ion and values in clevdoping 
unique management goals for various 
fisher ies to produce the optimum ( most 
favorab le or acceptable) benefit to 

society from fish stocks. 

There was much discussion and controver:,y 
throughout the region as these sweeping 
changes were made. The Province of Ontario 
did not agree with this basic philowphy of 
introducing exotics (the Pacific salmon) to 

manage other exotics (alewife ands elt) in 
the Great Lakes. Instead, Canadia Great 
Lakes fisheries management goals :argeted 
native fishes such as lake trout and their 
habitats. Some states shared those goals, but 
eventually, to one extent or another, other 
Grear Lakes states and the Prm ince of 
Ontario began stocking Pacific salmon. 

Michigan Department of Natural Rt...Sources 
l)rclers restricting commercial fisheries quickly 
put some commercial fishermen out of 
business. But this was an enterprise 
diminishino in the Great Lakes region due 
to decl ines in lake trout and other coldwater 
species. The loss of small~scale family fishing 
in the region can be compared to rl e loss of 
small family farms. Family members 
converccd to other enterprises and left the 
Grear Lakes fishery and their traditions 
behind. Fewer young people took up the 
traditional skills and lifeways oftheir parents. 
A few families were pennitted to carry on 
their fishing act ivi ties in certain are1s of the 
Grem Lakes) including urban areac,, under 

fisheries assessment programs established by 
resource management agencies. These 
fishermen continued their tracl ;tion of 
stewardship fi.x fisheries by collecting age, 
growth and reproductive data to help 
agencies with management decision-making. 
Over time, however, aging fishcrm n have 
left the fishc1y1 and agencies have issued fewer 
commercial fishing licenses. In.spite of these 
declines, the remaining fishing operations are 
economically viable, and commercial fishing 
remains important in the Great Lakes region. 



The Recent Past: Era of 
Adaptive, Collaborative 
Management of Ecosystems 

( l 980s to present) 

Social Changes 

By the l 980s and 1990s, it became clear 
that the cumulative effects of socia l, 
technologica l, and environmencal change 
over centuries would requ ir e new 
approaches to collaborate across political 
boundaries and co \vork together for 
fisheries management. 

These new approaches would need to 

reach across varied stakeholder groups and 
through such bi,national organizations as 

the International Joint Commission and 
the Great Lakes Fishery Commission. 
New, more flexible management strategies 
were needed, allowing state and federal 
agencies and tribal organiza tions to 
improve and sustain fisheries and the 
entire ecosystems on which they depend. 

One driving force for change in this era was 
continued controversy over treaty fishing 
rights. An important question remained 
undecided: how should the overall Great 
Lakes fishery resources be allocated among 
tribali commercial an I recreational users? 
In 1985, the. state of Michigan, the tribes 
and the federal government arrived at a 15, 
year negoriared settle ment called the 
"Entry of Consent Order," ordered by the 
federal courts. In this agreement, tribes 
agreed nm ro fish in certain treaty waters 
that were important for sportfishing and 
regained exclusive co mmercial fishing 
rights in certain other waters. Great Lakes 
waters were divided into three distinct 
zones: tribal fishing zones, zones for state, 
licensed commercial fishing, and lake trout 
refuges (rehabilitation zones). In refuges, 
neither gill netting nor sportfishing for lake 
trout was allowed. The Technical Fishery 
Review Committee composed of the tribes 
(as represented by CORA), the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and Michigan 
Department of Natural Resources was 
established. This committee studies and 
establishes the total allowable catch 
(TAC) levels, population levels offishes, 
catch and effort statistics for sport and 
commercial fisheries, and other important: 
management data. In add ition to this 
system of management for the upper Great 
Lakes, a mechanism for resolving disputes 
was established. 

The agreement, which expired in 2000, 
turned out to be genera lly effec tive for both 
sport and tribal fisheries. Primarily, it 
allowed a 50,50 tribc-il ,sport allocation nf 
the fishery resources; more importand y, it 
cased some social conflicts and tensions by 
segregating the lakes into zones. Despite 
its flaws, the agreement cnclccl a racehorse 
explo itation of the fishery and created an 
atmosphere by which a ll parties work in 
good faith toward resource management. 
In addition to CORA, the Great Lakes 
Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission and 
other tribal group ' interact with.states and 
the U.S. government in a similar manner. 
A lthough current managemem structures 
have seeded some of the major, emotional 
disputes, treaty fisher ies issues arc a 

cont inuing challenge. 

Technological Changes 

Afrer an economic decline in the 1980s, 
business and industry were "booming" again 
by the l 990s. I ntcrnational trade 
agreements and other economic forces 
brought more and larger occan,going vessels 
into the region. Particularly noteworthy 
were the vessels travelling to and from the 
Ponto,Caspian region of Europe. Changing 
technologies have led to increased global 
communications, trade and shipping, which 
have been relate I to increased risks of 
introducing exotic species. 

Within the Great Lakes, borh sport and 
commercia l fisheries benefit from boat 
designs, motors or engines, and fishing 
equipment, which continued to improve 
t h rough the 1990 1s. Advanced "fish 
finding" techno logies, OPS (Global 
Positioning System) technologies, and real 
time monitoring of water temperatures 
using satellites are among many of newest 
technologies that sport and commercial 
fishers use to find fish quickly and 
efficientl y. These same advances in 
technology, along with more advanced 
computers, software, and other electronic 
technologies contributed significantly to 

fi sheries research and management work. 
Using these new technologies, fisheries 
researchers and managers have greater abilities 
to monitor and collect data on fish populations 
and to better understand and manage more 
complex ecosystem interactions. 

Environmental Changes 

Environmental changes of the 1960s and 
l 970s continued into this era. To address 
the contamination of fishes and possible 
human health risks, Great Lake states and 
the Province of Ontario began to issue fish 
consumption advisL1 ries. To establish 
these advisories, ,.vhich guide anglers in 

their choices about eating fish, managers 
use the science of risk assessment, a 
procedure used to estimate the probability 

International trade agreements and other economic forces brought o growing number of ocean-going vessels into the 
Great Lakes region in the 1990s. 
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Recent Invaders of the Great Lal<es 

Lake White Perch Ruffe Water Flea Zebra Mussel Round Goby 

Ontario 1950 

Lake St. Clair 

Erie 1953 

Huron 1980 1995 

Michigan 1990 2002 

Superior 1986 
Source: Dat::1 courtc,y of U.S. Geological Survey 

of negative health effects from asp cific 
source and at a particular exposure level. 
Risk assessments are conducted in many 
different ways. For example, methods 
developed by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency use est imates of 
increased cancer risks assoc iated with 
specific amounts of contaminated fish 
consumed. Other agencies, such as the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, use 
a different approach. In this "safe level" 
approach, fish over a given "action level ," 
such as fish with over 2 ppm (parts per 
million) of PCBs, are not to be sold in 
interstate commerce. 

Each state then uses different assumptions 
about this risk assessment information to 

devise its risk management plan; this step 
incorporates the socia l, economic and 
political in( onnation to decide how to reduce 
or eliminate the potential risks to hu1rnms. 

Thus, a mosaic of fish consumption 
advisories exists for the Great Lakes region. 
To learn about the current fish consumption 
advisories for a given jurisdiction of the 
Great Lakes, consult your state or provincial 
fishing regulation information. These 
advisories provide infonnarion on species 
and sizes of fish from certain bodies of water 
to avoid or minimize consuming. Advisories 
also provide information on which groups 
of people (such as preonant women, 
children) should minimize or avl id fish 
consumprion. 

Fish consumpt ion advisories ar risk 
management tools. They tell anglers how 
to minimize their risk of negative effects 
of contaminants by following cerrain fish 
preparation and consumption guidelines. 
Since rn any contaminants, incl uding 
PCBs, are fa t~soluble, ways to reduce 
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exposure include trimming fatty tissue in 
the belly flap, around the lateral line and 
dorsal areas, and cooking the fish by 
broiling or grilling so that fat drains away. 
Durin g the l 980s to the present, 
concentrations of contaminants in fish 
flesh declined in most areas of the lakes. 

Several studies have been conducted to 

learn about how eating contaminated fish 
affects humans. Some researche rs believe 
that some contaminants may negatively 
influence infant birth weight and early 
childhood development; more recent stud~ 
ies, however, consider such factors as how 
much the mother smokes or drinks alco, 
hol and did not find relationships hetween 
fish consumption levels and such effects 
on babies. Work continues on assessing the 
possible links between contaminants in 
many foods (not just fish) and cancer or 
reproductive effects on humans and \.vild~ 
life. Long, term, more complex studies will 
provide scientists and managers with even 
better information in the future. 

Changes in the Great Lakes Fisheries 

During this era, the parade of exotic species 
entering the Great Lakes continued as did 
the management problems presented by 
each new species. Even the sea lamprey, 
which had been in the basin for decades, 
continued to present manage ment 
challenges for fisheries biologists. In some 
areas of the lakes, for example northern 
Lake Huron, sea lamprey numbers and 
wounding rates on lake trout and salmon 
increased in the late l 980s and early 1990s. 
Reasons for this resurgence of sea lamprey 
probably included improved water quality 
in spawning areas, recovery of a key prey 
species (the bloater), lack of sea lamprey 
control treatments in large systems such 
as the St. Marys River ( beca use of 

prohibitively high costs), and reductions 
in funding for sea lamprey contn)l. The 
Great Lakes Fishery Commission refocused 
its efforts in sea lamprey re:,carch, 
assessment and control during this era. The 
pesticide TFM, long used in :c;:i lamprey 
control, faced reregistration with the U.S. 
EPA, requiring additional rcsearc·1 on its 
use and effects. Research and use of 
altemative controls, such as different rypes 
of barriers-electrical, velocit~' (high 
current), and physical (low~head Jams)
and the release of sterile males beoan in 
the 1990s. Sterile males mate with icmale ·, 
causing them to spawn unsuccessfully. 
Research on using pheromones or scents 
to induce lamprey spawning in th,~ wrong 
habi tats or during the wrong tim,~ of the 
year also began as this era came to a close. 

Another sea lamprey management victory 
would come near the end of this era. ln 
1999, a coalition of scientists an I ir , nagers 
from rhe Un ited Stares, Canada, and tribal 
governments applied a lampricide 
(granular Bayluscide ) specially suited to the 
deep water and strong currents of the Sr. 
Marys River, one of the lar0 est untreated 
lamprey brceJ ing grounds. Using 
helicopters and globa l posi Lioning 
technology, this chemical could be applied 
to specific "hot spots" or prime lamprey 
spawning habitat identified through 
previous biological assessmen r work, 
allowing a very large river system to be 
treated with a large but still m;mageable 
budget. This effort \.1, as done in 
conj unction \\ ith trapping and runoving 
spawning lamprey, as well as releasing 
sterilized males. These combined r ~sources 
and efforts of bi~national man--gcmcnt 
agencies, fishery managers, and usc.·r oroups 
were estimated to resu lt in an 85 percenr 
reduction of sea lamprey in Lake Huron 
and northern Lake Michigan. 

Meanwhile, new, unwanted exmic species 
in the ba in threaten to have as much or 
more irnpacr rhan the sea h-1mprey. The 
invasion by the zebra mussel has been 
related to significant ecosystem alrera1:ions 
and has caused some concern about impacts 
on Great lakes fisher ies. Research in lakes 
Erie and St. Clair has found that, ;1s zebra 
mussels filter o ut phytolank ton and 
nutrients, warcr clarity increases, but less 
food is ava ilable for the zooplankron ic 



portion of the food web. In shallower water 
areas, increased water clarity has increased 
the extent of bottom area that sunlight 
reaches, increasing the available habitat for 
macrophytes and littoral food webs. These 
changes undoubtedly affect the composition 
of the fish community. 

Zebra mussels also affect populations of 
native mussels in the Great Lakes basin by 
occupying their bottom substrates and 
habitats and outcompeting the natives for 
food. In addition, zebra mussels kill native 
mussels by attaching to their shells, 
smothering them and preventing feeding. 
Researchers in the 1990s began 
investigating whether any control measures 
could effectively and appropriately manage 
the zebra mussel in inshore areas. Another 
invader is the quagga mussel, a close relative 
of the zebra mussel. The quagga mussel is 
of concern because it tolerates cold, deep 
water and it colonizes on softer sediment 
than the zebra mussel and may have impacts 
similar to its shallow~water relative. 

Some fishes have the type of tooth stll.lctures 
necessary to prey on both zebra and quagga 
rnussels. These fishes include the freshwater 
drum, the redear sunfish, the pumpkinseed, 
the lake sturgeon, and the river and copper 
redhorse suckers. However, the zebra and 
quagga mussels' best predator might be yet 
another exotic species-the round goby. 
Gobies co~evol ved with zebra and quagga 
mussels in the Ponto~Caspian Sea region. 
Biologists acknowledge that gobies-a 
prolific forage fish-provide an abundant 
prey source to some shallow water fishes, 
and therefore can convert nutrients and 
biomass trapped in zebra mussels into 
predator fish biomass through the food 
chain. Despite this, researchers, biologists, 
and managers fear what is yet to come if 
native food webs and ecosystems continue 
to slowly be affected by exotic species from 
other parts of the world. Another big 
conce1T1 is establishing a new pathway for 
hioaccumulation of toxic c0ntaminants 
from the sediments. Zebra mussels 
concentrate these sediment contaminants, 
passing them to gobies, which then pass the 
cumulative burden to their predators, 
including possibly to popular sport fish. 

The ruffe-a perch~likc nonnative fish
was discovered in 1986 in Lake Superior 
near Duluth, Minnesota, and soon after in 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. It has increased 

The spiny water flea (Bythotrephes longimonus) is an exotic species that preys upon other zooplankon in the Great Lakes, 
reducing the availability of food for young native fishes. 

dramatically in numbers and has moved as 
far as the Ontonagon and Firesteel rivers 
and the Keweenaw region in Michigan, 
to Little Bay de Noc in northern Lake 
Michigan and the Thunder Bay River, a 
tributary of Lake Huron. Scientists have 
studied this fish's effects on other species. 
It may prey on lake whitefish and herring 
eggs and have an impact on populations of 
these important fishes. To try to prevent its 
spread, Grear Lakes managers and shippers 
agreed to avoid dumping ballast water from 
the Duluth area into other parts of Lake 
Superior, but even these practices have not 
been able to stop the ruffe's population 
expansions. 

Not all potentially important invaders are 
larger animals. A zooplankton by the 
name of Bythotrephes longimanus (spiny 
water flea) arrived in the 1980s and 
quickly spread throughout the Great 
Lakes. It was closely followed by another 
similar zooplankton, the fishhook flea 
(Cercopagis pengoi), which is working its 
way r.hroughout the Great Lakes after 
arriving in the late 1990s. Like the zebra 
mussel, these exotic organisms are 
believed to have made their way into the 
Great Lakes in the ballast water of 
foreign, ocean-going vessels. The spiny 
water flea and the fishhook flea are 
relatively large and have long barbed 
spines (total length about 0.3 in./8 mm) 
making them difficult for small alewife, 
bloaters, yellow perch, lake trout and 

rainbow trout to ingest, although they are 
eaten hy larger fishes. Both exotic 
waterfleas are predators on other 
zooplankton. Researchers began to 
investigate the ultimate effects on the 
entire Great Lakes food web. We now 
know that these exotic zooplankton 
reduce the availability of smaller 
zooplankton (such as DaJ)lmia) that are 
important to young native fishes. 

Once certain exotic species arrive in the 
Great Lakes and begin to thrive, complete 
eradication probably is not possible. 
However, some measures can be taken to 
slow these invasions. For example, ships 
are now requited to exchange their ballast 
water before entering the St. Lawrence 
Seaway. Voluntary guidelines for Canadian 
and U.S. waters established in 1989 
became mandatory in U.S. waters in 1992. 

Fish health became a more important 
concern during this era. In the late 1980s, 
bacterial kidney disease (BKD) was found 
in large numbers of Chinook salmon and 
has heen proposed a5 a cause of declining 
stocks, particularly in Lake Michigan. BKD 
has always been present in low levels in 
Great Lakes salmon. Fish with BKD show 
signs of bloating, internal bleeding, and 
susceptibility to other parasites and diseases. 
Certain environmental conditions trigger 
the disease to become more common in fish 
and to have greater impacts on fish 
populations. Researchers have investigated 
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ways of controlling or limiting the 
occurrence ofBKD in hatchery-reared fish. 
BKD and its impacts have even caused fish 
managers to rethink the role of hatcheries 
in sustaining fish popularions in the basin. 
Some manage rs be lieve that reduced 
reliance on harchery fish for stocking will 
lead to more viable and resilient populations 
of wik.l-produced fish. This is now a viable 
management strategy, because in some areas 
of the la kes, sa lmon populations are 
naturalized - able to reproduce in the wild 
at least enough to contribute substantially 
to some local populations. 

By the mid- l 980s, the status of forage 
fishes became of great concern for 
fisheries managers throughout the Great 
Lakes Basin. In lakes Michigan and 
Huron, a lewife populations declined 
sharply through the 1980s. In Lake 
Superior, rainbow smelt declined and lake 
herring increased, but both of these fishes 
tend to fluctuate widely in numbers, 
possibly due to cl imate var iations from 
year to year. In Lake Ontario, older and 
larger alewife an I rainbow smelt declined, 
contributing ro a decline in overall forage 
biomass between 1991-92 and 1992-93. 
A lew ives in poor condition may be 
especially susceptible to die-offs during 
extreme weat h er ( cold winters). 
Although wearher may play a role in 
influencing forage species' population 

levels, researchers and managers have 
discovered that high levels of stocked 

salmonid · also played a role in reducing 
the forage base. Ironica lly, decreased 
phytoplankton abundance due to lake 
clean-up effo rts and water quality 
iITtprovements has also been linked to 

declines in the forage base. 

The decline in forage stocks and the 
effects of BKD toge ther may have 
contribu ted to declines in salmon in many 
areas of the lakes, especially in Lake 
Michigan. In turn, recreational salmon 
fishing efforts and catch es decreased 
dramatically in the lace 1980s. Manaaers 
concluded that stocking programs for 
salmonids had reached their limits; most 
states and the Province of Ontario then 
re lu ced stocking levels to a more 
sustainable level in relation to the lakes' 
forage base. 

However, fo rage fish ecology is complex. 
In Lake Michigan, for example, as alewife 
decl ined, other forage fishes , including 
bloatcr!-i, increased. Pacific salmon in Lake 
Michigan will make some use of these 
alternative forage fishes> but still seem to 

prefer alewives. The declines of forage 
fishes impact other l arts of the food web, 
n ame ly th e quantity and types of 
zooplankton. The amount of zooplankton 
available in turn affects the feeding habits 
and growth rates of juvenile fishes of a 
variety nf species. 

M,mage menr of Great Lakes fisherie s 
continues to be a complex task. Managing 
fisheri es under a phi losophy of Optimum 

Alewife 
{Alosa pseudoharengus) 
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Sustainable Yield (OSY) means trying to 

ba lance rhe interests of a variety of 
stakeho ld ers. The fisheries a re an 
international and multi-state resource. 
Their management also involv1:s treat~ 
arrangements with various triba groups 
in the region. 

R.cccntly, federa l agencies in the United 
Srntcs and Canada have mad,~ larger 
inves tments in fisheries management and 
research in rhe Great Lakes. For example, 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sen·ice has 
taken a major role in coordinating federal 
and srnte act ivities under the Great Lakes 
Ini tiative, a program designed to address 
the goa ls of the Great Lakes Fish and 
Wildlife Restoration Act of 1990. For all 
of these agenc ies, re -establishing 
productive fish popu lations has been a 

primary emphas is in recent years. Yet, at 
present, the extent to which native fish 
communities can be restored and habitats 
rehabilitated is unknown. State agencies, 
however, have placed greater emphasis 
than federa l agencies on managing the 
Grear Lakes fisheries for recreation a l 
fishing hy stocking hatchery-reard fishes. 

State agencies have responded, in part, to 
stakeholder demand for recreational fishing 
opportunities. Angler organizations have had 
strong voices in serring priorities for large 
sa lmonids in the region. Individual anglers 
al.so have a variety of expectations, some of 
which inclu le rehabilitation of Great Lakes 
ecosystems. Throughout the 1990s and 
since, agencies have conducted research to 
better understand angler expectations. In 
addition, agencies have helped anglers 
develop expectations based on quality fishing 
experiences (however one migh - define 
"quality") as a realistic expectation of what 
the fish ~-x>pulmions, habitats, and the Great 
Lakes ecosystem can acrnally ptodu:e. 

Meanwhile, there is evidence that some fishes 
such as lake crour, sreelhead, and even salmon 
are reproducing narurally in parts of the Great 
L1kcs. Little is kno...,vn about the rotcntial 
impacts of this natural reproduction c,n forage 
stocks. This 1nrural reproduction raises the 
question of how much relative investment 
should be made in hatchery rearing and 
stocking of these fish versus protecting and 
improving habitats for "natural ized" fish 
populat ions. This question will receive 
increased discu ' ·ion. 



Environmental quality issues continue in the 
Great Lakes basin. Wetlands and coasts 
continue to be affected by development. 
Extending the winter navigation season, as 
proposed in the Great Lakes, may cause ice 
movements which would damage fish habitats 
along coasts. Providing structures that allow 
fish passage around hydroelectric dams on 
Great Lakes tributaries is also an issue. 

In the year 2000, the 1985 Consent Order 
for treaty fishing in Michigan waters ( under 
the 1836 Treacy) expired. Fishing rights held 
in treaties might be compared with modem, 
day property rights, where an owner might 
sell the land but retain certain rights such 
as an easement. Each treaty has its own 
language in respect to the relationships 
between the tribes, state and federal 
governments, the public and the fisheries 
resources. No two are alike, and, in the 
United States, many court cases have been 
heard on state and federal levels to interpret 
these treaties. Where treaty rights are 
affirmed, tribes regulate licensing, biological 
management, and law enforcement over the 
tribal fishery. However, state and federal 
agencies remain responsible for biological 
management of the fisheries resources, such 
that they are not destroyed beyond repair. 
Therefore it must often be determined how 
to jointly manage and allocate the fishery 
between tribal and state fishers. 

Tribal biologists on tribal (individual bands) 
and intertribal levels ( CORA, GLIFWC) 
take responsibility for managing tribal fishers 
and the fishery resource itself. Tribal 
management authorities set regulations that 
establish license/permit requirements, 
fishing seasons, and harvest limits. Tribal 
biologists conduct Great Lakes fisheries 
research, such as annual fish stock 
assessments and surveys, monitoring tribal 
harvests, and mapping fish spawning 
habitat. Tribal fish hatcheries rear fish such 
as walleye, lake trout, and coaster brook 
trout for stocking in the Great Lakes. 

Today, tribes manage and share information 
regarding the fishery inter-tribally through 
authorities such as GLIFWC and CORA, 
much the same way as the United States 
organizes fisheries management work 
through USFWS and state agencies. As 
equal fishery management partners, the 

tribal management authorities also 
cooperate with state, federal, and 
international fisheries management efforts, 
including participation on GLFC. Yet, 
sharing the Great Lakes fisheries resource 
has not been without its conflicts. 

The 20CX) Consent Degree is a 20,year pact; 
two of its keys are to eliminate tribal/state 
zones and to build a mutually beneficial 
agreement based on joint, science-based 
management of the fishery. The agreement 
focuses on allocation, management and 
regulation of state and tribal fisheries in the 
waters covered by the 1836 Treaty. More 
importantly, those participating in the 
agreement have committed to the 
rehabilitation of lake trout in lakes 
Michigan and Huron and to work 
cooperatively to resolve issues or conflicts 
utilizing the best available science, 
emphasizing communication between the 
tribes, state, and federal agencies. 

The agreement features an allocation of 
fish species in treaty-ceded waters, with 
the tribes focusing their fishing effort on 
whitefish, while state-regulated anglers 
continue to focus on traditional sport 
species. Harvest of species such as lake 
trout that are of both sport and 
commercial interest are to be split 50-50. 
Just as importantly, the agreement 
addresses the issues of gear and social 
conflict by designating specific areas, 
seasons, equipment, and allocations of fish 
in ways that maximize benefits for tribal 
commercial and sport anglers sharing the 
Great Lakes Fishery resource. Many tribal 
commercial fishing operations converted 
from using over 14 million feet of gill net 
to using trap nets or impoundment gear. 
Trap nets allow the tribes to maintain or 
expand their commercial fishing for 
whitefish while reducing incidental 
harvest pressure on lake trout and other 
sport fish. Under this agreement, the state 
also manages the sport harvest of fish such 
as lake trout primarily through size limits. 

Tribal, state, and federal biologists have 
jointly created lake trout and whitefish 
population models. Based on these 
biological models, the Technical Fisheries 
Committee (TFC) established by the 
2000 Consent Degree can predict 

population changes due to things such as 
fishing, and will determine biologically 
safe harvest levels and set gear and harvest 
limits accordingly. Many believe this joint 
management and harvest is critical for 
conserving fisheries resources, particularly 
toward achieving lake trout rehabilitation 
in the Great Lakes. The goal of this 
agreement is that, through joint 
management and resource conservation, 
fishing opportunities for all user groups 
will be enhanced. 

In recent years, state and federal agencies 
and the tribes have worked together to 
conduct strategic planning for fisheries 
which broadens agency and citizen roles 
in management. Specifically, the Great 
Lakes Fishery Commission (GLFC) 
sponsors dialogue among researchers, 
managers and stakeholders. Lake 
committees for each of the Great Lakes are 
composed of diverse members. In addition, 
each committee establishes specific task 
groups to consider particular species, 
habitat or ecosystem issues. The lake 
committees use the input of their task 
groups to set fish community goals and 
objectives and environmental objectives 
for each lake. In addition, in 1980, the 
Great Lakes Fishery Commission and all 
fisheries management agencies within the 
basin completed theJoint Strategic Plan far 
Management of Great Lakes Fisheries. This 
plan articulates a common vision for Great 
Lakes fisheries and provides strategies being 
implemented to work toward that vision. 
This plan has been revisited and revised 
throughout the 1990s, and continues to 
guide interjurisdictional and bi-national 
fisheries management in the region. State 
and federal agencies and tribal fisheries 
organizations then use this guidance to 

develop their own strategic plans and their 
tactical and operational plans with input 
from stakeholders. 

In the future, state, provincial and federal 
agencies and tribal organizations will have 
an even greater need to work together and 
with citizens in formulating and carrying 
out a common vision for the Great Lakes 
fisheries and the "Life of the Lakes." 
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The values and attitudes of 
Great Lakes anglers wifl ~ eu 
increasingly imporf(ant factor ,11 
fisheries man.ageme(,}t,. decisions. 



Future 1£ Great Lakes 
Overview 
In the coming years, Great Lakes fisher

ies will continue to experience the impli
cations of nrnny challenges from the 
past- notab ly con tam inants, exotics, 

changes in the status of certain fisheries, 

and management of a vast international 

resource. Many sign ificant c h a ll en ges 

have already been met. Important victo

ries include reducing point source pollu

tion through the C lean Water Act and 

the Great Lakes Water Quality Agree
ment and nrnnagemen t initiatives toward 
re-establishing functional, productive 

G reat Lakes fish communit ies. 

Managers and public users will struggle 

with more complex issues in an effort to 

accomplish smaller, but equally impor

tant, research and management victories. 

Advances in research and techno logy will 
be important, but collaborative efforts 
among managers and users will be essen

tial to ach ieving broader ecosystem man

agement goals and in itiatives for an in

creasingly diverse set of users and va lues. 

Furure Great Lakes fisheries will face 

challenges in three main areas: 

• Ecosystem management 

• Research, fisheries management, and 
involvement of decision m akers 

• Involvement of user groups in fisheries 

management 

The Challenges of 
Ecosyste1n Management 
Fisheries researchers and managers have 

shifted from managing individual species 

and localized areas of the G reat Lakes and 
have begun thinking about managing fish 

communities on an ecosystem sca le. Eco-

system management is the ho listic man

agement of Great Lakes fish eries I ased on 

their interaction: and interrelationships 
within the entire Great Lakes ecosystem. 
The challenge will be to continue mak
ing progress toward this global view. Many 

d iffe ren t issues-including the impacts of 
exotic species, restoration of native fishes, 

and management and allocation of 
harvcstable predators and their prey

must all be considered in relat ionship with 
each other . To do this will requ ire in

creased cooperation among researchers, 

mana 1ers, and decision-makers. In addi~ 
tion, user (Jroups and the public \:v ill need 

to take more responsibi li ty for their ac

tions toward fisheries. 

The newest challenge for managers and 

stakeho lders is to cons ider t he many 
influences of a functioning ecosystem on 

the pt )pu lations of specific species. Some 
ecosystem challenges, which collec tively 

influence the overall m,magement and 

heal th of the Great Lakes fishery, may 
include: 

• Susrninability of fisheries 

• Stock ing, genetics and harvest 

of predator species 

• Predicting and managing the forage base 

• Other fish consumers 

• Exoric species 

• Restoration of n at ive spec ies 

• Disca::;cs 

• Contaminan ts 

• Habitat quantity and qua lity 

Sustainability of Fisheries 

As a result of human alt.erdt ions and 
interactions, Great Lakes fish communities 

today arc much different than those of the 

past. Some native spec ies have 
disappeared, new species h a ve been 

int roduced either in te nt iona lly o r 

uninte ntionally, and still other species 

suffer from habitat alterations, pollutants, 
and overfishing. The concept of 
sustainable fisheries is complex. Managing 
Grear Lakes fish comm un ities for 
sustainabil ity may requi re much work to 

reduce exotic nuisance species, manage 

popular non-native species, or restore and 

reh abilitate native species. 

S ustainabili ty can mean managing f r the 

long-term h ea lth and stab ili ty of fish 

populat io n s, particu larl y commonly 

rnrgeted or harvested fishes. Long-term 
trends show that fishery fluctu ations are 
part of a natural cycle. Populations 

experience hi ghs and lows-even 
extinctio n -based o n hab itat and 
e nvironmental changes, predator-prey 

interactions and many other unknown 

factors. The ecology of fisheries leaves no 

reason to believe this will change. The 

challenge will be to monitor and predict) 

manage and I ive with these continually 

fluctuating populations. Managers must 

consider wh e ther o r not each new change 
in a fish population is the resu lt of a 
natural cycle or ·m indicator of fishery 

health issues, habitat a lterations, over
fishing, or other manageable factors. 

The population growth of double crested cormorants has 
been o frequent topic of fishen'es management discussions. 
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Understanding sustainability of fish com
munities-including the diversity of spe
cies, the structure of com1nunities, and 
functional characteristics of fish within 
these communities as well as the food web 
supporting them-will also be critical. In 
addition to individual species, research
ers and manaoers are working to better 
understand the relationships between 
predator and prey species, such as carry
ing capacity for predator fishes in rel.ation 
to available forage fish. Manauers face 
many issues when planning stocking and 
overall fish management. These issues in
clude the types of fish species best suited 
to habitat an l food availabili ty, genetic 
variation, na tu ra l reproduction rates, 
characterist ics and ecological function of 
various species, competition .:ind interac
tions between species, and values and 
goals of diverse user groups and manage
ment jurisdict ions. Understanding fish
ery sustainability in the context of entire 
Great Lakes fish comrnunitics will be a 
challenge. 

Stocking, Genetics and Harvest of 
Predator Species 

Managing for a diversity of predator fishes 
\\ ill be important. Predators such as lake 
trout, salmon, walleye, pike, and large- and 
smallmouth bass are among the most 
popula r fish sought. Some of today's 

challenges involve calculating 
stocking rates, enhancing 

natura l reproduction 

and understand ing genetic .liversity of 
spec ies. Manage rs must also consider 
appropriate predator habitats and ecological 
niches, strivi ng to maintain healthy 
predator-prey relationships within the Great 
Lakes ecosystem and ba lanc ing these 
considerations with diversity, numbers and 
stabili ty of fish available for catching. 

H istorically, stocking predator fish in the 
G reat Lakes was rhought to be a main goal 
for fisheries management. Some bel ieved 
that more fish stocked equaled more fis h 
caught. Today, managers know this is not 
true; they recognize that stocking too 
many fish increases the risks to the 
forage base and fish health. Hab itat 
improvements to enha nce n a tural 
reproduction will be important in the 
future, but it is like ly that nat ural 
reproduction alone may never meet the 
current and increasing demands on the 
Great Lakes fishery resource . Future 
stocking of predators must focus on 
supplementing, not replacing, natural 
reproduction. Stocking decis ions must 
also take into c1.ccount the appropriate mix 
of predators and their genetics in relation 
to Great Lakes habitats, fishe r ies 
c01nmunit ies, and management and user 
values and goals. 

Natural reproducti on of fishes, which 
most consider preferable to stocking, also 
presents challenges in monitoring and 
predicting reproduct ion rates, and the 
health and recruitment of new fish into 
the fi sheries. A future manage ment 
challenge will be to balance these factors 

aga inst stocking and regulating 
fisheries to achieve more 

Chinook salmon 
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) 
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stable population cycles and sustainable 
harvests. Little is known ab,1ur the 
combined im pacts of stock ~d and 
natura lly reproduced predators on fo rage 
fish popula tions. Managers mu~t weigh 
the relative investment in ha t.chery 
rearing and fish stocking versus pr Jtec ting 
and improving habitats for n ,1turally 
reproducing fish populations. 

Future challenges for managing predator 
fish populations will include meeting the 
needs of many different user oroups. 
Recently, Great Lakes fishery n anagers 
involved user groups in decision-·making 
on managing salmon stocking based on 
the best scientific inform.ation about 
natural reproduction rates and avai lable 
forage fish ab undance . In l lght of 
in creased nc1t ural reproJuct i,.1 11 and 
declining populations of a lewife-the 
sa lm on 's prima ry forage-managers 
reduced salmon stocking in lakes 
Michigan and Huron. Ir was predicted 
that, without stock ing reductions, both 
lakes faced potential collapse in predator 
species as a result of too many p edators 
and not enough fr od. Scientists believe 
that these reductions \:vill help create 
healthie r fish populations. The g.ml is to 
provide more susta inable harve:;ts over 
time and to avoid fish population 
extremes or "boom an ) bust" periods. 

Predicting and Managing 
the Forage Base 

Tracking and managing popular sport and 
commercial fish populations based on the 
status of forage fishes is important to 

fisheries managers throughout the Great 
Lakes basin. While some forage species 
are declining, other popu latil)ns are 
increas in g. These fluctuati o ns vary 

among the lakes. Factors th ,1t affect 
rhis fluctuation include the 

,tmount of food available, 
competition f )r food 

resourc es, exo tic 
species inter.lctions, 
predator fee din g 

pressu re on the forage 
base, reproductive cycles, 

or even climate var iations 
from year ro year. In tun, , forage 



fishes impact other parts of the food 
web, such as quantities and types of 

zooplankton, which affect the fe~ding 
habits and growth rates of juvenile fishes 
of various species. As prey, forage stocks 
c mtribute to the overall he<.1 lth and status 
of Great Lakes predators. Scientists and 
man agers are n ow sorting out the 
imrlications of changes in the forage base 
for management of all Great Lakes 
fisheries. New sampling techniques and 
technologies will allow better est imates 
of the abundance of forage fishes. 
However, many difficult ies in measuring, 
est imating and making decis ions around 
forage base populations ·will continue. 

The n on-nat ive alew ife has become 
important for the management of 
introduced salmon in the Great Lakes. 
When alewife populati o ns declined, 
biologists responded by reducing salmon 
stocking to match the reduction in forage 
or food fish. Understanding and managing 
for a lewife popu lations affe cts the 
productivity of sa lmon in the G reat Lakes, 
which in tum, impacts regional economic, 
social, and cultural contributions. Yet 
managing for alcwive· may present a 
different set: of c hall e nges for the 
management and populacion health of 
native fishes such as the lake trout, due 
to the effects of the hi 0 h levels of the 
enzyme thiaminase found in alewife. One 

challen ge will be managing forage fish 
p )pulations (or mult irle uses, for example, 
by supporting both a salmon fishe ry and 
the recovery of native fish populations. 

Many forage fishes such as bloater (chubs) 
and herring are harve ·reel commercially, 
and managers will be challenged to manage 
and allocate a commercially harvestable 
forage fish in re lation to rhc predatory 
needs of popular S[ ort fish. A llocation of 

fishery resources will be an irnportan t issue 
when forage species can be monitored, 
managed or at least predicted. One 
question manage rs might ask: which 
predator species should be favored based 
on forage popu lations? A more likely 
question relates to allocat ion of fish eries 
at the top of the food chain. Among these 
considerations are human and other fishery 
consumers within the food web of the 
Great Lakes ecosystem. 

[oping with invasive species such as round gobies and zebra mussels is an ongoing fisheries management challenge. 

Other Fish Consumers 

Many birds, including eag les, loons, 
m ergansers, a nd cormorants, also 
consume Great Lakes fish. In the past, 
hab itat degradat ion and hea lth problems 
caused by pestic ides reduce I populations 
of these bir<ls. Since then, people have 
worked hard to eliminate use of harmful 
c h e micals, reduce po llutants in the 
environment a nd find eco logica ll y 
friendly products a nd production 
methods. One measure of success has been 

the recovery of the Great Lakes fi shery; 
another is the resurgence of Great Lakes 
fish-eating birds. 

The recovery of birds creates an add itional 
comperition factor for ava ilable h arves ts 
of fishery resources. Many humans value 
eagles, loons, mergansers, cormorants, and 
o ther fish-eating birds as p.:irt Li a healthy 
Great Lakes ecosys tem, bur they are also 
challenged by how to allocate available 
fishery resources between the birds and 
people. One frequent topic of fisheries 
ma nage1ncnt discussions has been the 
populat ion gro wth of double~crestecl 
cormorants. M any fear thar too many of 
these fis h~eating birds coulc.l increase 
competition (or valued spec ies. Increasing 
harvest pressure by multiple consumers 
could lead to negative impacrs on fish 
populations . A future cha llenge will be 
to expand ecosystem management efforts 
to accommodate the needs of diverse 
human and wi ldlife fish consumers. 

Exotic Species Management 

The combination of many control meth
ods has grearly increased effectiveness in 
dealing with the negative impacts of sea 
lamprey, which has been in the system for 
deca les, at a cost of significant time and 
money. S ince the 1980s, many more ex, 
otics have arrived-among them zehra and 
quagga mussels, round and tubenose gobies, 
ruffe, spiny water flea and the fish hook 
water flea. Each new species has the po, 
tenrial to alter the Great Lakes commu
nity f organisms by changing or compet, 
ing for habitat, competing for forage or prey 
resources, preying on native species, or 

even introducing new pathogens, such as 
d iseases, paras ites, or bacteria . The un, 
known impacts of these alterations have 
led to sign ificant research on food web 
dynamics of the Great Lakes ecosystem. 

Some believe that the Great Lakes have 

become a large living experiment on the 
long,term implications of exotic species. 
Some researchers propose a theory of 
"invasional meltdown," suggesting that the 
ecosystem is already weakened and that 
each new introduction or change might 
bring it closer to collapse. So the question 
remains: how nrnny new exotics can the 
Great Lakes ecosystem sustain before it 
collapses! What can be done to prevent 
or manage ~uch changes ? 
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A researcher enters a ship's ballast tank to collect 
sediment samples far analysis of living organisms. 

It will be very difficult, perhaps impossible, 
to stop exotic species from arriving in the 
Great Lakes. Faster shipping technologies 
to support an increasingly global economic 
community increase opportuniti es for 
exotics to arrive alive from around the 
world. The Ponto~Caspian Sea region, the 
origin of many recent exotic species 
introductions, has been identified as a 
high~risk "donor region." Researchers have 
identified other species from this re 1 ion 

that are suited for survival in the Great 

Lakes, given amenable vectors and timing. 

Another possible source of exotics is the 
Chicago Sanitary and Shipping Canal, a 
small waterway connecting the Great 
Lakes basin and thl'. Mississippi River 
watershed-two very large and very 
different ecosystems. Asian carp
including the black, silver and bighead 
carp-hBve entered the Mississippi 
d rainage. As these species move 
northward, they present a new threat ro 
the Grear Lakes. These large fish feed 
primarily on the lower end of the food 
chain, which could affect habitat and 
reduce food for exis ting Grear Lakes 
species. The carp themselves would be too 
large as a prey species. 

Recent attention has also focused on 
aquaculrnre and pet trades as vectors for 
importing and transporting various exotic 
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species into the Great Lakes region. Some 
Great Lakes sta tes have banned fish such 
as the snakehead because it can survive 
in Great Lakes waters as an aggressive 
predator and compete with native species. 
Managers don't want to risk the fishes' 
release or escape from pet aquariums. A 
future challenge will be to identify and 
p revent the movements or accidental 
releases of higlH·isk species. 

Once certain exotic species arrive in the 
Great Lakes and begin to thrive, complete 
erad icat ion is probably not possib le. 
However, some measures can be taken to 
slow these invasions. While most ships 
now exchange their ballast water before 
entering the St. Lawrence Seaway, small 
amounts of sediment and water remain in 
the bottoms of ballast tanks-enough to 

allo\.v the continued movement of exotic 
species throughout the world. Researchers 
scramble to find chemicals, ultraviolet 
radiation and screen structures that might 
filter and elim inate exotics from ballast 
tanks. To date, the most h opeful and 

feas ible solutions may lie in chemical 
bioc icles, such as gluraraldehyde or minute 
doses of ch lorine. Yer many people are 
reluctant to resort to chemicals. Other 
methods, including localized education, 
legal, and legislative efforts have been 
employed to restrict transp Jrtation and 
spread of exotics. However, the 

interconnected nature of the G reat Lakes 

demands bi-nationa l and multi
jurisdictional solutions. How and at what 
cosr will it be possible to manage exotic 
species already established in the Grear 
Lakes as well as limit new introductions? 

Restoration of Native Species 

Work toward lake trout rehabilitation 
continues, but it will be challenging and 
costly. Since the early 1960s, attempts to 

achieve self-sustaining and harves table 
stocks oflake tn ut in the Gre:1t Lakes have 
been largely unsuccessful, except in Lake 
Superior. In lakes Michigan and Huron, 
lake trout stocking and management 
continues but with no success in creming 
naturally reproducing populations, much 
less rehabilitation. One key will be 
managing for a sufficient number of adults 
of reproducing age to produce enough 
young to maintain a stable population. 

Computer lake trout population models 
have been created collaboratively by 
biologists working for state anc federal 
agencies, universities, and the tribes. 
These models allow biologists tc1 predict 
how lake trout populations will respond 
to changes in fish ing pressure fro tribal, 
state, an I provincial fishers, to reduced 
l,11nprey p reda tion, and to various 
stocking strategies. For example, lamprey~ 
induced mortality will be sharply reduced 
with lampricide treatm ent of the St. 
Marys River. Based on these bio logical 
models, size limit changes were made in 
certain a reas of the Great Lakes to 

protect lak e trout sp awne rs from 
sportfish ing mortality. Mortality from 
t:ribal commercial fish ing will he cut 
significantly through a combin1tion of 
harvest qutHas, reduct io n in use of 
gillnets, and the conversion to trapnet 
gear by some tribal fishers. 

The opportun ity exists to prov ide a 
steadier supply of large r lake trout in the 
lakes and simultaneo usly i 1prove 
opportun it ies to achieve natu rally 
reproducing or even self,sustaining lake 
trout populations. Several issues musr be 
considere I with lake trour rehabilitation. 
Some experts voice concerns th.:1t larger 
and older lake trout also accumulate more 
contaminants over time, increasing risks 
associated with fish consumpti,)n. The 

Grear Lakes historically hosted Jifferem 
lake trout strains, which may h2ve been 
more successfu l in spec ific h abitats. 
Consequenrly, other issues will include 
genetic strains, hybrid izing, and cecis ions 
on what is being stocked and where. 

The lake sturgeon, once abundant 
throughout the Great Lakes, is ano ther 
depleted native species drawing increased 

interest and attention toward re abi lita
rion efforts. Among the issues involved 
in lake srurocl n rehabilitation ·-re lrnbi
tat degradation, over~harvesring and 
poaching of rhe reproducing ach Its. Re~ 
searchers and manager - have invested a 
great deal to understand lake sturgeon 
population ·, genetic divers ity of stocks, 
range restr ic tions (such as clams blocking 
sturgeon passage to river spaw ning 
grounds), and fishery conflicts, such as 
whether or nor to allow minimai harvest 



of protected populations. Because these 
fish are lo n g; li ved , they can also 
bioaccumulate contaminants. Protecting 
juvenile lake s turgeon, susceptible to 

chemicals used to kill sea lamprey, may 
create conflicts and challenges tm:vard 
other manr1gement efforts, such as lake 
trout rehabilitation. 

Coaster brook trout, a lake run strain of 
the brook trout species, is another native 
that has been a focus of rehabili tation 
efforts. Primarily found in Lake Superior 
waters, native strains of coaster brook 

trout are being protec t ed and genetic 
stocks identified. R esea rch e rs have 
iden tified several remn ant stocks and are 
implementing a rehabilitation plan rhat 
involves h atch ery rearing for stocking, 
tightened regulat ions, ,rnd h ab ita t 
improvements. The U.S. Fi sh and 
Wildlife Service) state agencies, tribes, as 
well as nati on al a nd state- le vel user 
groups, are investing in a rehabilitation 

effort that focuses on histo ri ca lly 
important stream and river systems that 
are best suited for improving coaster brook 
t rout populations. Enhancing coaster 
brook trout may mea n tightening 
regulations and adjusting stocking or 
management strategies in ways that may 

conflict with management or use of other 
Great Lakes species. 

Fish Diseases and Health 

Research and technology arc allowing 
scientists to better un lersrand diseases 
and fish health issues of the Great Lakes 
fishery. Future challenges will include new 
diseases a nd h ea lth issues tha t arise 
through exotic introductions and other 
pathways. Yet the largest challenge may 
be correcting fishery health issues within 
the contexts of the larger ecosystem. For 
example, biologists now better understand 
BKD (Bacterial Kidney Disease) and its 
effects on salmon. They un lerstand that 
overpopulation of predators and poor 

health due to an inadequate forage base 
may be related to increased epidemics of 
BKD. The challenge is then to better 
understand forage stocks and ma nage 
predator stocking in relation to natural 
reproduction to create a healthy mix of 
predators and prey. 

An additional challenge is that the ;_ms\.ver 
to one fishery health issue might be the 
cause of another problem. For example, 
managi n g for hea lth y salmon might 
depen d on healthy stocks of alewives. 
However, current research indicates that 
a lewives are very high in thiaminase (an 
enzyme that destroys thiamine); the result 
may be increased early mortalities for 
young lake trout, which lack important 
thiamine in their system due to their 
mothers' alewife consumptiun. Scientisrs 
predict that more a lewives in the Great 
Lakes means thar lake trout depend more 
on a lewi ves for food, possibly increas ing 
mortality of young lake trout. Managers 
worry that managing for salmon might 
inhibit lake trout rehabili tation efforts, 
yet both species are important within the 
Great Lakes ecosystem and to the fishery. 

Contaminants 

Pollution and conraminant loadings into 
the Great Lakes have been curbed, but 
some contam inants remain trapped in 
sed iments or accumulated throughout the 
food web. Managin g fish h abita t will 
inv o lv e deali n g with th ese e xistin g 
contaminants. 

Beyond impacts on the fisheiy, contaminants 
in the Great Lakes pose human health 
concerns. In addition, some may continue 

to voice concern for the quali ty nf the 
fishery and struggle to understand how 
contaminants might affect human health 
through fish consumption. A lternatively, 
Great Lakes fish provide many h ealth 
benefits, and much can be done to 

understand and greatly reduce th e 
contaminant risks assoc iate l with enting fish. 
Weigh in, the relative risks and benefits is 
an important future challenge. 

Habitat 

Managers recognize the important 
relationships of nearshore, riverine, and 
we tland h ab ita t s with h ea lthy Great 
Lakes fishery communitit.:s. These areas 
provide crirical spawning h ab itat and 
nursery areas for juvenile fish. Managers 
now recognize that these h abi tats can 
yield an abu nd a nt: and susta in a bl e 
production of fish- without the costs and 
management of hatcheries! Great Lakes 
tr ibutaries are estimmed to yield nearly 
30 percent of the salmon production in 
the Great Ltkes. Native fish such as 
walleye, perch, pike, suckers and sturgeon 
also depend on river systems, wetlands, 
and n ea rshore h a bitats for successful 
reproduc ti on . Fro m an e cosystem 
1rnmagem nt perspective, understanding, 
protecting, enhancin g and increasin g 
access to spawning and nursery areas will 
be important for fi sh production and 

Managers recognize the important relationship of nearshare, riverine and wetland habitats with healthy Great Lakes fis /1 
communities. 
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future fisheries. However, protecting and 
managing nearshore and inland waters, 

particularly those associated with lake 
shoreline, riverfronts, and wetlands will 
become increasingly difficult with 
expanding human populations and the 
encroachment of development. 

Dams on Great Lakes tributaries create 
another fishery habitat issue. These 
structures limit access ro migrating Great 
Lakes fish for anglers who fish inland 
rivers. Dams also limi t access to rivers for 
Great Lakes fish that utilize tributaries for 

spawning habitat and juvenile fish that 
utilize inland wetlands as nursery areas 
before migrating into the lakes. Managers 
contend that dam removal could greatly 
increase the natural reproduction of many 
Grear Lakes fish. Fish passages or fish 

ladders are often used to allow fish to 
navigate around dams to move up and 
down rivers, but even these may be 
designed only for specific species such as 
salmon or trout. Species such as suckers, 
walleye, or sturgeon may be less able to 

navigate fish passage . 

Dams also alter the natural flow of 
biological nutrients and rroduction in 
rivers and alter fish habitar simply by 
changing the f1ow of water or increasing 
temperature of pooled water behind dams. 
In a free-flowing tributary, rhese nutrients 
are ultimately transported downstream, 

and enhance production of the Great 

Upland: Shrub: 

Fish ladders are often used lo allow fish to migrate 
upstream around dams. 

Lakes. Management decisions and 
agreements with ope rators nf dams, 
particularly hydroelectric structures, have 
resulted in compensation for fish damages 
(such as habitat loss and fish mortalities). 
Maintaining a constant or "run-of-river" 
flow of water past dams, as well as water 
quality standards, have vastly improved 
fish production. But is there still room for 
improvement? 

Simply removing dams w increase Great 
Lakes fish production or fish health is a 

costly venture with some potentially 
negative implications. Dains also impede 
many exotic species such as lamprey from 
moving upstream where they would spawn 
in tributaries. Dams prevent soil erosion 
sediment from moving downstream, and 
contaminants are trappe I and buried 
within these sediments. In some cases, 
removing dams could allow increased sea 

lamprey production or contam inants to be 

Wetland Zones 

re,rcleased into the water column and 
downstream into the Grear Lakes. 
Managers, as well as the public ,viii need 
improved scientific knowledge to make 
dam management decisions that a re 
ecologically sound and economically 

feasible. 

Understanding the long-term cyclical 
nature of water levels will also be a 
challenge. In the past century, Grear 
Lakes water levels have been at record 

highs and neaMecord lows. Trend analysis 
of Great Lakes water levels suggests that 
levels rise or recede yearly and that, ver 
long periods of time, changes can be as 
great as a meter in either direction 
compared with the long,term average. 

Some question whether the long- te rm 
dynamics of water levels will change. if 
global warming occurs as som,~ scientists 

predict. Changing water 1 "•vels and 
subsequent changes to habirat present 
challenges in understanding the Great 
Lakes as an ecosystem. Strategies for 
idenrifying, protccring and managing 
nearshore habitats may have t<) be altcre I 
as wc1ter levels change. User groups wil 1 
need to adapt to changing water levels 

and may consider dredging and 
development to maintain boat access 
during low water levels. Equally important 
is the need to minimi ze fish habitat 
impacts as people alter ecosystems to 
a lapt to changing water levels. 

Wet meadow: Emergent: Aquatic: 
Characterized by woody shrubs 

and trees, swamp and forest area. 

Characterized by shrubs, 

vines and sedges. 

Characterized by plants 

such as sedges, grasses, 

Cattails and other plants that Characterized by sub mer ied plants 

emerge from the water's surface. and plants with floating !(aves. 
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These are some of the many issues that 

ir1ust be considered when managing the 
Great Lakes fishery as an ecosys tem. The 
large size of the system and the 
complex ities of the biotic community
from plankton up the food chain to 

predator fishes-presen t s ignificant 
challenges. These challenges will require 
working among multiple jurisdictions to 

meet the needs and demands of the great 
diversity of user groups. If these challenges 
are ro be met in the future, researchers, 
fishery managers and decision makers will 
need to engage in Great Lakes basin~wide 
management at its fullest potential. 

Research, Fisheries 
Management and 
Involvement of 
Decision Makers 
Fisheries research and management issues 
are rarely localized to one area or around 
one species. The sheer size, ecological 
complexity and diverse uses of the Great 
Lakes ecosystem make it liffi cult for 
researchers, managers and decision~makers 
thinking holistically about the Great Lakes 
basin. With two different coun tries and 
multiple agenc ies and rgan izations 
responsible for the Great Lakes, political 
jurisdictions and social cultu res can 
sometimes create difficult barriers to jo int 
or shared management. 

Many impediments to ecosystem 
management of fish eries arise in working 
across multiple jurisdictions and interes ts. 

Very different visions or goals for Grear 
Lakes fishery management may exist. Even 
where goals are agreed upon, the necessary 
research or information to genera te act ion 
or informed management decisions may be 
lacking. Finally, manage1T1ent dec isions 
may require tradeoffs between short-term 
and long~term benefits. Many efforts, 

agreements and organizations have been 
des igned to overcome chese multi~ 
jurisdictional barriers 1 and many successes 
h ave been doc umented and achieved. 
Strategic planning efforts of the Ureat 
Lakes Fishery Commiss ion have aided in 
coordinating fishery management 
activities and will continue to play an 
important role in building consensus and 
resolving conflict. 

The long-term effects of the decline of Diporeio, an important Great Lakes organism, are still unknown. 

In ecosystem management, researchers and 
managers must work beyon<l the Orear 
Lakes, understanding inland tributa ries, 
wetland· and a multi rude of smaller 
watersheds th,1t feed into the larger Great 
Lakes basin. Moreover, they must think 
beyond the water, considering land-base l 
issues, such as land use practices, erosion 
(resulting in sedimentation of waterways), 
point and nonpoint pollution. Implications 
of such land-based issues are just as 
complex and vary across regiona l , 
agricultura l and urban settings. Some of rhe 
more obvious impacts have been addressed 
through the use of green belts, ripa rian 
corridors and comroll ing point sou rce 
pollu tion , but problems such as nonpoinr 
pollu tion remain . 

Interactions of rhe fisheries community
from predators t:o forage fish-mu st be 
considered. It will be important to 

understand life cycles, population trends, 
and general health of individual species; 
this knowledge is critical to understandino 
the larger fi sh ery community picture. 
Undersrnn ling the Great Lakes biotic 
community in its entirety will also be key 
to und e rsta nding these fisheries 
communities. Many co nce rn s a nd 
quest ions rem a in about the lon g, term 
impacts of exotic species introductions, 
declines of certain key native, benthic 
zooplankton populations such as Diporeia, 
and rhc resurgence of fish,eating hirds. 

Much is unknown about how these factors 
affect Great Lakes fisheries and fisheries 
management. 

Dec is ions made by fisheries managers 
affect a wide divers ity of stakeholders. 
Understanding sta ke h o lder values, 
including these user groups in the decision 
making process, and meeting user needs 
without compromising ecosystem hea I th will 
continue to prove very difficult. Researchers 
and managers must understand the diverse 
people who utilize Great Lakes resources-

A student researcher surveys native crayfish in the Les 
Cheneaux region of northern Lake Huron to determine the 
extent of invasion by the exotic rusty crayfish. 
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Sea Lamprey (Petromyzon marinus) 
The combination of many control methods has 
reduced the sea lamprey population in the Great Lakes. 

their differing levels of participation and 
methods by which they participate, as well 
as their values and actions toward the 
fisheries. Managing for increasingly 
diverse user group values may be difficult 
and provide conflicting burdens for 
managers and researchers. 

The users range from those who catch fish 
in quantir.y, such as commercial fishers, to 

those who go co grear. lengths to carch a 
single trophy fish. Some value harvesting 
fish for consumption while others believe 
strongly in releasing the fish that they car.ch. 
Biologically, managers can choose to 
manage for either large catch rates at the 
expense of size or to grow trophy~size fish at 
the expense of losing harvestable fish to 
natural mortality. How to allocate fisheries 
( and related management decisions) among 
various sport and commercial user groups 
can become a difficult decision for managers. 
Should a manager choose one type of 
tr1anagement over the other? Who decides 
how ro manage a public resource when 
conflicting values exist? Who decides when 
to manage only for trophy fishes? What is a 
trophy fish? How should decisions about 
sport and commercial gear use and 
regulations on the fishery be made? What 
types of commercial nets are appropriate for 
harvesting fish? Should sport anglers be 
allowed to utilize live bait or artificial baits 
only? If gear should be resrricted, which 
waters are affected? Who decides? 

Finally, whar is known and understood 
regarding rhe ecosystem and its users can 
change at any time. Population cycles or 
fluctuations, new diseases or introductions 
of new species, habitat loss or habitat 
improvements, angler attitudes or 
restructuring state/provincial agencies are 
examples of very real changes that can 
happen quickly. TI1ese changes sometimes 
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have unpredictable effects on Great Lakes 
fisheries and fisheries management, but 
they must be considered! 

On a local level, the number, activities, and 
involvement of non~profit or public wa~ 
tershed organizations in the Great Lakes 
region has increased dramatically. The 
mission of these watershed organizations 
typically involves developing linkages and 
partnerships between government agen, 
cies, fishing organizations, water quality 
entities, or any other public organizations 
or individuals to tackle challenges involved 
wirh issues on a watershed scale. 

Some state agencies, such as the Michigan 
Department of Natural Resources, have 
restructured their fisheries management 
units to coincide with watershed 
boundaries. They have reorganized rn 
carry out assessments, research, and 
management within the conrexr of entire 
river systems or watersheds and their 
relation to the Great Lakes. The logistics 
of carrying out management on a 
watershed level can be difficult: due to 

costs, travel, and communication, but 
clecision~makers recognize the importance 
of moving management in this direction. 

Bi~national organizations such as the Great 
Lakes Fishery Commission or the 
International Joint Commission continue 
to build on successes in bridging the gaps 
between a multitude of different agencies 
and organizations responsible for Great 
Lakes management. The Great Lakes 
Fishery Commission has traditionally 
organized the multiple stakeholders and 
agencies to work as lakewide management 
committees. These committees share 
information, create joint management 
objectives, and work cooperatively ro 
achieve results and evaluate them. Bi, 

national organizations continue to be a 
factor in the ultimate success of ecosystem, 
basinwide, or watershed management 
initiatives. 

New management technologies a . d tools 
for making decisions will be necessary in 
managing on an ecosystem or basinwide 
scale. The accuracy and timelmess of 
information will be critical in making 
informed and scientifically sound 
decisions. Advances in research· .nd new 
technologies may allow managers to 
collect increasingly accurar.e and real 
time data and information re~arding 
Great Lakes predator species, forage base 
or food webs. The opportunity is for more 
efficient. management. decis ions in 
response co an ever changin~: Great 
Lakes fishery. 

Many managers are advocating and 
adopting adaptive management st acegies. 
The concept behind adaptive r anage~ 
menr is to allow management d--cisions 
to be flexible to the unknowns of a con, 
stantly changing Great Lakes environ~ 
ment. For example, adaptive manG gement 
principles might apply ro the harvest regu, 
lations for a particular fish. In rhis see~ 
nario, management decisions are made on 
the best possible research and scienrific 
informar.ion available. Managers closely 
monitor and evaluate the impact:: of their 
management decisions in relation to their 
goals, then adjust regulations as needed 
to continue to meet manageme t goals 
or objectives for the fishery. 

Risk,based decision making is 3.nother 
tool that managers and decision makers 
can use in managing a very complex Great 
Lakes ecosystem. In fisheries manage~ 
menr, this approach depends on t -_ e rech, 
nologies of fish population and fish com
munity modeling. Using compui:ers and 
sysr.ems modeling, researchers and man
agers run management scenarios or op
tions and statistically assess the risks re~ 
lated ro the uncertainty of the biological 
aspects of the fishery. Although it may not 
be possible to understand Great Lakes 
ecosystems perfectly, risk~based decision 
making allows Jecisions to be made 
within the acceptable range of risk that 
managers and users are willing to take, 
based on what information is known and 
the estimar.ed risks of unknowns. 



Managemenr on a larger, ecosystem scale 
will be a great challenge facing the Grear 
Lakes fishery. Advances in research, im
proved technology, and new fisheries man
agement tools may heir managers under
stand and manage the complexities of a 

Great Lakes ecosystem. However, coordi~ 
nated, collaborative and shared or joint 
rnanaaement will continue to be one of the 
most important barriers facing rhe future 
of fisheries management in the Great 
Lakes. Basin-wide management \Vill re
quire the collective cfforrs of univers ities 
and agencies, researchers, mana 0 ers and 
decision makers of states, provinces, fed
er·:t! governments and tribes in two differ
ent countries-a challenge that speaks to 

enhancing and better realizing vision an I 
goals of existing organizations such as the 
Great Lakes Fishery Commission. 

Yet management of the Gre,H Lakes 
fishery is not just the role or responsibility 
of agencies or manauers: it also includes 
the vested inrerest and participation of 
Great Lakes user groups. 

User Groups in Great 
Lakes Fisheries 
Management 
Tc1day, managers recognize that managing 
fisheries coward Optimum Sustained Yield 
(OSY) may be unre·ilistic in the sense of 
attempting ro measure, quantify and balance 
managemenr strategies to maximize fishery 
benefits (ecological, economic and 
sociological) for each of the many 
diverse stakeholders. However, this OSY 
philosophy remains in pracrice, as managers 

work to gather sociological and economic 
data from di verse stakeholders and integrate 
this information with biological and 
ecological factors. Management goals and 

utcomes sti II reflect attitudes row a rd 
managing liverse aquatic resources for 
diverse stakeholder values and uses and 
diverse fishery benefits. A management 
philosophy thar speaks to diverse and 
multiple values and uses demands that 
srnte-, prov incial-, and tribal sport, charter 
and commercial interests all be included and 
involved in management processes and 
decisions. Cooperation and coordination 
among researchers, managers, and decision
makers will be essential. In addition, user 

groups and the general public will need to 

take more responsibility for rheir actions 
toward the fi she ri es resource, involving 
themselves in the management process. 

Diverse groups and organizations exist today, 
focusing-on interests related to salmon and 
steel head, trout and trout habitat, bass, pike, 
muskellunge, walleye and more. Many of 
these groups invest resources and energy in 
advocating for increased or decreased 
regulation or management attention tow.:1rd 
specific spec ies. Also involved are 
professional associarions that speak for 
charter and commercial fishing interests. 
The tribes also invest consider:ible resources 
speaking for and protecting the interests of 
tribal fishers whether they are sport, 
subsistence or commercial. 

Public involvement in the [1rocesses of 
Great Lakes fishery manauement will be 
critical in the future. Many agencies 
recognize the value of having an educated 

citizenry involved in fisheries decision
making processes. For example , the 
M ichigan Department of Natural 
Resources has organized citizen advisory 
teams fix each of the Great Lakes bordering 
the state. The agency shares biological 
infonm1rion and rnanagemcnt options wi rh 
these adv isory groups, and the advisory 
groups learn, discuss, and crc·ne 
recom1nendations for the agency on ,.,vhat 
management options are best for rhc 
fisheri es and the publics who use them. 
Wisconsin hosts a similar process, allowing 
public and organizational representatives 
to vote on issues and proposals sent forth 
by user groups. The results of this voting 

process help gui le the managem ent 
decisions of Wisconsin aacncies. 

Citizen involvement opporrun ities 
also exist on lakcwide, regional, and bi
national levels. The states surrounding 
Lake Michigan have jointly hosted several 
lakewicle and interstate meeti ngs on 
management issues such as yellow perch 
declines anJ salmonid stocking. The Great 
Lakes Fishery Co mmission, on a bi
nati onal level, is primarily suited to 

cross-border communication and 
cooperation; advisory committees for 
each lake involve the public and user 
groups representing sport, charter, and 
commercial communities. 

Angler Licenses So ld 

State Licenses $ Value 

Illinois 749,091 9,167,808 

Indiana 619,383 6,241,866 

Michigan 1,251,146 23,370,478 

Minnesota 1,565,708 17,997,9 13 

New York 1,056,841 13,910,714 

Ohio 938,602 13,135,288 

Pennsylvania 1,082,850 19,454,282 

Wisconsin 1,430,714 24,491,155 

Tocal 8,694,335 127,769,504 

Sourco; U.S. Fts!'l and WLld111e Sr.-rvico, 2001 

Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Funds 

State $ Value 

4,861 ,689 
-------~-3,653,281 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Michigan 

Minnuota 

New York 

Ohio 

Pennsylvania 

Wisconsin 

Total 

U.S.Tor.a1 

8,322,341 

9,037,578 

6,006,050 

6,260,195 

5,970,833 

7,222,083 

51,334,050 

240.8 Million 

In recent years, most Great Lakes states have 
reported declines in fishing license sales, and 
national sport fishing surveys suggest similar 
declining trends. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service reports a 28 percem decline in rhe 
number of anglers fishing U.S. waters of rhe 
Great Lakes si nce 1991. CanaJian officials 
note similar angler declines in Canadian 
Great Lakes waters. Yet demands on 
fisheries management efforts cominue to 

increase to meet the challenges of ecosystem 
or basin wide management, as well cts the 
denrnnds of a more diverse ser of fishery user 
groups. Because fishing license dollars and 
taxes on fishing equipment in large part fund 
fisheries management personnel, pr grams 
and activities, the decl inc in angler numbers 
and license sales presents a future challenge. 
Fisheries managers and interest groups raise 
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an increasingly important question: Who 
will pay for fisheries management activities 
if angler participation, and revenue 
generated from this participation, continues 
to decline? 

For example, in the United States a 
significant portion of fisheries management 
funds come directly from fishery user groups. 
In 2001, Great Lakes anglers in the United 
States spent nearly $128 million purchasing 
fishing licenses, tags, and permits. This 
money is dedicated by state agencies for 
fisheries management activities. That same 
year, the federal Sportfish Restoration Fund 
( money collected through excise sales taxes 
on fishing gear and equipment) allocated 
over $51 million to Great Lakes state 
agencies. These two funding sources, 
generated by those who use the fishery 
resource, combine to form the primary 
funding foundation for Great Lakes 
management activities in the U.S. Public 
support may also help generate funding 
support for other programs, such as sea 
lamprey control, from other budget 
resources within the state, provincial, or 
federal government. 

Developing exact figures about use of the 
fishery resource, relating sport and 
commercial harvest to management 
decisions, is difficult. Managers must 
measure or estimate how many sport anglers 
or commercial fishing licenses exist and how 
many people are using the fishery. These 
measurements are not always done on a 
regular basis, or they may not always be 
accurate or complete. Complicating matters 
is the fact that not all sport anglers or 
commercial fishers may fish for the same 
amount of time, target the same species or 
areas of the lakes, or make the same 
decisions about how they utilize the resource 
( for example, harvest or catch-and-release). 
The challenge then is developing 
management decisions that are based on 
scientific estimates of effort and harvest by 
sport and commercial fishers. 

More precise, timely information, 
measurements and predictions regarding 
recruitment, retention, and involvement 
of those who utilize the fishery resource 
could help to improve opportunities and 
management of fishery resources. 
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Increasing efforts toward recruiting and 
retaining anglers will become a more 
important issue in the years to come. Many 
education efforts are underway throughout 
the region to introduce, educate, and 
involve new anglers in the Great Lakes 
fishery. While some fear that too many 
anglers will increase pressure on the fishery, 
possibly leading to conflict, angler 
participation is a necessary element of the 
fishery. Without angler investment in the 
resource, financing fisheries management 
activities will become a challenge. Even 
more important, the public interest and 
involvement in conservation of a healthy, 
usable fishery resource could be lost. 

Amid the complexity of the Great Lakes 
ecosystem, stakeholder expectations and 
involvement, and agency structures and 
objectives, change will always occur. Yet, 
some of the life of the lakes is amazingly 
resilient. Great Lakes fisheries will 
continue to serve as indicators of the 
system's health and quality. Because people 
value the fisheries, they have become 
much more involved in fisheries and 
environmental issues. In the future, state, 
provincial and federal agencies will have 
an even greater need to work together and 
with citizens in formulating and carrying 
out a common vision for the Great Lakes 
fisheries and the life of the lakes. 

How You Can Help Great Lakes 
Fisheries in the Future 

Become informed! Read fisheries-related 
information. Contact science-based 
organizations, such as your state Sea Grant 
program or the Great Lakes Fishery 
Commission. Support university research 
about water quality and fisheries 
management. 

Contact an agency responsible for managing 
and regulating the fishery, such as the U.S. 
Fisheries and Wildlife Service. Keep track 
of legislative issues and stay in touch with 
your state and national legislators. 

Become a member of an organization and 
encourage that group to take a balanced 
approach to fisheries issues. Join 
organization and agency mailing lists. 

Visit fisheries-related locations, where 
commercial fishing is still active arid where 
sport fishing is popular. Visit historical 
museums with fisheries displays and events. 
Attend events that celebrate Great Lakes 
fisheries and water quality! 

Take part in activities to improve fisheries 
habitat. Participate in clean-up projects, 
stream improvement projects or other 
activities. Protect coastal wetlands 
( important fisheries habitats) or participate 
in land-based habitat projects (e.g., 
stream bank stabilization efforts or reducing 
fertilizer/herbicide use) to help prevent 
unhealthy runoff into our Great Lakes 
waters. Join efforts in the Great Lakes to 

help clean up an Area of Concern or 
become involved in the Lakewide 
Management Plans. 

Be an informed consumer. Learn about how 
to minimize your intake of contaminants 
by properly preparing fish. Ask questions 
about various contaminants, and think 
critically about news stories you read. 

Take everyday actions to protect water 
quality and healthy fisheries: we are 
connected to the Great Lakes through 
watersheds. Choose, use and dispose of 
home and garden chemical products wisely. 
Dispose of used motor oil and other 
hazardous wastes properly. Learn about the 
impacts of exotic aquatic nuisance species 
and how you can help prevent their 
introduction or spread. 

Promote fishing ethics. Learn more about 
fish species, fish biology and ecology, and 
fisheries management. Teach someone how 
to fish. 

Share your understanding of fisheries with 
others-in classrooms, youth clubs, local 
civic organizations. 

Learn about the history and culture of treaty, 
commercial and sport fishing. Read stories, 
learn traditional skills and crafts ( e.g., net 
making, knots, fish decoy carving); 
interview older community members about 
fishing or preparing fish; learn arts related 
to fisheries (e.g., Great Lakes songs). 



Appendices 
Glossary 
abiotic: (AY-BYE-ah-tick) nonliving. 

adaptive management: a style nf decisilm making 
allowing fisheries man agement decisions to be 

flexible to the unknowns o f a constantly changing 
lireat Lakes environment. 

ali::ae: (AL-gee) .~imple, photosynthetic planrs that lack 
true roots, stems, nr leaves. 

algal blooms: large growths nf algae in a body of water. 

anadromnus: (a-NAD-r:1-muss) fish that migrate up 

river to spawn, but live in lakes (nr (X:eans) as adults. 

aphotic zone: deepest portion nf a lake where light 

energy cannot penetrate. A !so called the profi mdal zone. 

ag uaculturc: the cultivation of aqunric plants or anin 1als. 

Areas of Concern (AOC): severely pollured areas of 
the Great Lake.~ Lhat have been designared by rhc 

lnremmi onal Joinr Commission for clean-up effort 

upon recommendation by sra re/pr vincial officiab. 

bi1llast waler: water held in a bonr or large vessel t.o 

help balance it. 

benthic: refers to an imals nnd planrs that live in or ( m 

the bottom nf a lake or sea. 

bioaccmnulation: the build-up of a substance in a plant 
or in an ,mimal's hody. 

biomagnification: the process by which concentrari( ms 

ofconraminams in pl,mtsand in animals are increased 

alnng a food chain; organisms (e.g., comumers) ar 

higher trophic levels h ave higher concentrnrions. 

biomass: the total mass of all living d1i ngs in a given me,1. 

biotic: living. 

carrying capacity: the maximum number of individuals 

nf a species that Gm be supporred in a given area or 

habitat over an ex tended period of time. 

common property resource: a resnurce owned nm hy 
individuals but by the general public and managed by 
the government on the public's behalf. 

community: an interacting group of different plants 

and animals. 

competition: an interaction between two ur more 

individuals or species rhc1t require the sam limited 

resource to survive; t-his inrernction can be harmful tn 

me or more uf the urganisms. 

consumer: organ isms that cat other, 1rganisms or planrs 
for nourishmcnr. 

contaminant: a chemical substance that is nor naturnlly 

found in the en\"ironment, usual\~ made hy humans. 

corcgonincs: (kor-eh-G0-neens) lake whitefish nnd 

their re!at i vcs incl mling herring and deepwarer ciscoes 
(chubs). 

DOT: chemical contaminant, used as an insecticide, 

thflt can build ur in living organisms and cause health 

problems. Banned by rhe U.S. :ind Omada in 1972. 

detrital rain: dead algae and zooplanknm tlur sink 

down rn lower levels from upper layers of water. 

detritivores: (Jeh-TRY-t i-vore ) sm<1ll animals th:ir feed 

on deci imposing mattl:r and org:rnic Jehris. 

detritus: (di-TR Y-rus) mganic material rhat is either 

waste material from an urganism ur decomposing plants 
,ind ,mimals. 

diatoms: (DY-ah-toms) single-celled pl:mts with hard 
"shells" of silica. 

downri~er; a weighted device that alluw~ a lure tu be 

nulled ,it a given depth. 

c..:olOi,')": rhe study of the intcrrdationships between 
organisms and rhcir environment. 

ecosystem: all rhe animals, plants and environmental 

factors rhat inn.:ract wiLhin a system; thl' living and 

nonliving parts nf the L'twironment thar interact. 

ecosystem management: the ho lisric undersrnnding 

:m I manipularion of the Great Lakes fisheries in 

relation to their intcrnctions and inrerrelatiomhips 

within the entire G reat Lakes ecosystem. 

epilimnion: (EP-ah-LIM-nec-on) rhe warmer, buoyant 

1'1 )p fayer l if water in a lake during summer stratificatii m. 

exotic: not nariw; nor originally fr1und in that arm, 
and usually brought in by humans, e ither by accident 
( ir on puqxise. 

eutrophic: ( yoo-TR0F-ick) a wnter body that b rich 

in nutrients anll has high productivity-often turbid, 

with algal h!ooms and periodic decrea~es in dissolved 
11xygen. 

cutrophkation: ( yoo-TR0F-i-KAY-shun) the pn x:ess 

rhmugh which water.; ht'.Come emrophic. 

fishery: the complex interactions between fish 
popul,uinn(s) being used, the humans using it, and 

the e n v ironment of each. 

fisheries management: die manipulatinn ii people, 

aquatic populations, and/or habitats in an effort to 

obta in the goals desi red for that aquatic populatiun or 

l"Cosystcm by its human members. 

fisheries science: rhe scil'ntific study of aquatic ( water

related) Ii v ing resources l ,r the wurld; the srudy t if the 

structure, the dynamics (or changes ), the interactions 

of habit, n, the aql iatic organ isms, and humans in order 

1'1 i achieve the gt ials set fn r rhat re~ource hy humans. 

fish pass.1ge: fish l,1dders or tit her I ncchan isms inremh:d 

tu allow fish to navigate mound dams in order to move 

up and duwn rivers or waterways. 

fish production: the atrn lltnt of new biomass of a given 

fish species in a given area ()\'er a given period of rime. 

food chain: the chain of organisms which feed, in turn, 

nn each nrh er and through which energy is passLid on 
li·um one nrganis111 to an ther. 

food web: a set of food chains intersecting and 

llVerlapping each other. 

forage fishes: small fishes that nre preyed upon by larger 

fishes; i.e. bloaters, hike herring, sculpins, alewife, !>tnelt, 

and rhe juveniles of larger fish. 

fry: n ewly-harched young fish. 

habitat: an area that provides life requirements such 

as appropriarc food, water, shelter and space for a 
particu lar organism. 

hypo] imnion: ( hi-po-LI M-nee-:111) colder, denser water 

lucated at the bottom of a lake during summer 

stratification. 

landed value: price paiJ to fishers for fish prior tu 
pron·ssing, wholesaling or retailing. 

limnctic zone: area of a lake where light can penetrate. 

Also called the photic zone. 

limnology/limnologist: (\im-N0L-ah-gee) the smdy 
of/person who studies freshwa ter bodies/ecosystems 

(ponds, lakes and streams) a nd rh e relatiunships 

between thei r inhabirants and rheir cnvironmcnr. 

littor..,l: (LIT-ah-rah[) the area near the shore that is 
shall( 1w enough for light robe able to penerrare tht.: water, 

reach rhe lakL· hmtom and allow rooted plant:; to wow. 

macroinvertebrates: a small animal, nble to be seen 

with the naked eye, that does nut have a backbone. 

nmcrophytes: large, ruoted aquatic plants that grow 

in areas where light reache~ tlw lake bottom. 

Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY): to produce the 
gre:nest number of pounds of fish over a given time 
with a given level uf fishing dfort; this is done by 

determining t he requirements o f fish and the 
producri\"ity d the environment. 

mesh si:e: the size of h e open spaces between the 

cords of a net. 

mesot'rophic: a w::it.er lx,dy that has a moderate mnount 
of nutrient and modt:rate productiun of organic 

matter; midway between oligotrophic nnd eutrophic. 

mctalimnion: (met-ah-LIM-nee-an) water layer 

between ep ilimnion (w,Hm, top layer) ,me\ 

hypuli mn inn (cold, bottlllll la yer), where 

remperature drop-off is greatest. 

nonindigenous: species that me living outside of the 

area where they evolved. 

nonpoint source pollution: pollutants that do not enter 

rhe lah-s at a si ngle confined source, but rather from 

diffuse multiple sources such ns ni:,rricultural runoff, road 

salt and acid rain. 

oligotrophic: (o-li-go-TR0-fik) water.; that are l\lw in 

nunients and in pnxlucti vi ry and are often cold and deep. 

Optimum Sustainable Yield (OSY): harvest level for 
a species that achieves the greatest benefit, 

cconQmically, socially, and biologically. 
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parasite: an organism that lives in or on another living 
organism (host) and receives nourishment from it, but 
gives nothing to the host organism in return. 

PCB: polychlorinated biphenyl; a type of persistent 
hydrocarbon that is toxic to some organisms and 
bioaccumulares. 

pelagic: (pah-1..AJ-ik) the open-water area of a lake. 

percids: members of the perch family including yellow 
perch, walleye and sauger. 

persistent chemicals: chemicals that are not 
decomposed in the environment. Many persistent 
chemicals accumulate in the tissues of animals as they 
eat contaminated prey. 

phosphate: chemical nutrient containing phosphorus 
that can be found in agricultural or industrial runoff, 
household wastewater and storm water that accelerates 
the eutrophication of a l:xxly of water. 

photic rone: area of a lake where light can penermte. 
Also called the limnetic zone. 

phytoplankton: (FYE-toe-PLANGK-ton) small fu.-e 
floating plants, including algae, diatoms and 
cyanob.1cteria. 

piscivorous: (pi-SIEVE-er-us) fish-eating. 

plankton: (PLANGK-ton) plants or animals that 
inhabit lake or sea and drift with the currents; they 
may have some abilities to move; they range in size 
from single--celled plants or animals to large jelly-fish. 

planktivorous: plankton-eating. 

point source pollution: pollution that has a distinct 
and identifiable sourcej it usually comes from a single 
pipe or series of pipes. 

pollutant: a contaminant or natural substance present 
in large enough quantities to cause a problem. 

predator: a species that lives by killing and eating other 
prey species. 

processed value: value of a commercial fish harvest 
after processing. 

producer: converts anJ stores the sun's energy and 
nonliving materials into living bioma.5S (tissue), which 
is then available to other organisms in the food chain. 

profundal rone: deepest portion of a lake where light 
eneq,,y cannot penetrate. Also called the aphotic zone. 

reef: a ridge of rock or sand at or near the surface of 
the water that provides habitat for many aquatic plants 
and animals. 

rehabilitation: the repair of degraded aquatic 
ecosystems to increase their ability to sustain aquatic 
communities and provide benefits ro society. 

Remedial Action Plan: a plan to restore water quality 
in a severely polluted Area of Concern (AOC). 

restoration: to return ro nearly a fonnercondition orsmnts. 

risk assessment: procedure used to estimate the 
probability of negative effects from a specific source of 
a contaminant and at a particular exposure level. 
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risk~based decision making: a stnitegy of accounting 
for and eliminating risk factors involved with fisheries 
management decisions, allowing for decisions to be 
made within the acceptable risk range that managers 
and users are willing to take, based on what information 
is known and the estimated risks of unknowns. 

risk management: the process of incorporating social, 
economic and political information with risk 
assessment information to decide how to reduce or 
eliminate potential risks for humans or fish populations. 

scientific method: a systematic way of gathering and 
evaluating information by posing specific research 
questions, designing experiments, making observations 
and measurements and compiling and interpreting 
results to answer the questions. 

sediment: the deposited material, both organic and 
inorganic, at the bottom of water bodies. 

spawn: to breeJ and deposit eggs. 

stock: (noun) a b'l'0Up or population of a fish species 
that is different from other groups of the same species 
(i.e. spawns in a different habitat, at a different time) 

stocking: (verb) the act of artificiully introducing a 
group or population of a fish species into waters, 
particularly to introduce new or supplement existing 
fish populations or stocks. 

stunting: reduced growth due to lack of adequate food. 

thermal stratification: vertical lnyering uf water of 
different densities that results from water temperature. 

toxic: a substance that is poisonmL~ and present in 
sufficient quantity to cause death or serious injury to 

an organism. 

treaty: a tool and process used by one govcmmcnt to 

give its word to another government. The intention 
of a treaty is to protect a particular inter-governmental 
agreement over a long period of time. 

tributary; (TRIH-bu-mir•ce) stream or river flowing 
into a larger lxxly of water. 

trophic level: any of the feeding levels thar energy 
passes through as it continues through the ecosystem. 

turbidity: (tur-BID-i-tee) the condition where 
sediment and/or other particles are stirred-up or 
suspenJed in the water, giving it a muddy or cloudy 
appearance. 

upwelling: a mass of w<1ter that has moved to the 
surface of a lake or the ocean. 

watershed: a region or area dmt is drained by a river system. 

weir: (WEER) small dam which may be used for taking 
spawning fish. 

wetlands: areas that contain a lot of soil moisture, can 
support vegetation that needs wet soil, and has standing 
water for some part of the year; these areas include 
swamps, marshes, bogs, coastal areas, and estuaries. 

:ooplankton: (ZO-PLANGK-ton) tiny or even 
microscopic and floating or free-swimming animals. 
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Phytoplankton and Zooplankton Fishes o~ . 

Fig. 1 
(Nole: Not drawn to scale. Scales range 
from 10,000 • 20,000 times life size.) 

Phytoplankton Key 

A - Dinobryon s/iJl. (a chrysuphyte) 

R - Stephanodisws spf>. (a diatom) 

C - /Jediastrum sfi/) . (a green alga) 

D - Rl10domo11as s/1/1. (a cryptophyte) 

E - C:rncium s(l(l. (a din<)t1agellate) 

F - Melosira sj>/1. (a diatom) 

Phytoplankton 

Description: Microscopic to visible floating plants; 

found to depths where light renetrates water. 

Examples: Diatoms, green algae, blue-green 

bacteria, protists. 

Zooplankton 

Description: Micros<:opic to visible, free-swimming 

nnimals; includes a variety of types. 

Cladocerans: Water fleas such as Dt1J>/mia, 
l3ythotreplies longimamts and Cerrn/>liJ.;HS pegnoi; 
bodies have hard shells, branched swinunina 

antennae; large eye. 

CopepoJs - Oarsmcn(cyclopl>ids and calanoids) 
cylinder-shaped bodies; lo ng, segmemeJ 

swimming a ntennae . 

Malocastr:ms - i\lysids such as lirposum 
shrimp; IO pairs of joimeJ legs; louk like 

miniarure crayfish; :, talked eyes. 

Rotifcrs - Rornting hair-like cilia at from of 

body. 

Protozoans - Single-celled animals, such as 

the amoeba anJ raramecium. 

Fig. 2 
(Note: Not drawn to scole. Scales range 

from 5 • 1,000 Umes life size.) 

Zooplankt.on Key 

G - DiJJoreia s/J/1. (a crustacean) 

H - Dicl/Jtomus sf,[i . (a copqmd) 

l - Philodi1ia sp/1. (a rotifor) 

J - M)'.1i.~ relicw (a malacmtran) 

K- lJC1[>lmia s/1/J. (a warcr flea) 

ZooJ,lankton continued 

AJult Diet: Many omnivorous, eating algae, 

detritus, rntifcrs, protomn , other crustnccans and 

hacreria; some, including C)'clops and Leptodorn 
( water flea), art' predators which grasp their prey. 

Opossum shrimp, dap}111ia (water flea) and rotifcrs 

are filter feeders , strai ning fuud from the water. 

Habitat/Behavior: Found throughout Grear L1ke~. 

Make vertical migratiom dail y which \·ary with light 

levels, season. and age and sex nf the individual 

nnima!. Mo ·t migrate up as darkness sets in and 

return to Jeep at dawn, thmigh some species rcvt:rse 

or twilight migration (m dusk and dawn). 

01 ossum shrimp (My.~is rclicca) also make these 

migrati,ms, but may ht: considered more benthic 

d1 ;111 ocher zooplankton, since they arc more often 

found near the hottom (lwnthic) during the day nm! 
arc found in the hypolimnion (deepc~t layer of cold 

w.ner) dming the summer. Opossum shrimp 

reproduce in fall, winter and early spring, then carry 

their eggs and young in a brood pouch for up tn 3 

months; young leave the pouch when about 3-4 mm 

lung. Opo~sum shrimp and most other ~ooplankron 

are imr\1rranr food for a variety oHish (especially 

smaller juvenile and forngc fish) such as lake trout, 

lake whitefish and chuhs (ciscoes). 

Lake Whitefish 

(Corewm11s clupeaformi.1) 

Description: Usually 17-22 in., 1. 5-4 lbs.; sil\'cry 

wirh pale grl'en-hrown hack; a<liposL' fin . 

Adult Diet: Bc:nthivore, plankrivore; feeding on 

Diporeia , sumc small fish, and fish egg~. 

Habitat/Behavior: Benrhic; spawn in Novemher ,111< 

December usually in shallnws; found in school,; fn11 

in hypolimnitm in summer where they range broadh

;mcl mnvc tu shoals in spr ing. lmrurtant native 

commercial fish, sometimes caught. by sport angler,. 

Walleye 

(Sti:::cmcdion t1icr.:w11) 

Description: Usually 11-20 in.,1-3 lb.,. but can grull' 

much larger; dorsal fin with spiny-rayed anJ soft-rayl 

~i:crilmS; large eyes and white tip on tail. 

Adult Diet: Piscivorc (fish-eating) . 

Habitat/Behavior: Moderately shallow waters tcndi1 

t1)ward bcnlhic habitats of inshorl: (littoral) habit:-its; 

:.pawn in spring or early summer in rivers and lakes 

over coarse gravel or rocks. Found in turbid areas ani 

use plams, boulders, sunken tree$ for cover; cummor 
caught in shallow bay.,, river mouth!-!, and Lake Eric; 
popular native fi sh. 

Rainbow Trout or Steelhead 
(Oncorh)•nchus mykiss) 

Description: Usually 20-10 in. and 6-10 lbs.; light 
hody with Jark srors, siJe has pinki. h band. 

Adult Diet: lnvenehrat<;>~, plankrnn, forage fi~hcs. 

Habitat/Behavior: Pelagic (open-water); spawn in 

rivers, streams (potamoJromous); enter rivers in late 

October through early May; spawn from !are Dece1 

through the spring ( m( lst I y in th<:: ~rri ng); do not die 

after spawning. Not native to the region - intn iducc, 

into the l'ireat Lakes from the Pacific Northwest. 

CREDITS: Produced by Michigan Sea Grant. www.miseeagranLumich.edu. Copyright Michigan Sea Grant Collcgo Program, Rogents or tho Univors1ty of M1ch1gan Part o! The Lrlc of lhB Lakes. by Shari Dann and Brandon Schroe; 



Lake Trout 
( Salve/in us 1iamaycmh) 

Description: Often about 31 in. and IO 1 bs., bur can 

grow much larger; scatten~d light spots un dark b,ldy; 

forked tail. 

Adult Diet: Forage fishes such as i.:huhs (ciscues), lake 

herring, sticklebacks, alewife, smelt, sculpins, and 

macroin vertebra res. 

Habitat/Behavior: Mainly benrhic, hut may he found at 

various depths (pelagic and littoral); spawn on rocky 

reefs <luring November and December. A variety llr 

strain called si~cowct (m "fat twut") is found in 

deepwatcr areas of Lake Superior, and another varier y 

or strain called "humpers" have a different, humped 

body shape. 

Yellow Perch 
( Perea flav,:scens) 

Description: Adults usually 6-IO in.; yellow helly and 

dark vertical bars on sides; nne spiny-rayed and one 

soft-rayed dorsal fin. 

Adult Diet: Forage fishes, aquatic irLects. 

Habitat/Behavior: Moderately shallow \\ titers tending 

rowarcl benthic habitats of inshore (iiLtoral) ha hi tars: 

spawn from !are April through ea rly May or mid-June 

{depending on lake) near aquatic plant in shallow reeds 

or in coasrnl lakes. Feed from mid-Jepth · to near the 

bottom in summer; the basis of much lucal consump

tion; native fish to the Great Lakes region. 

Brown Trout 
( Sal mo trntra) 

Description: Usually 20-22 in. long but cnn grow much 

larger; 4-5 lbs; dark crosses or checks on silvery b iJy, 

tai I with occasion al dark spots, 10-12 ana 1 rn ys. 

Adult Diet: Smelt, alewife, other furagc fishes. 

Habitat/Behavior: Pelagic (open-water) bur also found 
in benthic and shallow inshore areas; potamoJromous; 

spawn in late fall or early winter when 2-3 years old; do 

not die after spawning; not native-introduced inru 

Great Lakes region. 

Michigan S1a1e Universi1y. MSU Extension Bulletin E-2440. 8-2003, MICHU .1"03-400 

Pacific Salmon 
Description: 

Chinook Salmon - Adult s ,1hnur 16 in., 18 lhs.; black 

nmuth and inner gums, ,inal fin with 1-5- 17 mys, black 

spars a II nvt'r ta i I. 

Coho Salmon - Can n;ach abuut 27 in., 6.5 lhs.; whire or 

g ray gums, ana I fin wid1 13-15 rays, hlack spnts on \ln ly 

upper half uf tail. 

Adult Diet: Alewife, smdt, nthcr fnrage fishes. 

Habitat/Behavior: Pelagic (open warer), muving 

thnn1ghuut the Crcat Lakes; pt1t,1m,idrom11us (spawn in 

rivers, streams); sp:1wn in fall when ,-5 years nld; adulrs 
die after spawning. Signifk:-mt narur,-1] tl'producrinn 

ni.:i.:urs, hut population rn11nhers me susraincd thrnugh 

hatchery reared m)d stuch:d fish; 6-month-old chinunk 

,ind 18 -munth-nld cnhu m igratc from rivl•rs tu CJ rear 

Lnkes. Nnt native tn the rcginn-intrnd11ced intn t·he 

C:ireat Lakes from the Pacific Nonhwl'st. 

Chinook Salmon 

(Ont.:c1 rhync/111s tshaw)"t~clw) 

Coho Salmon 

(0ncorliynd1us kisurd1) 

Native Forage Fishes in the Great Lakes : 

Sculpin 

(Cn!lu5 ${l/J.) 

Bloater (Chub) 

(O1rt.'gonus lw:•,i) 

Lake Herring 

(Cc ,rl'J!<m us ,mi:di) 

Brook (5-spincd) Stickleback 

(C11/ac(1 i11con.11ans) 

Description: :::imall fishl's which serve as food fnr 

larger fishes, including sculpins, bloater, lake 

herring, hro k and nim::.pim·, and emerald shiner. 

Adult Diet: Mnsrly planktun, in :,t'CI larvae, !-Pille 

benthos; larger spl'Cics may take mall fishes. 

Habitat/Behavior: Usefulne~~ uf forage fohc~ tu 

predators depends on tht.'ir si:l' ,ind on their 

location; any fi ·h small l'nough to fit into a pn:Jatl)f 

fish'~ mouth is putential f,1rnge. Many species llf 
native (l1ra~e fishes, ~nmt.' unique tn the Grent 

Lakes; were fnund \"irtually throughout the lakes 

until commercial fishing r<.:mnvl'J :-<1mc llf rhc larger 

.~pccics L,( chub., (ciscrn:s). 

Species characteristics: 

Sculpin - 7 in. nr less; large he.id, st nut hndy; large 

and fonlikc pectoral fins; pelvic fin:-. {usur1lly with 

one spine) under pectoral fins. 13enthic; M>llll' sp;nvn 

in ~pring, orhers in late ~ummcr or early foll; 

decpwater sculpins spawn during winter n1>inths; 

muttlcd :md slimy sculpins tend tn inhahit more 

nearshore water~, nesting under rocb ur nther Jehris 

and deposit eggs on the ceiling of the nest. 

Decpwarl'r ~cul pins inhabit deeper water llrcas, 

L·aring mainly midge 1.-irvac (chimnomids), mysiJs 

(Lipossum ~hrimp), and Di/J()reia s/i/> . Sp<1tmhead 

Emerald Shiner 

( Nnrrnpis aclii:rinoidi:s) 

scu!pin~ cat planktunic crusrncl'mb in dt.'cpwatc1 
area~, and aqu;Hic in~cct larvae inshnrc. Orhn 
sculpins cal m,1inly aquatic insl'Ct larvae and 
crayfish. 

131oatcr - S-10 in.; long, decp-budicd fish with 
adipose fin. Pelagic and bcnthic; ~pawn~ Fchniary 

through March. E..,t mainly :uoplanktnn, particula1: 
Mysis rdic1a, Di/>oreia s/JI). 

Lake Herring- .S- I 2 in., sometimes lnrgcr; simi!a: 

tn bloater hut with more gill rakcrs. Pd;1gic; gathu 

in large school~ to ~pawn in late November or l'arly 
Dcccmhl·r. M.ii n I y a :i. it )phmkwn focJcr eating M~·,l; 
relicw, DiJ><m.'ill sJJ/l. 

Sticklebacks (Brnok and Ninc~pinc) - 2-4 in.; 

small, thin fish; dorsal spines 1mconncctt.'d by iir_ 
tissues. Littornl, pelagic and hcnthic; spawn in sprin~ 
1r s11111111cr. Some huild nests uf ~ticb m weeds. 1:..1: 

aquaric insects, planktonic crnsrnccam. 

Emerald Shiner - 2-3 in.; silvery, iridc~ct:nt bull·;. 
Mainly pelagic; spmvns in summer. Form sd,l\ub 
uffshorL' in summer, muvc inshme in fol! and in 

spring; spend days in deep water and muve tll the 

~urfacc at night. Feed mainly on phmkrnn and al_gac, 
rind cm some midge larvae. 



Exotic (Invasive) Species in the Great Lakes 

\ 
Alewife 

( Alosa pseudoharengw) 

Description: 6-8 in.; silvery, iridescent (shifting, 

rainhllW-likc color), single hlack spot behind heal! at 
eye level. 

Adult Diet: Planktivore (plankton-eating); m,1y als,1 
eat small fishes and fish eggs. 

Habitat/Behavior: Mainly pelagic, hut alsu imhure; 
spawn in shallows in late spring, early summer; srrain 

plankton from water through structures called gill 

rakers (in gills); schools move inshore m feed at 
night. Die-offs may occur in spring and summer. Nor 

native to Great Lakes - invaded from Atlantic Ocean 

through the Erie Canal. 

Spiny Water Flea 

( ByihotreJJhes longinwnus) 

I} A r u 
.~/;,)'i 

t{ ({1 j ( 

t -~~~---==--- ~ ,r~-, - -
Fishhook Fle.1 

( Cercopai:1is fJengoi) 

Description: Both w:-1terf1cas arc crusniccans and 

very similar in description; me,1suring spine or t:iil, 
hoth about 1 cm. long; are considered zoopl:mktnn; 
long, spiny tail; large, single eye. Primnry phy ·ical 
difference is that the fishook flea is clisringuished hy 
a smaller body size (about the size of the spiny watl·r 
flea) and a unique loop ar the end nf its rail - a 
charactcrist ic Ji fficu!t to dctermi nc with (mt : 1 

microscope. 

Adult Diet: Both are predatory planktivores or 
raptoria! predators (meaning they grasp, pierce and 

shred their prey) an important distinction hecau ·c 
unlike most ,-1quatic predators, they can eat things 
larger rhan their mouth. They grasp, pierce and shred 
zooplankron including DaJJ!mia; and compete with 

fish ( p.uricularly juvenile fishes) and invt·rtc-hrat cs 

for moplankton food sources. 

Habitat/Behavior: Pelagic zooplankton found in 

offshore meas; migrate tn surface ac nigh!; reprudm:e 
rapidly during warm summer conditions; :,pines 
appear to serve as defense against predators; nfren 
found fouling fishing line and nets which have 

collected large numbers of them. Nor native to 

Great Lakes, probably arrived in ballast water of 

inrernational cargo vessels. 

Round Goby 

(Nl'ugo/iim nwlwwstomm) 

Tubenose Gaby 

( Pruicrnrhinw; lllilnllornws) 

Description: Both gohy species can be identified by 
a single fused pelvic (horrom) fin, forming a conical 

disk shaped like a "suctiun cup" - no native fish in 

the Great Lakes have this. Nnt nari ve - both goby 
species arrived in Grear Lakes in hallast water of 
international rnrgo vessels. 

Round Goby- Usually "3-6 (up to 8) in.; character

i2cd by large heads, they h:ive snfr bodies and nl, 

spiny fins; look similar to nati, e sculpins; 

distinguished by a large hlnck dorsal fin spot. Adults 

are yellowish-grey wirh hlack ,me! brown blotchc~ 
oYer their bodies with snim: tinge of green nn the 
Jmsal fin; young arc :1 solid gray. 

Tubenose Goby - Much fewer in numbers; generally 
are smaller than rnund gobies (less than 4 in.); they 
have smaller mouths Lhan r(lund gubies; have slightly 

visible nostrils extending heyond their nose or face. 

Adult Diet: Feed vom<.:irn1sly, eating insect larvae, large 

invertebrate~, :ebra 1m1&:,els, fish eggs, an l small fish; 
tul--ennse gohies, due Tll ~mailer mouths, arc restricted 
mainly to smaller prey, ~Ln:h :t~ aquatic insccrs. 

Habitat/Behavior: Bt•rHhic or bottom-dwelling fish 
prcferri ng rocky m gra vc I ha hi tat; uften fc nnd o n or 
near rocks, hiding in crevices ;md around any other 

substrate; alrhough cnnsumed as a forage fish, they 

also aggressively cnmperc with native fishes for 

spawning territory ,1nd fond; with a well-developed 
sensory system, can ,1]so feed :1t night. Spawning can 

occur frequent I y frnm A pri I t'h rough September; 

deposit eggs in n csrs 111 tops ur undersides of rocks, 
logs, etc.; rubcnose gohies spawn in vegei-ated areas. 

Rainbow smelt 
( Osmerns nwrdax) 

Description: 7-8 in. ,md II nd er 4-16 oz.; long silvery 

body, with niinhnw-likc. iridescent color nn sides; 
adipme fin . 

Adult Diet: Phmktiv,irc (plankton-eating); may ear 
very smnll fish. 

Habitat/Behavior: Mainly pelagic; porn modromous 
(spawn in srreams, rivers, and gravel beaches); spawn in 
spring. Not narivc to Great Lakes - intentionally 

introduced to Michigan inland lakes a- a forage fish for 

salmon. Uninrcnrinm1lly intnlduced to Great Lakes, 
likely by escaping or hy m< 1vc111cnt in bait buckets. 

Sea Lamprey 

( Petrumyzon marinus) 

Description: c.:;rnws up to 34 in.; lacks jaws; ha., 

circuh-1r, ~u<.:kin~ mouth with rnsping teeth; nu 
paired fins. 

Adult Diet: fluids and tissues of large fish, 
pmticubrly almon and trout, which ha\'e small 
scales. 

Habitat/Behavior: Pelagic and benthic; spawn 
in rivers anJ streams in spring; larval lamprey 
(called amnwcoet:es) spend 3-6 years buried in 

sed iments feeding on detritus and small 
organism .. filtered frum the water. Migrate tu 
upen water:, of Great Lakes for adult, parasitic 

phase• (approx. 18 months ), growing from 6-.S" 
m 24" ns nn adult. Each adult estimated to kill 
40 puunlls of fish during parasitic phase. Not 

nativ1: to upper Great Lakes - amivcd in upper 

Cirl•aL Lakes after the \Xfelland Canal (bypassing 

Ni.1g.ira Falls) w,1s ope ned. 

Zebra Mussel 
( Dreisscna />ol:•;mor[>ha) 

and 
Quagga Mussel 

( Dreissena b11gensis) 

Description: I3orh mussels a re thumbnnil size I, 
usually about 1/4 to l in.; light and dark banded 
shell culorariun; quagga mussels may often have 

lighrer colored shells or finer stript:s, l ut 
patterns of both species can vary. Shell shape is 
primary difference, and quagga mussels typically 

ha\'e mmt• ruunJed shells then :ebrn mussels. 

Adult Diet: Filter-feeds primarily on phy
toplankrnn, as well as other small particles and 
1.Jrganisms suspended in the water; comperi: with 

wop!ankt(ln fnr phytoplankton food sources. 

Habitat/Behavior: Both mussels live in similar 

habitats; adults of both mussels are henthic and 
attach to hard surfaces; quagga mussels e,m abu 
colonize softer substrates and a wider range of 
W:ltl"r depths; usually found in clusters; larval' 

arc pbnkwnic (free-floating, micro~copic) . 
Pro lific spring and summer reproduction rcsuh!> 

in rapid growth ;incl expansion of mussel 

colunies. Nut native to Great Lakes - arrived in 

Grc:ll Lake in ballast water of international 

cargo vessels. 



Water Temperature Epilimnion 

The surface layer of water that is constantly mixed 

by wind and waves and is warmed by the sun, from 

late spring to late fall. 

WIND -------------- Metalimnion 

Photic 
(light) 
zone 

Aphotic 
(no light) 

zone 

The middle layer characterized by a steep gradient 

in temperature and demarcated by the regions 

above (epilimnion) and below (hypolimnion) . 

The meta limnion is the barrier that prevents 

mixing and heat exchange between the epilimnion 

and hypol imnion. 

Hypolimnion 

The deepest layer of uniformly cold water that 

does not mix with the upper layers and has low 

circulation.The colder water within the hypolimnion 

is at its maximum dens ity at a temperature of 

Summer (layering) four degrees Centigrade. 

Light Penetration Offshore (pelagic zone) 
Sunlight 

Portion of the lake 
where there is 
sufficient sunlight 
!or aqualic plants 
to flourish. 

Tho deepest 
portion of the 
lake, which is 
too dark for 
most aquatic 
plants to grow. 

Open-water area of a lake with certain fishes, such as salmon. 

Smelt 

Alewife 

--~ .. 
"" 

Lake Whitefish Lake Trout 



G reat l akes Ecosystem 
Sun and Water (Thermal stratification) 
Thermal stratification is a seasonal phenomenon that occurs 

from late spring to late fall in temperate regions. In the summer, 

the upper layer of wate r in the Great Lakes (epilimnion) is warmed 

significantly by the sun. Cooler water separates , forming two additional 

layers (metalimnion and hypol imnion) that are heavier or denser. During 

the winter, there is no stratification as the lake cools and the overall 

temperature of the lake is more unifor m. 

Food Web 
A food web is the pattern of relationships in the feed ing behavior 

of organisms in an ecosystem. Because organisms each eat more than 

one type of food , a food web consists of many linear (and not so linear) 

chains which interlock to form a network through which energy 

and nutrients are transfe rred. Distinct t rophic (feeding) levels are 

differentiated by the type and quantity of food. Three major types 

of organisms are involved in the food web: produce rs, consumers 

and decomposers, which all feed on more than one type of food . 

Producers 
Phytoplankton and Macrophytes 
As the first organism in the system, producers store 

and conver t solar energy into living organisms such 

Lake Zones 
Generally, the lake can be divided into nearshore and offshore 

habitats .The nearshore (littoral zone) habitats closest to the edge 

of the lake have the greatest light penetration and , due to their 

prox imity to land, receive the most run off of nutrients and other 

materials from streams and rivers. Offshore (pelagic zone) habitats 

include the uppermost portions of the open water of the lake, as 

well as the depths. The pelagic zone is the open water area of a lake, 

away from the littoral zone. In the pelagic zone, the uppermost 

portion of the water is where light can penetrate and foster growth 

of algae and other forms of open water plants and life . Some adult 

fishes , such as salmon and lake herring, spend much of their time in 

the colder regions of the pelagic zone. Other species, such as 

smallmouth bass, prefer to spend their lives in the slightly warmer 

littoral zones. The benthic zone includes the entire bottom of the 

lake. In offshore areas, the benthic zone receives no light. However, 

near shore, the benthic life may benefit from light that reaches the 

bottom of the lake . 

Forage fishes (secondary consumers) 
Small (forage) fishes, the next t rophic link in the 

system, feed on plankton and small macroinve.r tebrate 

These fo rage fishes , such as alewife, smelt and sculpim 

provide much of the food fo r larger fishes . 

as phytoplankton (microorganisms) and large, rooted plants 

. (macrophytes). Phytoplankton and plants are a food source 

for primary and secondary consumers. 
Secondary <If!!_·:~_-':'. =: ,#" 
Consumers ~ _,. ~ Large fish, birds and humans (tertiary consumer. 

Larger fishes (piscivores) that feed on smaller fishes, 

form the next t rophic level in the food chain. These 

larger fishes may include adult salmon, lake trout, 

walleye and bass. O ther consumers of fishes include 

birds and mammals such as humans. 

Consumers 
Zooplankton and Macroinvertebrates (primary consumers) 
Zooplankton include microscopic floating animals , such as 

protozoans, capepods and amph ipods. Macroinvertebrates 

include midges, leeches, snails and insect larvae. These primary 

consumers are a food source for small fishes. 

:~ .. 
Mayfly L,arvae 

Crayfish 

Primary 
Consumers 

Producers · 

' 
J 

Rainbow i rout 
(Steelhead) 

Lake bottom (benthic :z:one) 
Area where animals and plants live in or en t he bottom of the lake. 



Tertiary r 
Coos,mo" \ 

Relationship to Humans 
The Great Lakes provide an important food 

source for the region and the country. As such, 

the productivity of the lakes depends upon 

a variety of human and environmental factors. 

The food web and interlocking food chains in 
the lakes are complex and ever-changing. 

Solar radiation 

Pumpkinseed Nearshore (littoral zone) 
Area shallow enough for light to penetrate 

the water and reach the lake bottom. This 

is an area for fish spawnjng and feeding. 

Decomposers and Detritivores 
Bacteria, fungi and crayfish 

Decomposers such as microbes feed on dead organic matter, such 

as decaying leaves. Detritivores such as crayfish are organisms that 

eat dead organic matter. Decomposers and detritivores are keys to 

recycling nutrients that become available for the plants (producers) 
at the start of the food chain. They supplement the diet of some 
primary and secondary consumers~ allowing the Great Lakes to 

be product i've and to support life. 

\ 
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